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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes research work conducted at University College London. The 

investigation focused on the implications of using refrigerant mixtures in vapour 

compression reversible heat pumps (RHPs) in relation to the influences of the special 

mixture attributes; temperature glide and composition shift, on the design and the 

performances.

The analysis was based on a purpose-built simulation program that incorporates 

thermal-physical property routines from a refrigerant(s) database. The result presents 

the performance of a water-to-water RHP with three selected reversing methods, 

emphasizing on the glide match/mismatch situation in the reversed mode. The 

influences of a liquid receiver on the circulating composition and the performances 

were also looked into. Further, the possibility of using the two-accumulator concept 

to obtain capacity control of the RHP was investigated.

The investigation found that the composition shift and the temperature glide 

influence the component sizing and the performance in both forward/reversed modes. 

System design needs to consider the effects of composition shift and pressure drops 

on the performance and glide match. Different reversing methods yielded distinct 

performance trends in the reversed mode. These trends were found to be dependent 

on the refrigerant(s) and the heat exchanger volumes. Redirecting the heat transfer 

fluid between the two heat exchangers to implement the change of mode appeared to 

be the best method for mixture applications. The flow temperatures of the heat 

transfer fluid in mixture systems were generally better in both forward and reversed 

modes when a counter flow configuration is available, and the use of a higher glide 

mixture improves the temperatures. Both modes showed positive composition shifts, 

and the running compositions are different to each other in the two modes; a liquid 

receiver enhanced the shift. Further it was found that the two-accumulator concept 

could be applied to reversible systems to obtain capacity change in the mode where 

excess charge occurs.
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1. Introduction

1.1 O verview

Many of the alternative refrigerants being considered for the replacement 

of the ozone depleting chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) are mixtures of 

hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) and/or hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) 

[Didion, 1999]. Change over to these refrigerant mixtures requires 

reassessing and revising many aspects related to the refrigeration, air- 

conditioning and heat pump (RAC-HP) industry, including the design 

norms, operational guidelines etc. To understand the implications 

associated with the use of refrigerant mixtures, current researches focus 

on a number of related key issues such as thermodynamic and heat 

transfer behaviour [Thome, 1996, Bivens and Yokozeki, 1994, Unal, 

1986], optimization of performance [Domanski et al., 1994], 

compatibility of materials and lubricant selection [Hans, 1989] etc.

When different mixtures are considered based on their phase changing 

process, two main groups of refrigerant blends; azeotropes and zeotropes 

(also termed non-azeotropes) can be identified. When in equilibrium at 

specific conditions, azeotropes exhibit the same liquid and vapour phase 

compositions and can be considered as single component refrigerants for 

practical purposes [Didion and Bivenn, 1989].

However, a significant number of the replacement mixtures are 

zeotropes [Didion and Bivenns, 1989], for example, R407C (a ternary 

mixture of FIFCs: R32, R125 and R134a) is one such mixture that



replaces pure refrigerant R22 (HCFC). Zeotropic mixtures exhibit certain 

attributes that are not present with pure fluids, among which the 

composition shift (CS) during phase change and the associated 

temperature glide (TG) [Kruse and Wieschollek, 1997, Didion and 

Bivenns, 1989] are two main aspects.

As a direct result of non-similar boiling temperatures of the refrigerant 

components, zeotropic mixtures show different vapour and liquid 

compositions when at equilibrium [Stuart et ah, 1994]. During phase 

change, different boiling temperatures of the mixture constituents 

promote preferential boiling or condensation of certain components 

relative to the others, leading to a change (or shift) of composition of the 

mixture being evaporated or condensed [Radermacher and Hwang, 

2000]. Associated with the CS are the changes of the dew (Tdew) and the 

bubble (Tbub) point temperatures of the remaining mixture. This results in 

a non-isothermal phase change behaviour that occurs within a range of 

temperature known as temperature glide [Didion, 1994]. The magnitude 

of the glide generally depends on the boiling temperatures of the 

components, rnixture composition and the pressure.

The presence of two saturation temperatures, Tdew and Tbub, creates 

ambiguity when selecting a compressor [Murphy et al., 1998] or a heat 

exchanger for a vapour compression system [Rajapaksha et al., 2002]. In 

addition, occurrence of concentration and temperature stratification due 

to the density differences of individual components (refrigerants) is



another aspect that concerns with the phase change heat transfer 

behavior of the refrigerants [Wang and Chato, 1995a].

The above special attributes of zeotropic mixtures that are not present 

with pure refrigerants appear to exert significant influence on the design, 

heat transfer behaviour, performance and the operation of vapour 

compression systems. Among different systems, heat pumps (HP) have 

been in use during the past few decades as a cost-effective device that 

provides heating or cooling in a single mode, or both as required in 

alternate modes (heating/cooling) [Dough and.Garnet, 2000]. In the latter 

case, the system is referred to as a reversible heat pump (RHP); where 

the word reversible associates with the change of operating mode from 

heating to cooling or vice versa.

In most of the RHPs, the reversing action is implemented using a four

way valve (RV), which effectively changes the functions of the two heat 

exchangers (generally indoor and outdoor) upon change of mode. Due to 

the reversing, the refrigerant flow direction within each heat exchanger is 

reversed, and with certain types of heat exchangers; say, shell-and-tube 

(refrigerant in the tubes) or concentric tubes, this results in a change of 

flow configuration too (i.e. counter flow arrangement becomes parallel 

flow or vice versa). Particularly, the performance optimization based on 

TG may disappear when the mode is changed using a four-way valve 

due to associated changes of flow configuration and/or HTF flow rates. 

At the same time, the refrigerant charge in the system will be 

redistributed among various system components, where excess charge, if



any, is normally stored in a liquid receiver (LR). If a LR (normally 

installed between the condenser and the expansion device) is not present, 

the excess charge may get held up mostly in the condenser.

In general, RHPs using either pure or mixture refrigerants can be 

designed to deliver a specified capacity in a selected mode (heating or 

cooling). However, as a consequence of the overall changes in the heat 

exchanger operation and operating conditions upon reversing, when 

compared with the designed mode, generally RHPs experience a certain 

degree of performance deterioration in the reversed mode. Such 

deterioration is expected to be further affected by the mixture attributes 

mentioned earlier. Some of the background considerations associated 

with the design and operation of RHPs when using mixtures are 

highlighted next.

1.2 B ackground

Mixtures with significant temperature glide offer a theoretical potential 

to improve the performance and the energy efficiency of HPs by 

incorporating temperature glide matching in the heat exchangers 

[Mulroy et al., 1994]. To realize this benefit, temperature profiles of the 

heat transfer fluid (HTF) and the refrigerant need to be matched in a 

counter flow heat exchanger [Hwang et al., 1997, Choi et al., 1996, Chen 

and Haselden, 1992]. Glide matching reduces irréversibilités in the heat 

transfer process and results in an improved cycle performance [Kim et 

al., 1994]. However, the use of adequately sized heat exchangers is an 

important prerequisite in this regard [Payne et al., 1998].



Water, water/glycol mixture, atmospheric air can be considered as the 

HTF for glide matching in the evaporator and the condenser [Mulroy et 

ah, 1994]. Nonetheless, air may not represent a suitable HTF due to 

commonly used cross flow configurations. Moreover, relatively higher 

(about 12 to 15 °C) temperature changes of air within heat exchangers 

are likely to be larger than the glide of the commercially available 

mixtures. In general, liquid-to-liquid systems are better suited for 

implementing glide matching than air-to-air RHP systems [Marques and 

Domanski, 1998]. The actual performance gain through glide matching, 

however, is largely a matter of achieving the right combination of heat 

exchanger sizing, selections of HTF and refrigerant [Haselden and 

Carter, 1998].

Another factor that concerns with the glide matching is the non-linearity 

of two-phase properties [Venkatarathnam et ah, 1996]. Due to property 

non-linearity, maintaining a constant temperature difference (dT) 

between the refrigerant and the HTF streams becomes difficult and so is 

the setting of the required HTF flow rate to achieve TG match 

[Venkatarathnam et al., 1996]. Usually the HTF flow rates are set (at the 

design) corresponding to the TGs of the evaporating and condensing 

pressures. In addition, due to the non-linearity, pinch points could occur 

within the phase changing section causing a reduction in the 

effectiveness of the heat transfer [Venkatarathnam et ah, 1999].

The difference in the vapour and liquid phase compositions of zeotropic 

mixtures varies with pressure and temperature [Stuart et ah, 1994]. This



raises some issues concerning the operation, performance and servicing 

of RHPs, which are not present with pure fluid systems. During system 

operation, the actual circulating composition within the system will be 

different to that of the charged (bulk) composition due to vapour or 

liquid hold ups in different system parts including the liquid receiver and 

the suction line accumulator [Chen and Kruse, 1995]. This leads to the 

possibility of modulating the capacity using techniques such as 

controlled rectification [Halm et al., 1999] or distillation [Rothfleisch,

1995].

The variation of composition resulting from refrigerant staying in 

various system components such as a liquid receiver or an accumulator 

can be manipulated to change the system capacity [Radermacher and 

Hwang, 2000]. A two-accumulator, liquid receiver and suction line 

accumulator, system provides the opportunity to obtain a certain amount 

of capacity modulation by varying the amount of refrigerant held in each 

vessel [Vakil and Flock, 1980].

In summary, the use of mixture refrigerants demands additional 

considerations when designing RHPs. This suggests the availability of 

opportunities for a number of designs and operational issues to be 

addressed through new researches. In this context, application of mixture 

refrigerants in reversible heat pumps forms the main theme of this 

research.



1.3 L iterature survey

Researches concerning different aspects of heat pumps and refrigerant 

mixtures are concentrating mainly on the search for suitable alternative 

mixtures (with or without hardware modifications) and the investigation 

of the potential performance gains. The following section looks at some 

selected works related to various implications associated with the use of 

mixture refrigerants in vapour compression systems.

1.3.1 R efrigerant m ixtures in heat pum ps

a) D esign

In Keller’s (1999) work on HPs using mixture R410A as an alternative 

for R22, it was observed that there is a risk of circulating composition 

being shifted towards flammable limits. This is due to the increase in the 

amount of liquid stored in the accumulator when the system runs at 

relatively lower outside temperatures.

According to Chen and Haselden (1992), to realise the advantages of 

mixtures with a particular design, maximum utilisation of the available 

heat transfer area is important. To make sure that this is the case when 

load changes (due to changes in demand or surrounding conditions), the 

authors proposed an evaporator with two sections; major and minor, of 

which the former will be kept in wet conditions regardless of the changes 

in operating conditions or the load. Also, maintaining a vertical flow of 

refrigerant is encouraged as a means of reducing the separation of phases 

(to promote mixing) that occurs during horizontal flow.



Rice (1993) investigated the influence of the augmentation of the heat 

transfer surface on the performance of air-to-air heat pumps. His work 

showed that unless the augmentation is sufficient to offset any reduction 

in mixture heat transfer coefficients (HTC), the comparative cycle COP 

improvement may remain below that with pure fluids.

McLinden and Radermacher (1987) pointed out that the optimum 

distribution of evaporator and condenser area can vary substantially 

relative to a pure refrigerant system when a heat pump is designed for a 

mixture. This is due to the change of the mixture HTC and the relative 

increase in evaporator size when optimum COP occurs. According to 

Gabrielii and Vamling (1998a), the optimal area distribution corresponds 

to the situation of maximum use of glide match in the evaporator and 

favours the use of a suction line heat exchanger (SLHX).

The benefits of using a SLHX with mixture refrigerant stems from the 

presence of temperature glide during evaporation [Gabrielii and 

Vamling, 1998a]. Increased condenser subcooling results in a lower 

enthalpy at the evaporator entrance, the evaporation process starting at a 

lower vapour quality with an increase in evaporating pressure [Payne et 

al., 2000]. This increase in pressure reduces the pressure ratio across the 

compressor thus lowering the compression work and increasing the 

COP.

Gabrielii and Vamling (2001) stressed that for water source heat pumps, 

the evaporator temperature becomes the limiting parameter in the case of



selecting a mixture with glide. This is due to the possibility of the 

temperature at the refrigerant entry side of the evaporator becoming too 

low, which increases the risk of water freezing (evaporator exit side can 

still be well above the freezing temperature).

b) P erform ance w ith  refrigerant m ixtures

In order to obtain comparable results with replacement refrigerant 

mixtures in existing systems, changes in the compressor capacity (or 

size), heat exchanger and pipe sizes are likely to require [Linton et ah,

1996].

Kim et ah, (1994) evaluated the performance of several refrigerant 

mixtures in a concentric tube water-to-water heat pump and found that 

the mixtures perform better than the replacing pure refrigerants (R12 and 

R22). Smit and Meyer (1998) demonstrated that when using mixture 

refrigerants in heat pumps (single direction), it is possible to obtain 

relatively higher water delivery temperatures than that is obtained using 

R22 due to the presence of temperature glide.

Gabrielii and Vamling (1998b) investigated the distribution of total heat 

exchanger area between condenser and evaporator when using 

refrigerant mixtures R407C in a heat pump originally designed for R22. 

It was noticed that a larger part of evaporator (shell-and-tube) is used for 

superheat section if the superheat setting is more than few degrees, 

which could influence the glide matching situation.



Performance of pure and mixture refrigerant systems are mainly 

compared in terms of COP and capacity [McLinden and Radermacher, 

1987, Hogberg et ah, 1993]. However, the outcome of the comparison 

depends strongly on the conditions and the applications selected 

[McLinden and Radermacher, 1987]. Depending on the choice of the 

comparison scheme, different conclusions can be drawn [Radermacher 

and Hwang, 2000]. This situation is aggravated due to the availability of 

different possible temperatures when using mixtures (bubble, dew or mid 

point, approaching dTs etc.) that can be selected as the reference.

Comparison methods based on temperatures alone are suitable only for 

rough estimates as they do not account for the effects of mixture 

properties on system components sizing [Hogberg et ah, 1993]. To 

account for this aspect, the heat transfer area should be incorporated to 

the comparison method [Radermacher and Hwang, 2000].

•  G lide m atching in heat exchangers

One of the pre-requisites for achieving glide matching is that both the 

refrigerant and the HTF exhibit linear temperature profiles during phase 

change heat transfer [Venkatarathnam et ah, 1996, Mulroy et ah, 1994]. 

However, the temperature of high-glide mixtures generally does not 

change linearly as a function of enthalpy (or entropy) [Domanski and 

McLinden, 1992]. This results in a non-linear profile on refrigerant side 

with potential to ‘pinch’ with the HTF. Mulroy et ah, (1994) showed that 

the two-phase non-linearity of a binary mixture could be corrected by 

adding a third component (refrigerant) with an intermediate boiling
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temperature. Domanski et al., (1994) investigated the entropy generation 

at different points within heat pumps in order to analyse the influence of 

a third component on the non-linearity. They concluded that adding a 

suitable third component to a non-linear binary mixture forms a linear 

ternary mixture.

Marques and Domanski (1998) investigated the benefits of using counter 

flow heat exchanger for glide matching in a low lift application using 

R407C (to match with the glide of R407C in water-refrigerant system). 

They found a 7.1% improvement of COP over a system with cross flow 

(air-refrigerant) evaporator and condenser. Domanski (1999) expressed 

that glide matching in both forward and reversed modes may improve 

the performance of RHPs using mixtures, however, he did not present a 

clear methodology to achieve such benefits.

• C om position shift and capacity m odulation

Early experiments [Kruse et al., 1985, Kruse and Wieschollek, 1997] 

have shown a difference in charged and running compositions in vapour 

compression systems when using mixtures. This concentration shift is 

mainly caused by the internal fractionation [Kruse and Wieschollek, 

1997]. In addition, changes in the circulating composition occurs due to 

leakages and differential solubility of mixture components in the 

lubricants [Johansson and Lundqvist, 2001]. Concentration shift leads to 

modified system pressures, temperatures, capacity and efficiency [Chen 

and Kruse 1995], and the magnitude of which depends on the design and 

operational parameters of a system [Kruse and Wieschollek 1997].
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To evaluate the magnitude of the composition shift when using R407C, 

R404A and R23/R152a, Kruse and Wieschollek (1997) carried out 

experiments. One conclusion was that the mixture compositions at the 

condenser exit and the compressor inlet were the same at steady state but 

different to that of the charged mixture. Also noted that the wide 

temperature glide of the mixture R23/R152a leads to a significant 

difference of compositions in the liquid and the vapour phases in the heat 

exchangers.

Chen and Kruse (1997) investigated the mixture concentration shift 

occurring in a water-to-air cooling system that does not have a liquid 

receiver. Such a system shows positive concentration shift (i.e. the 

circulation concentration of the lower boiling point component is higher 

than the charged concentration). This is caused due to the hold up of the 

less volatile components of the mixture in the phase changing section of 

the heat exchangers as liquid, which increases the circulation of more 

volatile components [Kruse and Wieschollek, 1997].

Biancardi et al., (1997) indicated that the effects of fractionation are 

generally more severe during start-up, when lighter component of the 

mixture can be in superheated state. Based on the experiments using 

R407C, the authors expressed that internal fractionation did not result in 

extreme operating temperatures and pressures.

Variability of mixture composition that occurs within a heat pump could 

be used to control the system capacity [Halm et al., 1999, Rothfleisch,
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1995]. Specifically, by controlling the composition, the thermodynamic 

properties of the mixture can be altered to suit the changes in source 

temperature. Many different methods can be employed to achieve the 

necessary changes in composition, however, all these can be classified 

under two generic categories [Rothfleisch, 1995]. Active systems, that 

use rectification [Tanaka et ah, 1987, Halm et ah, 1999, Rothfleisch 

1995] and passive systems that use accumulators [Radermacher and 

Hwang, 2000]. Systems using passive techniques require a large amount 

of charge and the potential of composition change is theoretically limited 

between dew and bubble line compositions [Rothfleisch, 1995].

Halm et ah, (1999) used a combination of active and passive control 

techniques to achieve capacity control in an air-to-air heat pump. A low- 

pressure (suction line) accumulator with a rectifying column was used to 

achieve relatively a higher degree of composition control.

Differential solubility of refrigerants in the lubricant is partly responsible 

for the internal fractionation and changes in the circulating composition 

occurring in heat pump that use mixtures [Kruse and Wieschollek,

1997]. The compressor crank case oil has the effect of trapping more of 

the higher boiling point components [Chen and Kruse, 1997], and these 

effects are also present in non-zeotropic mixtures as well [Kruse and 

Wieschollek, 1997].

According to Biancardi et ah, (1997) preferential storing of R134a in 

lubricant oil of a heat pump using mixture R407C is small during steady
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operation so that it does not change the capacity and the performance 

significantly. However, in the case of a chiller working with R407C, 

composition shift associated with the differential hold up in oil can be 

relatively higher depending on the oil temperature in the crank case 

[Kruse and Wieschollek, 1997]. Richard and Falconi (1999) stressed that 

the shift depends on the pressure, temperature of oil, and the mixture 

used. Effect of the lubricant oil on the heat transfer of the refrigerant has 

been discussed in separate researches, e.g. Schalger et ah, (1987), 

Schalger et ah, (1988), Steven et ah, (1998). The effects of oil on heat 

exchanger performance are briefly discussed in chapter 2.

c) System  configurations

Depending on the application and the design, heat pump systems can be 

of different configurations in relation to the presence of certain system 

hardware; for examples liquid receiver, reversing valve, suction line heat 

exchanger, economisers, and accumulator.

When using scroll compressors in single direction heap pumps (with 

reversing facility for defrosting) the system can operate without suction 

line accumulator as the compressor can tolerate a certain amount of 

liquid [Nutter et ah, 1996]. Rajapaksha and Suen (2003) investigated the 

performance of water-to-water RHPs with three different reversing 

methods emphasising on the influence of glide on the reversed mode 

operation. An investigation of an air-to-water reversible heat pump using 

propane was presented by Corberan et ah, (2000).
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Payne et al., (1998) investigated the performance of hydrocarbon 

mixtures in a water-to-water heat pump; an accumulator was considered 

for the purpose of handling the excess charge. However, the effect of the 

accumulator and the amount of excess charge on the circulating 

composition were not addressed. In the analysis of fractionation effects 

in residential heat pumps, Biancardi et ah, (1997) considered the effect 

of accumulator as a passive device that holds the lubricant and the excess 

charge.

In an investigation of a water-to-water heat pump using hydrocarbons 

and HFCs, Payne et al., (2000) considered system configurations with 

and without suction line heat exchanger. In the heat pump experiment set 

up by Halm et al., (1999) that investigated the capacity control of a 

single direction heat pump when using mixtures, a specially designed 

suction line accumulator, that carries a rectifying column, is included in 

the configuration.

Lee et ah, (1988) investigated the leakage associated with the reversing 

valve. Damascene et al., (1991) and Fang and Nutter (1999) investigated 

the pressure drop effects of reversing valve on the heat pump 

performance and expressed that a RV on average causes about 5% - 6% 

drop in performance. Hogberg and Bemtsson (1994) and Jung et al., 

(1999) investigated the potential for performance improvement with 

mixture refrigerants when using heat pumps of multi-stage 

(compression) configurations. Both the investigations lead to the 

conclusion that the capacity and the COP of a mixture system increases
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more than those of pure fluid systems when changing from single-stage 

to multi-stage.

1.3.2 H eat pum p m odelling

a) H eating/cooling  System s

Heat pump models found in the literature, including those developed for 

pure fluids [Fischer and Rice, 1983, Stefanuk et ah, 1992], use a modular 

structure and employ simplified assumptions [Domanski and McLinden, 

1992, Haselden and Chen, 1994]. In formulating the steady state 

simulation of vapour compression systems, three different modelling 

approaches could be adopted [Hamilton and Miller, 1990].

The first type, often referred to as theoretical models, is based on the first 

principles; fundamental equations of energy, mass and momentum 

conservation are solved with selected boundary conditions of the system 

[Browne and Bansal, 1998]. The second approach uses both 

catalogue/experimental data and the first principle, and are considered as 

semi-empirical (or semi-theoretical) models. In fitting data to form 

component models, the design parameters are represented in the form of 

functional coefficients or/and power of equations [Hamilton and Miller, 

1990]. In the third type of simulations, that is totally based on measured 

data of a particular system and components, the characteristic parameters 

for a system are identified using a thermodynamic analysis and evaluated 

using few experiments (data) [Cecchini and Marchai., 1991]. Using these 

characteristic equations the performance of the same system under any 

other given conditions can be predicted.
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Domanski and McLinden (1992) modelled the performance of vapour 

compression HP for the purpose of screening refrigerant mixtures. A 

positive displacement compressor was modelled using polytropic 

compression process and the expansion was assumed isenthalpic for 

simplicity. Heat exchanger model, which is described later, used an 

element based LMTD analysis and did not consider the effects of 

pressure drops.

Haselden and Chen (1994) presented a simulation of an air conditioner to 

investigate the power saving potential when using binary mixtures. The 

program predicted the necessary heat exchanger sizes (areas), 

compressor size and COP once the operating conditions were specified. 

LMTD design method was applied to each different refrigerant phase 

(single and two-phase sections) to estimate the required heat transfer 

area; however, the model did not consider the effects of pressure drops. 

Further it was assumed that the circulating composition was constant 

throughout the circuit and similar to the charged composition.

A simulation of an air conditioner, emphasizing on the concentration 

shift due to two-phase differential hold up of refrigerants, was presented 

by Chen and Kruse (1997). An element based LMTD method was used 

to analyze the charge distribution and the composition along the heat 

exchangers (neglecting pressure drops). In order to estimate the 

refrigerant hold up in the two-phase sections, it was imperative to use an 

element level analysis. The model included a system charge estimate 

calculation method that used a selected void fraction model, and used 

HTC correlation developed for mixtures.
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•  C harge estim ate

Performance of vapour compression systems are influenced by the 

amount of refrigerant in the system [Kriengrai and Michael, 2000]. 

Farzad and O’Neal (1994) investigated the influence of amount of 

charge on the performance of an air-conditioner. They concluded that 

when charged with insufficient amount (say 5%-10% less than the 

requirement), the system showed performance deterioration. According 

to Rice (1987), finding the correct amount of refrigerant charge for a 

heat pump (single direction) is a trial and error exercise. Further, the 

author concluded that the estimated amount of system charge depended 

on the void fraction correlation used.

If a system is simulated for different conditions, the refrigerant charge in 

the system under each condition must be conserved in the simulation. 

Otherwise, the resulting simulations could correspond to multiple system 

operations under different charge levels rather than the same system 

under different conditions [Rice, 1987, Stefanuk et al., 1992]. Flowever, 

only few simulations found in the literature included charge inventory 

estimate and they mostly used void fraction correlations to estimate the 

charge in phase changing sections of the heat exchangers.

In an analysis of the effects of void fraction correlations on the 

performance evaluation of an air conditioner, Farzad and O’Neal (1994) 

estimated the system charge using a number of void fraction models 

available in open literature, (Lockhart and Martinelli, Homogeneous, 

Zivi, Humark, Premoli and Tandon correlations) and concluded that
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Humark model predicted the system parameters closest to the measured 

data.

Lisa et al., (1995) developed a model to predict the charge in air-cooled 

condensers and expressed that for accurate prediction it was necessary to 

model the heat transfer process in detail to obtain accurate estimates of 

the sizes of each heat transfer zone. Also stressed were the importance of 

appropriate selection of void fraction correlations and the estimate of the 

length of the condenser subcool section.

• Properties o f refrigerants

Use of correct thermodynamic properties of refrigerant(s) is an important 

aspect of design and modelling of refrigeration/heat pump equipment 

[McLinden et al., 1998a]. Earlier models of mixture refrigerant systems 

used different equations of state (EOS) to estimate thermal-physical 

properties. For example, Haselden and Chen (1994) integrated Redlich- 

Kwong-Soave (RKS) equation of state into their computer code. In the 

simulation by Domanski and McLinden (1992), property subroutines 

based on the hard sphere EOS and the Carnahan-Starling-DeSantis 

(CSD) EOS have been used.

With the availability of more experimental data for mixtures, EOS and 

mixing rules were validated for mixture property estimation [Klein et al., 

1997, McLinden et al., 1998b]. As a result, a database that contains 

separate routines for mixture property estimates has been developed 

[McLinden et al., 1998b] and these routines can be incorporated to many
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computer simulations. Judge and Radermacher (1997) used an early 

version of the database for their heat exchanger simulation and to model 

the fractionation of R407C in residential heat pumps. Biancardi et al., 

(1997) also used the same database. To simulate an air-to-water heat 

pump using hydrocarbons, Corberan et al., (1999) used a more recent 

updated version of the property routines.

b) C om ponent m odels

Individual mathematical models of each component are formulated 

mainly to represent the process undergone by the working fluids, and the 

energy transfer with the surroundings.

i) H eat exchangers

Due to unique characteristics of mixtures, the two conventional methods 

for heat exchanger sizing; NTU-s and LMTD, are unlikely to provide 

accurate results [Liu, 1998]. Change of mixture composition during 

phase change and the associated varying heat transfer coefficient and 

specific heat capacity rate invalidate the constant UA assumption 

[Schaefer and Shelton, 1998]. In order to minimise the errors different 

techniques and assumptions have been employed.

In general there are two types of heat exchanger models; UA model that 

is adopted in NTU and LMTD methods, is relatively simple, and the 

second type is a more detailed distributed parameter model that solves 

momentum, continuity and energy equations [Radermacher and Hwang, 

2000]. The techniques reviewed next include models for both pure and 

mixture refrigerants in different applications.
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Shell and tube, water cooled condenser using pure refrigerants was 

modelled by analyzing individual heat transfer zones; single phase and 

two phase, using NTU-effectiveness design method [Tassou and Green, 

1981]. This enabled the use of a suitably averaged overall heat transfer 

coefficient for each zone. In later simulations, Kempiak and Crawford 

(1992), Hirao et al. (1992), Bansal and Purkayastha (1998) etc. all used 

similar zoning techniques.

In modelling an air-to-refrigerant (pure) cross-flow heat exchanger 

Domanski (1991) used a tube-by-tube analysis, where each tube was 

discretized into a number of elements to allow accurate UA modelling of 

the performance and the refrigerant distribution. Intermediate refrigerant 

temperatures of each element were obtained using LMTD method.

Domanski and McLinden (1992) obtained an average effective 

temperature difference (ATavg) that was determined by the arithmetic 

mean of the weighted temperature difference (ATJ for each heat transfer 

zone. Each AT, was calculated based on the fraction of the corresponding 

heat transfer area, by assuming a constant U value for each zone. The 

ATavg was used to represent the heat exchanger performance of different 

refrigerants at specified pressure drops and temperature changes of HTF. 

For zeotropic mixtures, ATj for the two-phase zone was obtained by 

dividing the zone into small elements.

Granryd and Conklin (1990) stressed the importance of using an element 

based analysis for the two-phase section when using zeotropic mixtures
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and concluded that it was a better approach for computing thermal 

performance.

Schaefer and Shelton (1998) suggested an averaging method different to 

the above. Instead, the average temperature difference is obtained using 

a close form integration of equation dQ = UA(AT) over a large number 

of heat transfer elements. It was however assumed that within each 

element the fluid properties and the HTC remain constant. Effective 

specific heat and HTC within an element are estimated based on 

linearized temperature profiles. This approach was applicable in cases 

where both fluids have varying specific heats.

Judge and Rademacher (1997) modelled air-cooled heat exchangers 

(using first principles) for various flow configurations using different 

mixtures. Since a tube by tube analysis was computationally costly, their 

model assumed that rows of parallel refrigerant circuits behaved 

identically. An element based LMTD approach was used and the 

assumption that a nearly constant heat capacity rate of refrigerant in the 

two-phase region was used with linear mixtures (e.g. R407C).

In modelling heat exchangers, different assumptions have been 

incorporated to simplify the calculation while retaining acceptable 

accuracy. Table 1.1 presents a general description and main assumptions 

of few selected heat exchanger models from the open literature. To begin 

with, the geometry of the heat exchanger can be simplified to represent a 

simple flow configuration (e.g. counter flow, flooded or not) in plain or 

fin tubes. This allows the use of existing refrigerant HTC correlations.
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Table 1.1 Description of heat exchanger models

Type and flow 
configuration

Specified
HTF

conditions

Ref.
/HTF

Design
method

Phase
changing
area

Single phase 
areas

Refrigerant
HTC

Refrigerant 
Pressure drop 

assumption

Condenser
and
evaporator 
(counter flow) 
[Domanski & 
McLinden, 
1992]

temp.
change
specified

Pure
fluid,
mixs.

LMTD
(avg.
temp.
diff.)

single
section
(pure
fluids)&
elements
(mixture)

single
section

UA
obtained
through
assumed
temp
difference

specified 
AP, linearly 
distributed 
among heat 
transfer 
areas

Condenser, 
shell and tube

Evaporator 
shell and 
tube, flooded 
[Brown & 
Bansal 1998]

temp.
change
specified

R ll N T U -s single
section

not
considered

low-fin
single
tubes
correlation 
for pure 
fluids

10% of cond 
pressure, 
linearly 
distributed

temp
change
specified

R ll NTU -8 single
section

not
considered

for low-fin 
single tube 
correlation 
for pure 
fluids

5% of evap 
pressure, 
linearly 
distributed

Evaporator &
condenser,
compact
brazed plates
[Bansal &
Purkayastha
1998]

Pure
fluids,
mix
/water

NTU -s elements single
sections

plain tube 
flow and 
plate flow 
correlation

linearly 
distributed 
over heat 
transfer area

Condenser & 
evaporator, 
concentric 
tubes (counter 
flow)
[Stefanuk et 
al., 1992]

R22
/water

LMTD single
section

single
section

a plain 
tube flow 
correlation 
for pure 
fluids

not
considered

Condenser & 
evaporator, 
concentric 
tubes
(counter flow) 
[Ouazia & 
Snelson 1994]

R134a
/water

LMTD single
section

single
section

a plain 
tube flow 
correlation 
for pure 
fluids

pressure
drop
correlation

Condenser
concentric
tubes
(counter flow)

R407C
R407A
/water

LMTD elements single
section

a plain 
tube flow 
correlation 
for
mixtures

no pressure 
drops

Evaporator 
fln-tube 
[Chen & 
Kruse, 1997]

R407C
R407A
/air

LMTD elements single
section

a plain 
tube flow 
correlation 
for
mixtures

no pressure 
drops
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which were developed for similar heat transfer conditions and heat 

exchanger configurations.

Different approaches can be adopted to model the refrigerant pressure 

drops. A generally used, fairly easy to implement approach is to linearly 

distribute the pressure drops among the heat transfer areas [Bansal and 

Purkaystha, 1998]. In this case, the total pressure drop has to be specified 

by the user as an input parameter to the model [Domanski and 

McLinden, 1992, Bansal and Purkaystha, 1998]. A more rigorous 

analysis would involve estimation of pressure drop based on theories 

dealing with frictional, momentum and gravitational pressure losses. 

Although, the last two losses can be usually neglected without 

introducing serious errors [Jung and Radermacher, 1989].

ii) O ther system  com ponents  

•  C om pressor

In general, complicated flow through compressor valves, inlet and outlet 

connections, and complex heat transfer mechanism etc. are extremely 

difficult to analytically describe [Popovic and Shapiro 1995]. However, 

for simulation purposes, the compressor of a vapour compression system 

can be modelled using i) simplified theoretical approach or ii) 

experimental data (data-fitting).

The first approach describes the compression process by means of 

isentropic (or polytropic) and volumetric efficiencies [Domanski and 

McLinden, 1992]. In the second approach, the actual operating
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parameters (physical operation) are modelled using experimental data; 

manufacturers’ catalogue data or calorimetric data [Stefanuk et al., 

1992]. This method is geared more towards generating a model that 

describes the behaviour of a compressor of a given capacity, and lack the 

flexibility in terms of changes in performance/capacity.

The work done on the refrigerant during an isentropic or polytropic 

compression process can be estimated using pressure-volume (P-V) 

relationships [Domanski and McLinden, 1992]. This approach could be 

equally applied for both pure and mixture applications. However, 

compressor rating and selection procedures are likely to need 

modifications to be consistent with a selected datum temperature (dew, 

bubble or mid point) [Murphy et al., 1998].

•  R eversing  valve

Reversing valves degrade the performance of RHPs due to the pressure 

drop, the heat losses and the refrigerant leakage associated with the valve 

[Black, 1987]. Refrigerant on the high-pressure (i.e. compressor 

discharge) and the low-pressure (i.e. compressor suction) sides of the 

reversing valve experience both pressure drops and heat transfer between 

the two refrigerant streams [Damascene et al., 1988]. These results in a 

reduction of refrigerant mass flow rate, and the volumetric efficiency of 

the compressor [Krishnan, 1986]. Though the discharge side pressure 

drop influences condensing pressure, it has almost no effect on the 

refrigerant mass flow rate [Popovic and Shapiro, 1995]. Overall, the
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compressor is the mostly affected component of a RHP due to the 

presence of reversing valve. Although an over-sized reversing valve 

reduces the pressure drop across it, higher refrigerant leakage and heat 

loss rates offset the advantages of such effort [Hargraves, 1986].

To model the reversing valve in a RHP, the above three modes of losses 

can be addressed separately to obtain the overall effect on system 

performance. Each of the losses can be characterized by using flow 

parameters or coefficients (e.g. Reynolds number, HTC of valve body) 

for a given valve [Damasceno et ah, 1986].

•  L iquid receiver and therm ostatic expansion valve (TEV)

A liquid receiver retains liquid and vapour refrigerant at equilibrium 

during steady state operation [Nutter et al., 1996]. Generally, this 

vessels is partially filled with liquid and tends to enhance refrigerant 

component segregation that change the circulating composition [Chen 

and Kruse, 1997, Halm et al., 1999]. As liquid and vapour coexist in the 

receiver, the fluid inside the vessel is most likely to be saturated. Further, 

free liquid refrigerant draining from the condenser produces a saturated 

liquid at the condenser outlet [Corberan et al., 1999]. However, the effect 

of concentration differences of the two phases in the receiver needs to be 

considered in estimating the circulating concentration [Stuart et ah, 

1994].

A relatively convenient approach to model the TEV under steady 

operation is to assume isenthalpic expansion of refrigerant from
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condenser to evaporator and setting a certain amount of superheat at the 

evaporator exit [Corberan et al., 1999]. A rigorous analysis of a TEV 

would take into consideration the dynamic effects [Conde and Suter, 

1992].

Sum m ary

The first part of the literature survey looked at the influences of the use 

of refrigerant mixtures on the design and the performance of HPs in 

different configurations. The second section reviewed simulation 

techniques and modelling methods of HPs and associated components in 

relation to the use of mixtures.

A majority of the work reviewed studied single direction HP systems, 

with some including glide matching consideration. However, very few 

included influences of reversing valve, charge estimates and the pressure 

drop effects on the system. It was observed that among different liquid- 

to-liquid systems opted for glide matching, water-to-water counter flow 

configuration was a popular choice. The presence of a different running 

composition than the charged mixture was noticed, and so was the 

possible influence of receiver on the running composition. However, 

there were no detailed/thorough investigations looking into the 

implications of the quantity of refrigerant charge and liquid receiver on 

the running composition and forward/reversed mode performance.

On HP simulations, it has been noted that the technique of zoning heat 

exchangers, with the two-phase section further divided into smaller
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elements, is an appropriate way to model the condenser and evaporator 

in mixture applications. Further observed that the existing modelling 

techniques can be used to model the performance of compressor with 

mixtures.

The review revealed various researches concerning the operational 

implications, potential advantages and the design changes when using 

refrigerant mixtures in HPs. At the same time, the review projected a 

general lack of work on reversible systems using refrigerant mixtures, 

and on the whole, there are certain areas that demand further research 

efforts.

Reversing method using a four-way valve, which changes the heat 

exchanger flow configuration upon reversing, is likely to cause a loss of 

glide matching situation upon reversing. In view of maintaining the 

advantages of glide matching, manipulation of HTF flow rates or 

alternative methods that retain the designed heat exchanger flow 

configuration appear to be more suitable. It was observed that these 

aspects of RHP performance have not been investigated. Further, for 

reversible systems, a liquid receiver is required to temporarily store the 

excess charge that occurs in one of the two modes. However, when a 

receiver is present, the system charge requirement, amounts of charge 

staying in the receiver and the circulating compositions have 

implications on the performance in either mode. The review did not find 

any investigation looking into these matters.
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1.4 O bjectives o f  the research

The broad objective of the research aims at understanding the 

implications of refrigerant mixtures on a number of aspects associated 

with the design and the operation of reversible heat pumps. The research 

program is split under the following main objectives:

• to understand the behavioural difference of reversible heat pumps 

using mixture and pure refrigerants

• to understand the influence of different reversing methods on the 

design and performance of reversible heat pumps

• to investigate the effects of liquid receiver on the performance of 

reversible heat pumps in relation to system charge, circulating 

composition and passive capacity control

With proper techniques that allow adequate representation of mixture 

behavior in vapour compression systems, the objectives are broadly met 

as follows.

Under the first two objectives the performance of RHPs using three 

identified reversing methods are studied. Main aims are to understand 

the specific influence of glide match/mismatch of the widely used four- 

way valve reversing method and to investigate the differences in 

performances in comparison with systems using pure refrigerants. The 

analysis also includes the influence of the four-way valve (RV) on 

compressor sizing.
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The third objective addresses the operation characteristics of RHP 

systems with and without a liquid receiver (LR). System designs of the 

two configurations are examined in relation to the refrigerant charge 

requirement, excess charge, circulating composition, compressor sizing 

and the performance. The analysis is expected to highlight on the 

decision making for opting for a receiver at the design. Further, the 

possibility of employing liquid receiver and an accumulator (low- 

pressure receiver) to obtain capacity control in RHPs is investigated.

Wherever appropriate, pure fluid systems are used to distinguish the 

behaviour of mixture RHPs from those using pure fluids.

1.5 A pproach  o f  analysis

The study of reversible heat pumps, defined within the above objectives, 

requires observation of a large number of system parameters. Owing to 

this nature of the problem, a mathematical approach is selected as the 

mode of analysis and analytical techniques/data from relevant work are 

incorporated wherever appropriate.

The first step of the analysis is defining a system that meets certain 

heating/cooling capacity under specified conditions. This requires 

designing a RHP, which makes sure that all the system parameters are 

available for subsequent analysis. The design approach is made flexible 

so that the different attributes associated with mixtures (temperature 

glide, effects of pressure drops, composition shift, and non-linearity) can 

be highlighted individually, as given in the first part (a) of Table 1.2. 

When designed for a specified load (capacity), depending on the design
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and component sizing, individual RHPs can show distinct performances 

in the reversed mode. To address this aspect, condenser to evaporator 

volume ratio (refrigerant side), Vr, is used to represent different possible 

system designs for a specified load. Having designed the system for the 

required specification, the analysis moves onto addressing the different 

tasks that fall within the three objectives.

Performance in the reversed mode are investigated in relation to the tasks 

given in part (b) of Table 1.2. Different possible designs for a specified 

capacity with different heat exchanger sizes (volumes), with/without a 

liquid receiver, different amounts of charge, and different compressor 

sizes are investigated for the performance and the glide situation when 

reversed using a RV. Two alternative methods are considered and 

performance merits and glide situations are investigated. Implications of 

glide match/mismatch in the reversed mode performance are first 

evaluated in the absence of the effects of the reversing valve (as 

applicable) and the changes in running concentration. These are, 

however, subsequently included to obtain a complete evaluation of the 

performance at running composition.

With the implication of possible excess charge in one of the two modes, 

a liquid receiver (LR) is introduced under the third objective as shown in 

section (c) of Table 1.2. For mixture applications, different amounts of 

charge staying in the receiver in heating/cooling mode affects the 

circulating composition in different degrees. To evaluate the quantity of 

excess charge a range of Vr has to be considered.
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When investigating refrigerant charge and mixture concentration issues, 

the influence of void fraction on charge estimates should be studied to 

understand the associated implications. Further, capacity control 

techniques mentioned in the literature survey focus on using mixtures in 

single direction systems. The possibility of extending such (passive) 

techniques for reversible systems, to boost capacity when source 

temperature drops (outside condition deterioration), is also looked into, 

part (d) in Table 1.2. As pointed out by a number of authors (e.g. 

Schalger et al., 1987 and 1988, Steven et al., 1998), lubricant influences 

the heat transfer and the pressure drops in heat exchangers leading to 

changes in system performance. To gain a general understanding how 

the results and the conclusion (of section a, b, c of Table 1.2) might be 

affected, the study includes an exercise considering the influence of oil 

on heat exchanger performance.
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Table 1.2 Breakdown of different tasks

a) Influence o f  mixture behaviour on the design

> how glide matching is affected by the choice of HTF rate_________________
> Influence of pressure drops on glide matching

•  increase or decrease o f  effective glide due to pressure drops
___________________during evaporation and condensation__________________________

> influence of changes in circulating composition
•  nominal (design) capacity and actual running capacity o f  

different designs (i. e. different heat exchanger sizes and system
___________________charge)________________________________________________________

> Implications of property assumption on the accuracy of heat exchanger sizing 
_______________ •  designs with linear assumption/actual property behaviour

b) Reversing methods, reversed mode performance and glide situation

> Glide situation when reversed
•  what the glide match situation is upon reversing using RV

• how the glide situation changes with different heat exchanger Vr

□ variation o f  composition and perform an ce, influence o f  
pressure drops in heat exchangers

□ how the pressure drops during phase change influence the 
situation

□ could the glide match situation be restored by changing 
HTF flo w  rate

> improving/restoring glide match
•  could the glide situation be im proved by changing heat exchanger 

flo w  configuration when reversed

•  possib ility  o f  using alternative methods to obtain better glide  
match/performance

> Design factors that affect the performance when using a RV

•  how the heat exchanger dTs and presence o f  subcool influence 
the perform ance

•  how reversing valve pressure drop affect refrigerant mass f lo w  
rate, com pressor size and COP

• how changes in running composition influence the perform ance  
and glide situation
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c) Liquid receiver and charge issues

> system charge and requirement of liquid receiver (LR)

•  actual charge requirements in heating, cooling m odes

•  how the charge requirem ent varies with different heat exchanger 
volume ratios, Vr

•  possible perform ance change when charged with a different 
amount o f  refrigerant relative to the designed charge requirement

• which mode associates excess charge, is a LR needed?

□ how the internal volumes o f  heat exchanger is associated  
with the receiver requirement

> how the presence of a liquid receiver influences design/performance

•  system perform ance when designed with and without a receiver

□ how the excess charge changes the circulating  
composition

□ changes in component sizes, heat exchanger and  
com pressor due to presence o f  a receiver

•  bypassing liquid receiver in the mode where excess charge does 
not occur

d) Other issues o f  RHP performance

> influence of void fraction predictions on charge estimate
•  variation/dependency o f  vo id  fraction  models on operating  

pressure

•  influence o f  the pressure dependency on the element charge 
estimates

•  overall effects o f  the behaviour o f  vo id  fraction  on the charge in 
individual heat exchangers and in the system.

> Capacity modulation/improvements
•  m odeling two-accum ulators configuration, po ten tia l fo r  

improving capacity when source temperature drop below  design  
conditions

•  possib ility  o f  using passive capacity control methods in RHPs

> effects of lubricant

•  overall influence o f  lubricant on heat exchanger perform ance and  
the conclusion drawn based  on the absence o f  lubricant (a b r ie f  
look)
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2. A pplication  and theoretical background

The use of the correct transport and thermal properties of the refrigerants 

is an important pre-requisite to estimate the energy transfer in various 

components of the vapour compression system. Often, to simplify the 

analysis of the two-phase flow suitable correlations and simplifications 

(assumptions) are incorporated. Among these, the correlations for 

estimating the local heat transfer coefficients, pressure drops and void 

fractions are of importance for heat pump analysis.

This chapter first highlights some relevant issues of thermal-physical 

property estimate of refrigerant mixtures; including the use of equations 

of state (EOS), the mixing rules and the selection of reference 

conditions. This is followed by a brief discussion of the heat transfer and 

the pressure drops of refrigerant, shortlisting appropriate correlations to 

be used in this study. The last part of the chapter includes a theoretical 

background for modelling selected RHP components and the shift in 

circulating composition.

2.1 Types o f  m ixtures

Among the suitable refrigerants available, widely used ones, for example 

R12, R22 etc. contain ozone depleting chlorine (CI2). However, general 

non-availability of CI2 free pure refrigerants prompted the use of non-Cl2 

mixtures. Mixing refrigerants provides an opportunity to obtain 

replacements with thermodynamic behaviour and thermal-physical 

properties to suit individual systems. However, it also results in two 

special attributes; composition shift (CS) and temperature glide (TG).
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With some mixtures, a unique phenomenon occurs along specific locus 

of pressure, temperature and composition such that the vapour and liquid 

compositions during phase change remain relatively unchanged. This 

type of mixtures, that carries 500 series numbers (e.g. R507) according 

to ASHRAE standards, are known as azeotropes. When in equilibrium at 

specific conditions, they exhibit the same liquid and vapour phase 

compositions and can be considered as single component refrigerants for 

practical purposes [Didion and Bivenn, 1989].

On the other hand, zeotropes, that are given 400 number series (e.g. 

R407C), do not retain the same liquid and vapour compositions during 

phase change. They exhibit unique mixture boiling and condensation 

characteristics. During evaporation (or condensation), coexisting vapour 

and liquid phases have different compositions (compared with the 

original mixture). At a given pressure and composition, the difference 

between the dew point and the bubble point temperatures represents the 

magnitude of the full TG. The magnitude of composition shift during 

zeotropic phase change can be estimated using the corresponding 

composition values (Z - P and Z - Q) along the bubble and the dew lines 

respectively for a binary mixture. Fig. 2.1.

2.2 T herm odynam ic and transport Properties

In this section, the term thermodynamic property refers to internal 

energy (U), enthalpy (H), entropy (S), temperature (T), pressure, heat 

capacities and Gibbs (G) and Helmholtz (A) energies. While 

transport/physical properties refer to viscosity, thermal conductivity,
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density and surface tension. The definition of G and A are as follows 

[Wylen et al., 1994].

A = U -  TS 

G = H -  TS

2.01

2.02

at con stant Pressure

V a p o u r
T sat.A

T,

T G

T s a t .B

Liquid

QYX ZP

X - C o m p o s i t i o n  o f  c o e x i s t i n g  l i q u id  at  T  

Y - C o m p o s i t i o n  o f  c o e x i s t i n g  v a p o u r  a t T  

Z  - B u lk  c o m p o s i t i o n  o f  m i x t u r e  a t T

0% m ass fraction B 100%

Fig. 2.1 Phase changing process of a binary mixture

a) T herm odynam ic properties

Various property models (or equations), supported by experimental data, 

are used in estimating thermal-physical properties of pure refrigerants. In 

this regard, equation of state (EOS), which is generally a fundamental 

relationship of pressure as a function of absolute temperature and the 

molar volume, is widely used in deriving fluid properties of refrigerants. 

Due to mathematical limitations and discontinuities (particularly in the 

vicinity of the critical point) EOSs have their limitations in applicable 

pressure and temperature ranges. However, the following EOSs are used 

frequently in vapour compression applications; modified Benedict-



Webb-Rubin (MBWR) EOS [Huber and Ely, 1994] and reduced 

Helmholtz energy EOS [Reiner and Baehr, 1994].

Another approach to obtain thermodynamic properties of pure fluids is to 

use an ‘extended corresponding state (ECS)’ model, which is particularly 

useful for fluids with very limited experimental data [McLinden et al., 

1998a]. The foundation of the ECS is based on the assumption that two 

different fluids say R134a and R22 obey the same intermolecular force 

laws in reduced coordinates. This can be simplified as, all the points on 

the pressure-volume-temperature (PVT) surface of any fluid may be 

represented by scaling the PVT surface of a reference fluid. That is, with 

appropriate scaling of temperature and density in relation to the critical 

point, the reduced Helmoltz energy and the compressibility factor, Z, (= 

P/RTp) of an unknown fluid are the same as those of a reference fluid. 

Accurate property estimates must be available for the reference fluid 

[Huber and Ely, 1994].

• M ixture properties

Once the appropriate EOS and experimental data are available, property 

estimates of pure fluids is fairly straightforward, but for mixtures 

property, there is no specific EOS. Nonetheless, EOS for refrigerant 

mixtures can be obtained using mixing rules that account for the 

contribution of each component (fluid) to the properties of the mixture 

[Orbey and Sandler, 1998]. The case of applying mixing rules to the 

EOS based on Helmholtz energy definition, which is frequently used for 

mixtures, is briefly explained here.
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The Helmholt energy (A) for a mixture can be derived by applying a 

mixing rule for individually obtained Helmholtz energy of each 

component (fluid), which results in eq. 2.03 [McLinden et ah, 1998a], 

where x and ô are the reduced temperature and density. Eq. 2.03 consists 

of two parts, ideal and residual, of which the first part corresponds to a 

representation of Helmholt energy of an ideal gas mixture and the second 

(residual) part corresponds to the departure from ideal conditions due to 

fluid mixing.

A m i x  =Ai_,(x,6) + A^(x,0) 2.03

The first part of the eq. 2.03 is generally derived from the ideal gas law 

and equations for isobaric heat capacity (Cp) for ideal gas. However, 

there are no thermodynamic definitions to obtain the residual part, which 

account for the changes in properties of the actual mixture (property non- 

linearity, entropy change due to mixing etc.) compared to those obtained 

using a pseudo-pure fluid representing the mixture. Therefore 

expressions for the residual part are normally obtained by fitting 

equations to experimental data [McLinden et al., 1998a].

Once the Helmholtz free energy for the mixture is known, the individual 

properties; internal energy, enthalpy, entropy etc., can be derived using 

thermodynamic definitions, eq. 2.04 presents the derivation for enthalpy 

that is used to simplify eq. 2.03.

h(T,S)
RT

=  1 +  T
dA.

d i
+

ideal ax /res
+ 5  ̂dAmb 

dô
2.04

/ r e s
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When the number of component in a mixture is high, mixing rules 

become quite complex. Sometimes, higher order mixtures (more than 3 

components) are represented through similar constituent pairs using 

binary mixing rules [McLinden et ah, 1998b].

• R eference state

In general, estimation of enthalpy and entropy {h and s) of refrigerant(s) 

using EOS needs specifying a reference state. Three common choices for 

the reference state are those based on

1. normal boiling point (NBP); setting enthalpy and entropy to zero 

for saturated liquid at the normal boiling point.

2. ASHRAE (the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air 

Conditioning Engineers) reference definition; setting enthalpy and 

entropy to zero for saturated liquid at -40°C.

3. HR (International Institute of Refrigeration) reference definition; 

setting enthalpy = 200 kJ/kg and entropy to I.O kJ/(kgK) for 

saturated liquid at 0°C.

When estimating h ox s of mixture refrigerants, in addition to specifying 

a reference state, it is also important to specify the mixture composition 

at which the reference is applied. A discrepancy between the actual and 

the reference compositions will result in errors in the estimated property, 

magnitude of which, however, varies among different mixtures. Fig. 2.2 

(a and b) shows the influence of reference composition on the accuracy 

of the estimated property of two binary mixtures R142b/R143a and
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R600a/R290. The normalised enthalpy on the vertical axis is obtained by 

dividing the current value of the saturated enthalpy by that obtained at 

correct reference composition.

As can be seen from Fig.2.2, for the mixture R142b/R143a (70/30 by 

mass), the error of using a different reference composition can be about 

0.01% - 0.04%. This error seems small here, but it has implications on 

the heat exchanger sizing and any cycle calculation involving 

enthalpy/entropy. A relatively small property-error in single calculations 

(as above) due to the mismatch in reference composition increases 

rapidly with the number of intermediate steps due to the cumulative 

effect.

. 0 10  n .002 nliquid
vapour

liquid

vapour

.000 -

g 0.998 .E oo
c

.002  -

0 .996  -

0.994
0.40.0 0.2 0.6 1.0 0.0 0.20.8 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

fraction R142b  

a) S a tu rated  en th a lp y ,  R 1 4 2 b / R 1 4 3 a  ( 7 0 / 3 0 )

fraction R600a

b) Saturated  en th a lp y ,  R 6 0 0 a / R 2 9 0  ( 5 0 / 5 0 )

Fig. 2.2 Saturated enthalpy and entropy of mixtures R600a/R290 and 
R142b/R143a at different reference compositions

It is also important to maintain the same specified reference composition 

and the mixture composition during any recursive estimates involving



thermal properties. That is, reference needs to be reset to be applicable at 

existing composition, not at specified bulk composition.

• Property non-linearity

Enthalpy (or entropy) of a pure refrigerant during phase change is 

normally a linear function of vapour quality (vq), and is independent of 

the temperature as the process is isothermal [Granryd and Conklin, 

1990]. In the case of zeotropic mixtures this fact does not hold true as the 

phase changing process is non-isothermal and the property can vary 

linearly or non-linearly with vapour quality (vq) and temperature (T).

Depending on the boiling points and properties of the components, 

property (h or s) relationships with temperature (T), and T with vapour 

quality can show highly non-linear behaviour. Fig 2.3 presents such a 

case (R23 and R142b), that shows non-linear relationships between 

enthalpy and vq with normalised T.

In this particular case, the non-linearity depends on the selected 

composition as well as the vapour pressure. For the mixture 15/85 by 

mass in Fig 2.3(a) at 0.6 MPa, all the intermediate enthalpy values are 

smaller than those based on the linear assumption. While the opposite 

trend is shown when the fraction of R23 is changed to obtain a mixture 

with 85% and at a higher pressure. Fig 2.3(b). In the figure, the 

normalized temperature on the horizontal axis is obtained using equation 

2.05.
T  — Trp _  ^ 2 ph  ̂bub r)

-*■ norm alised  “  Z . U J
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Fig. 2.3 Two-phase non-linearity of mixture R23/R142b at different
compositions

As demonstrated, due to non-linearity the intermediate temperatures 

during phase change can be larger or smaller than the corresponding 

value obtained using a linear assumption. Therefore the actual average 

effective dT within phase changing section can be larger/smaller than the 

designed/desired value. This seriously affects the accuracy of the NTU
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method [Granryd and Conklin, 1990], and the LMTD method [Liu, 

1998].

Further, non-linearity could influence or limit the potential for 

decreasing the temperature differences at inlet/outlet, and may lead to 

increased heat transfer area requirement to achieve a desired capacity. 

Errors in the order of 50% in the heat exchanger area estimate could 

occur due to use of conventional LMTD method with non-linear 

mixtures [Schaefer and Shelton, 1998].

For simulation purposes, the non-linear relationship (/z-T or ^-T) can be 

represented by using selected polynomials of temperature. For example, 

the enthalpy of the binary mixture R23/R142b can be represented by a 

third order function of temperature that takes the form given in eq. 2.06, 

where a, b, c and d are constants that depends on the vapour pressure.

h = aT '+bT '+cT  + d 2.06

However, not all mixture refrigerants show non-linear two-phase 

property behaviour. As shown in Fig. 2.4, mixture R407C has phase- 

changing enthalpy and temperature that can be considered practically 

linear. Inspecting h values of R407C (a ternary mixture) reveals that the 

error of assuming linear two-phase relationships is small. Unlike the 

error associated with the reference condition, this error is non- 

cumulative and the effect is localised. However, for the binary mixture 

(R23/R142b), the error can be as high as ± 20%.
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Fig. 2.4 Two-phase non-linearity of mixture R407C (IMPa)

Figs. 2.3 and 2.4 suggest that the gradient, 0, of a selected thermal 

property during phase change, as given by equation 2.07, provides an 

insight of non-linearity.

lâ r j ,
2.07

Figure 2.5 presents the resulting trends when equation 2.07 is applied for 

the three mixtures at certain given pressures, suggesting that R407C to a 

large extent satisfies the condition for linearity.
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b) T ransport properties

To estimate the transport properties of refrigerant mixtures, EOS/mixing 

rules, ECS model (similar to the case of thermodynamic properties) or 

hybrid modeling can be used. The last approach uses separate equations 

to model refrigerant properties in different heat transfer zones.

However, the transport property models are not well developed as those 

for the thermodynamic properties, and not much experimental data exist 

to cover the whole range of pressures and temperatures for mixture 

refrigerants [Klein et ah, 1997]. Due to this reason, ECS model is widely 

used for obtaining the transport properties of refrigerant mixtures 

[McLinden et ah, 1998a]. In a similar manner to thermodynamic 

property estimates, reduced viscosity, surface tension and thermal 

conductivity are obtained using a reference fluid (e.g. R134a) of which 

the properties are accurately known over a large range of conditions.

2.3 H eat transfer and pressure drops

Evaluation of single-phase HTCs and pressure drops are fairly 

straightforward due to the availability of a large amount of information 

in the open literature. On the contrary, estimates of these parameters in 

the phase changing flow are complex due to varying hydrodynamic 

conditions, and remain mainly empirical, especially for mixtures, which 

has additional complications [Radermacher and Hwang, 2000]. In both 

flow situation, the selection of the appropriate correlations needs to be 

based on an understanding on the operating conditions, heat exchanger 

geometry and the conditions under which the correlations are applicable.
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The next section shortlists the suitable heat transfer and pressure drop 

correlations adopted for this study.

2.3.1 H eat transfer coefficients

i) S ingle-phase flow

Most of the single-phase heat transfer correlations are based on non- 

dimensional flow parameters (Re, Pr etc.), and are validated using 

experimental data. In the case of mixtures, single-phase heat transfer is 

affected mainly by the changes in transport properties. Once the 

properties are estimated based on the local pressure, temperature and 

composition, single-phase HTC correlations for pure fluids can be 

applied for the mixtures too [Radermacher and Hwang, 2000].

Convective HTC of turbulent flow of refrigerants can be represented by 

Nusselt number (Nu). A correlation to estimate the single-phase HTC of 

the fully developed turbulent flow is given in eq. 2.08, which has an 

error margin of about ±10% [Petukhov, 1970].

N . =  tf/^XRe)(Pr) 2.08
1.07 + 12.7 ( f /8 ) " '(P r '' '- l )

where f  is the friction factor given by f  = (1.82 log,o ReQ-1.64)"^ [Mathur 

and McDonald, 1986] for smooth tubes, or can be obtained based on 

pipe roughness from Moody diagram, and the correlation is valid for 0.5 

< Pr < 2000 and 1 x 10"̂  < Re < 500 x 10"̂ . Petukhov’s correlation has 

been used in recent system simulations to estimate single phase HTC of 

mixtures [Chen and Kruse, 1997].
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ii) T w o-phase flow

Two main two-phase flow models; homogeneous flow and separated 

flow are available to estimate parameters of a phase changing flow. The 

first model treats the two fluid phases, vapour and liquid, as a single 

fluid with mean fluid properties. The separated flow model treats the 

individual fluid phases separately, and the two phases are assumed to 

flow side by side with different velocities [Whalley, 1996, Wallis, 1969].

In vapour-liquid flow, the two phases exhibit various geometric 

configurations known as flow patterns or flow regimes, and in general, 

surface tension and gravity have significant influence on these [Collier 

and Thome, 1996]. During flow boiling or condensation, the HTC 

depends on the flow regime. Generally the annular flow dominates the 

two-phase zone during forced convective phase-change, and occurs over 

a wide range of mass and quality, pressure and flow conditions [Collier 

and Thome, 1996].

a) C ondensation:

Few correlations are available for pure refrigerants HTC estimates in 

annular flow (Appendix 1). Most of these are modifications of the 

Dittus-Boelter single-phase forced convection correlation [Dittus and 

Boelter, 1985], for example Shah correlation for complete condensation 

[Shah, 1979], eq. 2.09.

^  = 0.023 Re“^*Pr,?^
k|iq
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In the case of mixtures, stratification of both the composition and the 

temperature in the vapour phase reduces the HTC [Wang and Chato, 

1995a]. In general, the stratification effects decreases as the vapour 

velocity increases. During condensation, more of the lower boiling 

components diffuse into the vapour away from the vapour-liquid 

interface. This mass fraction gradient creates a thermal gradient and 

mass transfers resistance in the vapour diffusion layer, affecting the 

condensation. This influence depends on the volatility difference 

between the mixture components. Further, in forced convection, 

composition of mixture, shape of surface and the velocity of the vapour 

influence the reduction in the HTC.

With some mixtures (e.g. R22/R152a), the HTC is also a function of the 

mass flux and the direction of vapour flow. During in tube condensation, 

the concentration of more volatile components increases in the vapour 

core along the flow direction. This causes a reduction of the bulk 

temperature of the vapour mixture, which degrades the HTC. However, 

at high heat fluxes, the reduction becomes smaller [Bokhanovskiy, 

1980].

Heat transfer behaviour of mixtures is quite complex. The effect of the 

mixture composition is complicated so that the HTC have not been found 

to vary in any familiar manner with the composition [Tandon et al., 

1986]. The mechanism of condensation is very sensitive to operating 

conditions and involve theoretically unexplained phenomenon [Wang
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and Chato, 1995a]. This situation makes it difficult to form generalised 

heat transfer behaviour for mixtures.

HTC correlations by Tandon et al., (1986), Sweeny and Chato (1996), 

Koyama et ah, (1990) and Sami et al., (1992) are among the recent 

developments for mixture condensation (see Appendix 1). Of these, the 

first two correlations were developed based on data for horizontal flow 

in smooth tubes. The other two are for enhanced tubes. Bivens and 

Yokozeki (1994) proposed a modified version of Shah's empirical 

correlation (eq. 2.09) for condensation of mixture in smooth tubes, eq. 

2.10. Where an empirical mixing rule is applied to account for mixture 

effects, and term ‘F ’ (which contains mass flux: G) is introduced to 

counter for different flow patterns and effect of wide range of refrigerant 

mass flows, which was determined through fitting experimental data. 

The predictions of the correlation are found to be in general within 10% - 

20% accuracy.

h , n i x  -

i=l

~ l / c

2.10

hj — F. hshah(i) 2.11

F = 0.78738 + 6187.89 0"^

c = 0.85 - 0.014545 (TG) for G > 160 (kg/m^s)

c = (0 .10676 + 0.12483. loge [G])(1.25 - 0.04545 (TG))

for G < 160 (kg/m^s)
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One special attribute of the above correlation (eq. 2.10) is that, when 

applied to a pure fluid, the correlation reduces to Shah’s correlation (for 

pure fluids, eq. 2.09). This is a desirable feature for a study that 

compares the performance of pure and mixture refrigerants, which 

alleviates the uncertainty associated with the use of different correlations 

developed under distinct conditions.

b) B oiling

The presence of more than one component in mixture refrigerants 

changes the superheat required to initiate and sustain nucléation [Shock, 

1977]. This change in the effective superheat is the main and the most 

complex contribution to the HTC degradation of mixtures [Collier and 

Thome, 1996]. Bubble growth during nucléation is limited by the fact 

that the liquid close to the bubble surface becomes depleted in the more 

volatile component. As shown in figure 2.6, in the case of a binary 

mixture, the minimum heat flux increases with the presence of an 

additional component. This indicates that relatively a higher amount of 

heat transfer and a larger wall superheat are required to initiate the 

boiling process; implying a delay in the onset of nucleate boiling [Wang 

and Chato, 1995b]. These cause considerable reduction in nucleate 

boiling heat transfer.

HTC of mixture nucleate boiling is much lower than that of a pure 

refrigerant with similar physical properties, the deterioration increases 

with pressure, and does not change linearly with composition [Thome, 

1996]. This HTC deterioration is mainly attributed to a rise of local
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boiling point temperature due to preferential evaporation during bubble 

formation and growth [Schlunder, 1986]. In addition, mass transfer 

resistance resulting from the concentration difference between vapour 

and liquid phases further promotes the heat transfer deterioration [Alpay 

and Balkan, 1989]. Similar to pool boiling, forced convective heat 

transfer of mixtures is also relatively poor.

A
C n i i c a l  h e a t  d u x

X

c
s F i l m  b o i l i n g

M i n i m u m  h e a t  t l u x

O n s e t  o f  n u c l e a t e  b o i l i n g —  ■ P u r e  f l u i d
—  B i n a r y  m i x t u r e

Wall superheat  (°C)

Fig. 2.6 Principal changes to boiling curve for a binary mixture 
[Collier and Thome, 1996]

Jung et al. (1989) suggested that the mixture HTC is a function of the 

overall composition, and the physical properties account for 80% of heat 

transfer degradation seen in mixtures; the other 20% is considered to be 

due to the mass transfer resistance in convective region. Degradation of 

HTC is also enhanced due to the non-linear mixture property behaviour. 

Further, the effect of mass flux (or mass velocity) has a large influence 

on the mixture HTC due to the change in mass transfer resistance caused 

by the depletion of the more volatile components.
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A number of correlations are available for refrigerant flow boiling HTC 

calculations (Appendix 1), however, only few are developed for 

mixtures. Among those for the mixtures are the correlations by Jung et 

ah, (1989), and Kandlikar (1991), both of which are validated for 

experimental data for binary mixtures R22/R114 and R12/R152a. In 

developing a mixture flow boiling HTC correlation. Collier and Thome 

(1996) formulated a new boiling correlation that includes the 

temperature glide and heat flux on HTC of mixtures, eq, 2.12.

‘ideal
1 +

h  ideal l^lo

^ideal 1 -  exp
-(j)

P liq^fgPliq
2.12

- 1/2

A = ( l - x )  + 1.2 x ° '\ l-x )° '° ^
/  \0.37

Pliq

^Pvap  )

î go ^ ^ 0.01 l + 8 (l-x )° ’
f \

P liq

0.67 '

>
h,o 1 \  P  vap y

where hgo and hio are vapour only and liquid only HTCs obtained based 

on the Nu number. The ideal HTC (hjdeai) is evaluated using single

component boiling correlations for an equivalent ‘ideal’ single fluid that 

has physical properties of the mixtures.

On a similar ground presented under the selection of HTC for 

condensation, the correlation by Collier and Thome (1996) is selected for 

the simulation. Chen and Kruse (1997) used this correlation to model an 

air-conditioner using R407C with acceptable accuracy. The facts that i)
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the correlation uses the ideal HTC based on pure fluids and ii) the 

inclusion of TG, allows the correlation to reduces to the case of a pure 

fluid when applied for one component (refrigerant).

2.3.2 P ressure drops

For a steady flow of fluid, the pressure gradient consists of frictional, 

gravitational diVid acceleration (momentum) components [Massey, 1989]. 

Frictional pressure gradient in single-phase flow could be estimated 

using the standard pressure drop relationship applicable for pipe flow eq. 

2.13 [Mathur and McDonald, 1986].

^  = ̂  2.13
dz 2d

where f  is known as Moody or Darcy friction factor.

Flow patterns in turbulent situation rely on experimental data to obtain 

the friction factor. For flow in smooth tubes, the friction factor is given 

by the following equation, eq. 2.14, and the value of f  for rough tubes are 

obtained from Moody’s diagram [Massey, 1989].

f = 0.316 for Re <20,000

f = 0.184 Re'’"' for Re >20,000 2.14

Pressure drop estimates in flow boiling or condensation require 

combining two-phase characteristics into pressure drop calculations. The 

analysis could be based on either the homogeneous flow or the separated 

flow model. However, the use of an appropriate two-phase friction factor
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is necessary to obtain a correct representation of the frictional pressure 

drop.

The analysis for the single-phase flow situation is completely valid for 

homogeneous flow as this flow model uses equal phase velocities. To 

evaluate the two-phase friction factor, the correct homogeneous density 

and viscosity are needed. Since these calculations use different 

assumptions to obtain the two-phase properties, estimation of the two- 

phase friction factor is influenced by the evaluation method. Use of a 

two-phase multiplier to modify the single-phase frictional pressure drop 

is an alternative to avoid the above uncertainties. Then the two-phase 

frictional pressure drop can be expressed using a two-phase frictional 

multiplier, (j)̂ , as given by eq. 2.15.

2.15
V dz/jph V dz /gp

In the separated flow model, where the two phases are considered to be 

artificially separated, derivation of pressure drop uses void fraction (a) 

and two-phase multipliers ((|)̂ ) to combine the effects of the vapour and 

liquid streams. The complex nature of the final expression for the total 

pressure gradient makes it necessary to use a simplified approach to 

relate (|)̂  and a  to the flow parameters. In this regard Lockhart-Martinelli 

parameter, Xtt, is widely employed to derive two-phase multipliers using 

experimental data. is defined as the ratio of single-phase liquid and 

vapour frictional pressure drop, eq. 2.16.
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x „  = ( d p  /  d z )  friction.liq 

( d p  /  dz)f^i(.rion.vap y
2.16

Friedel (1979) proposed a two-phase multiplier that is applicable with 

either homogeneous or separated flow model, eq. 2.17. This has been 

obtained by optimising an equation for (|)̂  with a large number of

experimental data and is considered to be one of the most accurate flow 

boiling pressure drop correlations [Whalley, 1990, 1996] (Appendix 1).

3 . 2 4  F  H

E=
Pvapfliq 

0.224

2.17

F = x ° ^ \l-x )  
0 . 9 1 /

H  =
Pi iq

I^Kvap J

vap

V F l iq

0 . 1 9 / \ 0 . 7

Pliq

The development of the pressure drop correlations for mixture 

refrigerants is still at an infant stage, and generally applicable 

correlations for mixtures are not available. Therefore, Friedel’s two- 

phase multiplier is used in this study to estimate the pressure drops.

2.3.2 E ffects o f  lubricant

Generally the viscosity and the surface tension of lubricants are 

respectively about three orders and one order higher than those of the 

refrigerant [Jeng et al., 2001]. Hence the presence of the lubricant in 

refrigerant, depending on the miscibility, would influence the transport
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properties of refrigerant and the heat transfer characteristics. In some 

mixture refrigerant applications, the commonly used mineral oil 

lubricant is replaced with Polyalkylene glycols (PAG) or Polyol ester 

lubricant (POE) to obtain sufficient miscibility. This section looks at the 

effects of oil on heat exchanger performance.

• H eat transfer and pressure drops

A small quantity of oil enhances the heat transfer during pure refrigerant 

evaporation in smooth tubes, however, increasing the quantity above a 

threshold has the opposite effect [Schlager et ah, 1987]. Considering the 

average HTC, the optimum oil concentration in the evaporator lies in the 

range of 1% to 3% in the case of R22 [Schalger et ah, 1988]. The 

augmentation of heat transfer is mainly attributed to enhanced surface 

tension that improves refrigerant film thickness and wetted transfer area. 

On the other hand lubricants generally increase evaporation pressure 

drops due to increased film thickness; the effect is more pronounced in 

immiscible systems [Eckels et ah, 1998].

Presence of any lubricant in general diminishes condensation heat 

transfer [Schlager et ah, 1988] and increases the pressure drop [Eckels et 

ah, 1998]. In case of R134a with an ester lubricant (POE), the drop in 

HTC in the presence of about 5% oil is between 10% to 15%, and the 

corresponding increase in pressure drop is about 20% to 60% [Eckels et 

ah, 1998].

Based on the above characteristics behaviour of pure refrigerant with oil,
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a general picture of pressure drop and heat transfer behaviour can be 

obtained. However, the behaviour of refrigerant mixtures in the presence 

of oil are still not fully understood and the correlations for mixtures are 

not widely available. An estimate of likely changes in the heat exchanger 

performance due to oil is obtained as follows [Choi et al., 2001].

• E stim ate o f effect o f oil

Heat transfer and pressure drop correlations can be modified to account 

for the presence of oil by including the effects of oil in vapour quality, 

mixture refrigerant properties (e.g. viscosity) and in estimates of non- 

dimensional parameters (e.g. Re, Pr) [Choi et al., 2001].

The vapour quality, vq, and the Reynolds number (Re) of refrigerant/oil 

mixture (regardless of whether the refrigerant is a pure fluid or a 

mixture) can be estimated using eqs. 2.18 and 2.19, which adjust these 

parameters to include the presence of oil.

v q  = ---------------------------   2.18
R̂ef.vap R̂ef.Oil 0̂1!

Re= ^TotalP 2.19
l ^ ( R e f + 0 i l )

where Gyotai is obtained considering the mass flux of refrigerant and oil, 

and the viscosity of the oil/refrigerant mixture is obtained as follows.

When the refrigerant and lubricant are well mixed, the viscosity of the 

mixture can be estimated using eq. 2.20 [Yokozeki, 1994].
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^^(M(ReftOil)) ^^MRer(mix) 4*011 2 . 2 0
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" W^co,,, + W ĉoo,,

where co and W are mole fraction and molar mass respectively. The mole 

fraction of lubricant in the liquid phase, cooii, can be expressed in terms

of mass fractions and molar masses as follows, eq. 2.22. [Choi et al., 

2001].

l i q .  O i l wV Oil y

^ l i q . O i l

1  ^ l i q . O i l  ^ l i q . O i l

Ôil R̂ef.liq

V ^ o i i  y

2.22

where Q and m are mass fraction and mass flow rate respectively. The 

vq and non-dimensional parameters estimated as above are then used in 

the heat transfer and pressure drop correlations to obtain the changes in 

heat exchanger performance due to oil.

2.4 System  com ponents

2.4.1 H eat exchangers

In the LMTD and the NTU heat exchanger design methods, both 

convective heat transfer coefficient and specific heat capacity (Cp) of the 

fluids (the refrigerant and the HTF) are assumed constants [Incropera 

and De Witt, 1996]. However, in phase changing flow, the magnitude of 

HTC can vary by a factor of several times, and Cp is not directly related 

to the temperature change because of the latent heat [Granry and 

Conklin, 1990].
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• H eat exchanger design for m ixture application

Zeotropic mixtures encounter several unconventional problems when 

using the conventional LMTD or NTU methods. The phase changing 

process of zeotropics is non-isothermal and the variation of Cp and HTC 

of refrigerant can be relatively higher due to the effects of composition 

shift. If the temperature change during evaporation or condensation is 

proportional to enthalpy change, the heat exchangers can be analyzed as 

an ordinary heat exchanger of fluids with varying temperature [Granryd 

and Conklin, 1990]. However, non-linear property behavour, e.g. Fig. 

2.3, of certain mixtures violate the assumptions of LMTD and NTU 

methods.

In the presence of varying specific heat capacity (linearly or non- 

linearly), the conventional NTU formulation needs correction as the 

minimum (or lesser) value of the heat capacity rate could refer to either 

the HTF or the phase changing refrigerant depending on flow conditions 

(mass flow rates, operating pressure and temperature). For a non-linear 

mixture, the ratio of heat capacity rates, R, of the refrigerant and HTF 

can vary along the heat exchanger length. The parameter R can be 

incorporated into the NTU formulation to represent the non-linearity 

[Granryd and Conklin, 1990]. Then the effectiveness of a heat exchanger 

becomes a function of three parameters (instead of two; effectiveness 

and NTU) including R, that adds a third dimension to the conventional 

NTU-effectiveness plot, as given in functional form, eq. 2.23.

E =  ̂ (NTU,C,,,R) 2.23
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On the other hand, if the LMTD method is to be used in the presence 

variable Cp and non-linearity, the heat exchanger area needs to be 

segmented in sections. Heat transfer in each segment is estimated 

individually based on the average values of refrigerant properties for the 

segment [Schaefer and Shelton, 1998].

An alternative and better approach for computing heat exchanger 

parameters under varying HTC and Cp would be to use integration of the 

performance of the individual small elements [Granryd and Conklin, 

1990, Judge and Radermacher, 1997]. The heat exchanger is divided into 

a number of small segments (e.g. about 50 or more). Then, assume a 

linearize temperature profile within each element to compute heat 

transfer coefficient for each element, and compute the necessary thermal 

quantities. With a sufficient number of elements, this approach accounts 

for most of the local property variations and minimize the errors that 

would have occurred as a result of the use of the conventional design 

methods.

•  G lide m atching considerations

The concept of how the non-isothermal behaviour of mixtures is 

exploited for glide matching and to maintain a constant temperature 

difference can be graphically explained as shown in Fig. 2.7. Glide 

matching provides an opportunity to reduce the dTs in heat exchangers 

that improve the system performance. The benefits of the glide matching 

very much depend on the operating conditions, heat exchanger design
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and the selection of heat transfer fluid [Mulroy et ah, 1994, Payne et ah, 

1998].

R e f r ig e r a n t-  C o n d e n s a t io n

as
E

R e f r ig e ra n t-  E v a p o r a t io n

Entropy (refrigerant only)

e tan i-

a) temperature profile during phase 
change o f  a pure fluid

Entropy (refrigerant only )

b) temperature profile during phase  
change o f  a mixture

Fig. 2.7 Heat exchanger temperature profiles

To achieve glide matching, both the refrigerant and the RTF should have 

linear temperature profiles. Even then, a perfect glide matching can only 

be obtained at one specific RTF flow rate that is usually estimated based 

on the heat transfer within the phase changing section (glide optimisation 

including the single phase sections is not considered here). The influence 

of the RTF flow rate on glide matching can be shown in Fig. 2.8 

[Rajapaksha and Suen, 2003], which presents 3 cases of different flow 

rates, plotting dT versus vapour quality.

When the RTF flow rate for obtaining TG match is not available, under 

or over glide condition occurs. A horizontal line (case a. Fig. 2.8) 

represents perfect TG match. For cases b and c, the inclinations Gy and Ĝ 

correspond respectively to a certain degree of mismatch due to lower 

(i.e. dT is decreasing along the length, relatively to the cold end of the
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HTF) and higher flow rates (i.e. dT is increasing along the length) than 

that of case a. A large gradient implies a higher mismatch that generally 

leads to poor performance.

u

■a

T 3

C a s e  c ( o v e r  g l id e )

H T F  ^  H T F

C a s e  a

C a s e  b (u n d e r  g l id e )

H T F  ^  H TF

v a p o u r  qu a l i ty  (or  heat  e x c h a n g e r  le n g th )

Fig. 2.8 Degree of temperature glide match (relative to the cold end)

However, evaporator will not usually have the full glide corresponding 

to the operating pressure, (TGpre = Tdew - Tbub), due to the fact that the 

refrigerant is most likely to be in the two-phase state when entering the 

evaporator. Then with a linear refrigerant mixture, the effective glide in 

evaporator can be estimated using eq. 2.24.

TG,,p =TG„re(l-x,Jpre 2.24

2.4.2 Compressor

The work done on the refrigerant during compression can be estimated 

using a pressure-volume variation given by PV" = constant, eq. 2.25.
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W =  P Vcmp I sue suen — i p ,V sue J

(n-l)

2.25

where n is index of polytropic compression, which is obtained using the 

following eq. [Gosney, 2000] and Ppoi is the polytropic efficiency (i.e. 

the isentropic efficiency for an infinitely small stage, defined as 

dhisentropic/dh (= CpdT/RTdP) [Eastop and McConkey, 1998]).

n - l  (y-l)/ri pol 2.26
y

where y is isentropic index that is obtained using eq. 2.27 for real gases 

[Domanski and McLinden, 1992].

(h.., -  h;„ [(Pv)„„ -  (Pv).„ 1
y -1 Icmps 2.27

The ratio of actual volume of gas taken in to the swept volume, 

estimated at the inlet pressure and temperature, is expressed in terms of 

volumetric efficiency, Pvoi- Based on the measurements for a given 

reciprocating compressor, eq. 2.28 presents an expression for rjvoi., where 

0.96 is a leakage factor and 0.04 is a factor accounting for clearance 

volume [Domanski and McLinden, 1992]. This eq. is applicable only at a 

specified speed and the estimate of pvoi. depends on the refrigerant.

hvoi = 0.96

f - \
( p̂ . ) n

1-0.04 dis -1P\ sue
V _ _ y

2.28

The above formulation represented the compressor with acceptable 

accuracy (within ±10%) in a cycle simulation using mixture refrigerants
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[Domanski and McLinden, 1992]. In the present simulation, volumetric 

efficiency is used in estimating the refrigerant mass flow rate within the 

system for an already sized compressor/system. However, the mass flow 

rate of refrigerant at the initial design is obtained using eq. 2.29.

Qevp ~ ^Ref [kout ~ hjn ]gyp 2.29

2.4.3 R eversing valve (RV)

The three modes of losses; pressure drops, heat transfer and leakage, 

associated with a RV can be addressed separately and characterised 

using flow parameters for a given valve [Damasceno et ah, 1990, 1991]. 

Among the three modes of losses, effects of pressure drops are the most 

important regarding compressor performance [Fang and Nutter, 1999].

A coefficient for the pressure drops (Z) due to the dynamic and frictional 

effects of the flow through the valve can be derived based on the 

definition of dynamic pressure drop of turbulent flows, eq. 2.30, for the 

suction side [Damasceno et ah, 1986]. The magnitude of Z for a given 

valve is obtained using experiments. A similar treatment is valid for the 

discharge side of the valve too; and both the coefficients have dimension 

of -4̂  ̂power of length.

2.30
m
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2.5 System  charge and circulating com position

2.5.1 C harge estim ate

To estimate the amount of charge in a heat exchanger, it is necessary to 

separate the regions according to refrigerant phase. Single-phase sections 

simply involve calculations of the volumes that hold the refrigerant. 

Two-phase sections need additional information on how the coexisting 

vapour and liquid share the cross-sectional area. This information is 

derived using a void fraction correlation.

The single phase refrigerant mass Wsp contained in a tube length L could 

be estimated as in equation 2.31,

= jp dV = A jp dl 2.31
0 0

where ‘A ’ is the cross sectional area of flow passage.

Following a similar argument, the amount of liquid and vapour masses in 

the two-phase region could be estimated for a tube length ‘L ’ as

jp.., dl = p.„ A Ja dl 2.32
0 0

= A,iq JPli, dl = p,.̂  A j(l -  a) dl 2.33

A - A,jq + Â p 2.34

where subscripts liq and vap refer to liquid and vapour phases 

respectively, and a  (= Avap/A) is the void fraction, which is generally 

presented as some function of refrigerant quality and properties.
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The total mass of the refrigerant in the two-phase section is the 

summation of the liquid and the vapour masses, eq. 2.35.

W2ph = 2.35

When a system does not have a liquid receiver, the total refrigerant 

charge is estimated to be the amount of refrigerant in heat exchangers 

and liquid, suction and discharge lines.

•  System  charge with a liquid receiver

In practice, for single direction systems, liquid receiver is expected to 

hold about one-sixth of the total system charge during normal running. 

The refrigerant in the receiver acts as a liquid seal between the incoming 

and out going refrigerant streams. This means that for a reversible 

system too, the additional one-sixth of the charge becomes a necessity.

For a reversible system, the amount of system charge has to be decided 

based on the charge requirements in the cooling and the heating modes; 

the larger quantity of the two is selected to be the system charge, Wgyg. 

That means there will be excess charge in one of the two modes, which 

can be estimated using eq. 2.36, that adds up liquid and vapour 

refrigerant present in the different parts of the system at steady running 

(eqs. 2 .3 1 ,2 .3 2 , 2.33).

êxcess ~ ŝys " v̂ap.(2ph) l̂iq(2ph) “̂ X!̂ vap(SP) 2j l̂iq(SP) ) 2.36
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2.5.2 C irculating com position

For a given refrigerant mixture, the magnitude of the concentration shift 

varies with the amount of system charge, operating conditions and the 

design [Kruse and Wieschollek, 1997]. To estimate the circulation 

composition, refrigerant hold ups in different parts of the system (where 

the liquid and the vapour phases coexist) need to be estimated. These 

refer to two-phase liquid and vapour held up (vapour and liquid 

compositions of individual refrigerant components) in the condenser and 

the evaporator, the receiver and accumulator, which are estimated as 

follows. Refrigerant hold up estimate does not involve the single-phase 

sections such as suction and liquid lines, as vapour and liquid phase do 

no coexist in these parts of the refrigerant circuit.

•  R efrigerant hold up in heat exchangers

To estimate the refrigerant hold up in the phase changing section of a 

condenser or an evaporator, an element by element analysis of the 

section is required. This helps obtain the local compositions and void 

fractions, as the vapour quality progressively changes, which are used to 

estimate the amounts of vapour and liquid held up in each element 

(individual components and total amount of mixture in an element). For 

this purpose, a heat exchanger analysis based on individual refrigerant 

phases, as will be presented in chapter 3, is required (Fig. 2.9). An 

equilibrium flow between vapour and liquid in each element is assumed 

in the analysis [Chen and Kruse, 1995].
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For the liquid and vapour phases, the hold up of a selected component of 

the mixture, say component a, in the two-phase section can be estimated 

using eqs. 2.37 -  2.40.

Subcool region Two-phase region Superheat region

i+I i 2''̂ . 1

vapour phase

iquid phase

Fig. 2.9 Model for element analysis of phase changing section

M„„., = L , ( l - a , )  p„,,„y
,=l

M  = Z a  L,a,

i ( a )

v a p ( a )

2.37

2.38

where Lj is the length of element i, x and y are vapour and liquid phase 

composition respectively of the selected refrigerant, and N is the number 

of elements. The total hold up of liquid and vapour in the phase changing 

section are given by the following equations.

+ ....... -  X A L, (1 -  a, ) Pnq̂ )

4-......... + ........ = L.a.

2.39

2.40

• Refrigerant hold up in receiver

The amount of refrigerant in the receiver at a given instance is a variable 

that depends on the operating conditions and mode of operation. In this
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study it is assumed that when a receiver is present the condenser outlet is 

saturated at the condenser pressure [Keller, 1999] and there is no internal 

(eg. subcooling coil) or external (with environment) heat transfer (i.e. 

free liquid draining from condenser to receiver). Further, it is assumed 

that there is no appreciable pressure drop in the liquid line. The 

composition of the vapour in the receiver can be obtained from the 

equilibrium vapour composition at condensing pressure [Radermacher 

and Hwang, 2000].

•  C irculating com position

By excluding the amounts of each refrigerant component hold up, W(a) 

(e.g. R32 of R407C) from the total charged refrigerant mass of the 

component, the circulating composition, C(a) within system circuit can be 

obtained [Chen and Kruse, 1995], eq. 2.41.

AM,.,

^ l ^ s y s  =  ^ 1 ^ 2 p h  +  ^ 1 ^ 0 . 1  +  ^ l ^ L R

where AM(a) is given by eqs. 2.37 and 2.38, and AM2 ph (= Muq + Mvap) is 

obtained using eqs. 2.39 and 2.40.

In applying equation 2.41, based on results of Kruse and Wieschollek 

( 1997), it is considered that the refrigerant concentration through out the 

circuit (e.g. at the compressor inlet and condenser outlet), except in hold 

up sections, is the same as the circulating concentration. The 

contributions of differential solubility of refrigerant in oil has little
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influence on the circulating composition [Chen and Kruse, 1995, 1997], 

and such effects are assumed negligible (i.e. AMoii « 0) for concentration 

calculations.

2.5.3 Void fraction

Void fraction is the time-averaged fraction of the cross sectional area (or 

volume) occupied by the vapour in a two-phase flow [Whally, 1996]. 

When the vapour fraction of the total cross section area, (A) is a , and 

vapour quality is x, separate mass balances on liquid and vapour phases 

results eq. 2.42.

a = — ^ 2.42
(1 — x) Pvap ^  vap

1 +
^  Pliq ^liq

Though the above expression appears simple, obtaining the necessary 

flow parameters involves considerable uncertainty owing to the 

complexity of the two-phase flow. As a result, eq. 2.42 have not found to 

be very useful in predicting the void fraction in vapour compression 

systems.

For the development of a simplified and relatively accurate correlation, 

homogeneous flow or separated flow model usually provides the 

theoretical background. Existing void fraction correlations can be 

categorized as models based on i) homogeneous assumption, ii) slip-ratio 

correlated, iii) Xtt correlated and iv) mass-flux dependent [Rice, 1987].
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Homogeneous model is the most simplified. In the slip ratio correlated 

models, liquid and vapour phases are considered to flow with different 

velocities. The correlated model avoids using any homogeneous 

equations, and instead uses the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (eq. 2.16) 

to define a . Mass flux dependent model uses the non-dimensional flow 

parameters such as Reynolds number, Prandtl number etc.

Presently, no void fraction model developed for mixture application is 

available. However, the theoretical treatment of a  of eq. 2.42 suggests 

that, for a mixture at a given vapour quality, with correct velocities and 

densities for each phase, void fraction estimate could follow similar 

trends as for pure fluids. Some of the void fraction correlations found in 

the literature are given in Appendix 1.

Among the void fraction models available in the literature, the Humark 

correlation [Humark, 1962] has been used in a number of refrigeration 

system analysis [Rice, 1987, Chen and Kruse, 1995, Chen and Kruse 

1997, Kreingrai and Michael, 2000]. This correlation is based on mass 

flux dependent model and produces the closest agreement with the actual 

charge requirement of a vapour compression system [Rice, 1987]. 

Obtaining void fraction using Humark correlation is an iterative process.

a = Kp 2.43
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where

.  ^ _ _ _ K v a p _ _

vap Plic

K = 0.7266477-3.481988 lO'" + 0.0601106 Z '"

y = l - p

Re = ----------— ----------  Fr = *
Pliq ^ ( P v a p  P l iq ) ê  ^

G

P v a p  y

2.6 Passive capacity control — two accum ulator concept

Vakil and Flock (1980) proposed a two accumulators cycle, Fig. 2.10, as 

a scheme to obtain capacity modulation of single direction systems (a 

passive approach). In this method, the circulating composition, and 

thereby the capacity, is varied using a low-pressure accumulator (LPA) 

and a high-pressure accumulator (HPA).

The idea of capacity control is based on the concept of moving the liquid 

refrigerant within the circuit. They suggested, when the HP A is filled 

with liquid refrigerant and LPA is empty, this allows refrigerant to 

achieve certain degree of superheat. If the situation is reversed such that 

LPA is filled the liquid refrigerant and HP A is empty, the LPA stores 

mixture predominantly rich with higher boiling components, because 

most of the lower boiling components are already evaporated. Thus LPA 

provides a circulating mixture rich with lower boiling components and
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reduces the degree of superheating. In this manner, the system capacity 

can be adjusted by controlling the mixture mass fractions.

Receiver
(HPA)

Expansion Compressor

Condenser

Evaporator Accumulator
(LPA)

Fig. 2.10 Two accumulators cycle (Vakil and Flock, 1980)

However, to achieve the maximum possible composition change, a 

considerable amount of liquid refrigerant is required to retain the less 

volatile components in LPA [Rothfleisch, 1995].
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3. Form ulation o f analysis

A structured computer program was developed to simulate the 

performance of reversible heat pumps. The program was made flexible 

to model the performance with selected refrigerants in different 

modes/configurations of RHPs. It uses separate modules/sub-modules to 

make up the main components of a vapour compression RHP. The 

selected correlations given in Chapter 2 were utilized as appropriate 

within these sub-modules to estimate the required flow parameters.

The contents of the chapter focus on the formulation of the analysis 

under the main objectives (Table 1.2, Chapter 1). First two sections (3.1 

and 3.2) highlight the background information that defines the system 

configuration, refrigerant selection and describe the system modeling 

approach. This is followed by a section on the modeling of the heat 

exchangers and other system components. The last section offers a 

limited validation of the simulation results using appropriate data 

available in the open literature.

3.1 System  configurations and refrigerants selection

The type of system considered in this study, as shown in Fig. 3.1, is a 

single stage vapour compression water-to-water reversible heat pump. It 

communicates with the space being heated or cooled (load) via the HTF 

(water) loops. The systems are initially designed; using selected pure 

refrigerants or mixtures, to provide a specified heating or cooling duty 

(capacity), where the heat exchangers sizing for the mixture systems
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incorporate glide matching. The system can be designed with or without 

a liquid receiver.

►  D e s i g n e d  ( h e a t in g )  m o d e  
R e v e r s e d  ( c o o l i n g )  m o d e

a) Reversing method: Four-way valve

T E V  I T E V 2

R e c e iv e r

C o n d e n s e r E v a p o r a to rH eat

s o u r c e  

or s in k a C o m p r e s s o r

O u t

4 - w a y  v a lv e

A p p l i c a t io n

T E V

C o n d e n s e rE va p o ra to r H eat

so u r c e  

or s ink

C o m p r e s s o r

A p p l i c a t io n

D e s i g n e d  ( h e a t in g )  m o d e  H T F  f l o w  

 R e v e r s e d  ( c o o l i n g )  m o d e  H T F  f lo w

b) Reversing method: Switching HTF 

Fig. 3.1 Schematic of the heat pump systems
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A reversing valve is incorporated in the model to implement the change 

of mode, from heating to cooling or vice versa. Two reversing 

techniques can be considered when using a 4-way reversing valve. The 

first technique is to redirect the refrigerant flow between the condenser 

and the evaporator while leaving the HTF flow directions unchanged. 

Fig. 3.1a. This changes both the designed heat exchanger functions; the 

condenser in the designed mode becomes the evaporator when the mode 

is changed and vice versa, and the flow configuration; counter flow to 

parallel flow. However, this change of flow configuration can be avoided 

by simultaneously reversing the flow directions of the heat transfer fluids 

(HTF) to preserve the original design flow configuration, which helps 

maintain a certain amount of glide match in mixture applications.

A third method. Fig. 3.1b, switches the heating HTF loop over to the 

evaporator, while the HTF flow of the evaporator (in heating mode) is 

directed to the condenser; this maintains the designed heat exchanger 

flow configuration. In this study, the notations RC l, RC2 and RC3 are 

used to refer to the above three methods respectively.

• R efrigerants

Different refrigerants, pure and mixtures, are selected for the study to 

highlight the influence of selected mixture attributes on the performance 

of RHPs. In order to investigate the effects of temperature glide and non- 

linearity, two linear mixtures with a moderate (R407C) and a high (Mx- 

3) glide, and a mixture with a significant non-linearity (Mx-2) are
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selected, Table 3.1. For behavioural observation and comparison 

purposes, where appropriate, performance with R134a is also examined.

When the performance are compared with different refrigerant(s), the 

systems are initially designed for each individual refrigerant or mixture. 

This helps distinguish the effects of mixture on the design and 

component sizing from those of a pure fluid system.

T able 3.1 Selected refrigerants
Mixture Temperature 

glide (°C) at 
Tbuble”  0 °C

Components
fractions

(percentages)

R134a (52%)
R407C 6.27 R32 (23%)

R125 (25%)
Custom mixture Mx-2 19.4 R22 (25%)
(non-commercial) R114(75%)
Custom mixture Mx-3 13.3 R143a(50%)
(non-commercial) R142b (50%)

3.2 R H P perform ance sim ulation

Simulation schemes used in the performance analysis of different 

reversible systems and configurations are presented in this section,

3.2.1 System  design

Sizing of the components and the setting of the HTF flow rates to form a 

conceptual system that delivers a specified capacity is the main task of 

the design mode simulation. Initially, to set up a heat pump, type of load 

(i.e. heating or cooling), refrigerant(s), receiver and accumulator option 

(i.e. available or not) should be provided as inputs to the model. Further,
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water inlet temperatures (to the condenser and the evaporator), heat 

exchanger dTs (dTcon, dTevp), Fig. 3.2, TEV superheat and the degree of 

condenser subcool need to be provided. HTF supply temperature to the 

application (i.e. flow temperatures) is not specified as it depends on the 

amount of glide available for a selected mixture.

con d en sin g

T

T

evaporation

H ex length (m )

y A

con d en sin g dT

im
T

T

dT

evaporation

H ex length  (m )

a) refrigerant m ixture b) pure refrigerant

Fig. 3.2 Parameters for evaporator and condenser modelling

Before proceeding to the design, pressures in the two heat exchangers 

are estimated using the above water inlet temperatures and dTs, using 

eqs. 3.01 and 3.02. For mixture system, the temperature glides at the two 

guessed pressures (Peon and Pevp) are obtained and the HTF rates in the 

condenser and evaporator are set to achieve the specified dTs. For pure 

fluid systems, the water temperature changes in the evaporator and the 

condenser need to be specified to obtain the HTF rates.

For refrigerant mixtures

Peon = Saturated pressure at the bubble point (Tw.in.con+ dTcon) (3.01a) 

Pevp = Saturated pressure at the dew point (Tw.in.evp- dTgvp) (3.01b)
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For pure fluids

Peon = Saturated pressure at (Tw.in.con+ Tüft+ dTcon) (3.02a)

P e v p  = Saturated pressure at ( T w . i n . e v p -  T d r o p  -  d T e v p )  (3.02b)

Once all the input parameters are specified, the system design follows 

the logic flow in Fig. 3.3, and estimate the heat transfer areas of the two 

heat exchangers (m^), compressor displacement rate (mVh) and the HTF 

flow temperature to the application. Other system parameters such as 

COP, enthalpy/entropy of state points, average HTCs, total pressure 

drops are also estimated, A sample of the output module that contains a 

full set of system parameters at the design, is given in Appendix 2 

(section A2.1).

This module acts as the common platform that exchanges the system 

design data with all the other subsequent calculations such as off-design 

or reversed mode calculations. Any changes to the system parameters are 

communicated to the respective component models through this module.

Once numerical values are assigned to the two pressure lines, 

thermodynamic properties of the refrigerant at the main state points of 

the cycle (Fig. 3.4) are obtained to match the specified degrees of 

subcool, dTsc, and TEV superheat setting. If the presence of a liquid 

receiver is specified at the design, dTsc is set to zero. A separate module 

(Appendix 2, section A2.2) that incorporates refrigerant(s) property 

routines from the REFPROP database is used to obtain the state points. 

Required refrigerant mass flow rate to produce a specified capacity is 

obtained using eq. 3.03.
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“ Ref =
Qs p e c if ie d

n̂ Ref =

(hj -h |)
Q s p e c i f i e d  

(̂ 4 -hg)

when cooling capacity is specified (3.03a)

when heating capacity is specified (3.03b)

N o

•e s t im a le d

Y es

N oS ystem  energy  
balance sa tisfied  ?
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Run Evaporator m odule, estim ate: A,

Run C ond en ser m od ule, estim ate: A_

Estimate: m^^^ re-estim ate

Estim ate g u ess  param eters: (F ig . 3 .2 )

Estim ate circu lating  co m p o sitio n  (eq . 2 .4 1 )

W rite d esign  param eters and 
elem en t data m od ules

Estim ate total system  charge in d esign  m ode: 
_____________M r ,, (eq  2 . 3 1 - 2 . 3 5 ) _____________

E stim ate refrigerant hold ups in d ifferen t parts o f  
the system  (eq . 2 .3 7 - 2 .4 0  for tw o-p h ase  sec tio n s)

Run com p ressor m odule  

Estim ate: (eq  2 .2 5 )  & V ,,p (e q . 3 .2 3 )
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H T F  in  ( c o n  &  e v p ) ’
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 ,, R efrigerant, dT,^.dT.rEw Q ._
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s p e c i f ie d

Fig. 3.3 Solution logic for system design for a specified capacity
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Entropy (kJ/kg K)

1 - ev a p o r a to r  entry

2 - sa turated v a p o u r  sta te  at

3 - ev a p o r a to r  e x i t  &  c o m p r e s s o r  in let

4  - c o m p r e s s o r  e x i t  &  c o n d e n s e r  entry

5 - c o m p r e s s o r  e x i t  ( i s e n t r o p ic )

6 - saturated  vap  state  at

7 - saturated  l iq u id  state at P̂ _̂̂

8 - c o n d e n s e r  ex i t

Fig. 3.4 State point on T- s plane for a mixture

When the refrigerant mass flow rate and the state points are known, the 

load associated with the other heat exchanger is estimated using the 

difference in specific enthalpy (at inlet and outlet) and the refrigerant 

mass flow rate. If the initially estimated pressure values were changed 

during iteration, which usually happens with non-linear mixtures, the 

HTF flow rates are re-estimated at current pressure levels and glides. 

This is followed by the estimate of heat transfer areas of the condenser 

and the evaporator using the corresponding modules (Section 3.3 and 

Appendix 2, sections A2.3 and A2.4).

Once the two heat exchangers are sized, a check on the capacity is 

carried out before proceeding to the compressor section. If the check 

fails, the initially estimated condensing and evaporating pressure values 

need to be adjusted, which is effected by an appropriate change of 

condenser dT. Next, the compressor power consumption and refrigerant 

volume flow rate are estimated (Sections 2.4.2 and 3.4). The size of the
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compressor, Vswp is estimated based on this refrigerant volume flow rate 

(eq. 3.23). Then, the design is compete if the overall energy balance is 

satisfied within ±2.5% accuracy. Otherwise, the whole calculation 

procedure in Fig. 3.3 is repeated with refined pressures based on the 

previous values of the condensing and evaporating pressures and ,dTs. 

This is followed by the system refrigerant charge estimate in the design 

mode using the approach in section 2.5. If a receiver is present, there is 

no charge associated with condenser subcool section. To decide the 

overall system charge for a RHP, the refrigerant requirement in the 

reversed mode also needs to be considered (Fig. 3.5).

Once the system energy balance is satisfied and the charge requirement 

is known, using heat exchanger element data generated during the 

design, the amount of refrigerant(s) hold ups and the circulating mixture 

composition are estimated (Section 2.5).

3.2.2 R eversed m ode perform ance

Operation in the reversed mode is simulated, for each reversing method, 

using the solution logic given in Fig 3.5. This has two basic sections; 

first part considering the thermodynamic conditions of the system and 

the second handling the charge and mixture concentrations. To begin 

with, the heat exchanger functions (e.g. which is the condenser etc.) are 

assigned for the selected reversing method, and the HTF flow rates and 

the flow directions are set. These are effected through the use of system 

parameters available in the design parameter module.
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Fig. 3.5 Solution logic for reversed mode performance
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The simulation starts with evaporating and condensing pressures 

evaluated using the dTs at the design. A refrigerant mass flow rate is 

estimated at the evaporating pressure, using the designed compressor 

displacement rate. This is followed by the estimation of the state points 

of the cycle based on an assumed degree of condenser subcool. If a 

liquid receiver is present, dTsc is assumed zero. Using the state points 

details, approximate capacities and heat transfer areas of the condenser 

and evaporator are calculated. For this, respective heat exchanger 

modules are used.

Next, the estimated condenser and evaporator areas are compared against 

the designed areas. If the estimated areas are within ±2.5% of the 

designed areas, the overall system energy balance is checked, otherwise 

dTs need adjusting. When estimated areas are smaller than those at the 

design, dTs are reduced, if larger, dTs are increased. If the system energy 

balance is satisfied (within ±2.5%) , the simulation proceeds to next 

level.

If  the area balance is satisfied but the energy balance is not, then the 

condenser subcool is adjusted (no LR). If a receiver is present, when the 

area balance is satisfied, usually the system energy balance is within the 

tolerance margin (within ±2.5%). If not, which is usually the case with 

non-linear mixtures, the dTs are further refined to obtain a higher 

accuracy of area balance, which usually satisfies both checks. The above 

procedure is repeated till the two test conditions are met.
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Once the area and system energy balances are satisfied, the charge 

requirement in the reversed mode, Mrvs, is estimated, and compared with 

that of the design mode, Mf^d- This comparison provides the information 

of how much excess charge occurs and in which mode; design or 

reversed. The larger quantity of the two, Mf^d and Mrvs, is then selected 

as the overall system charge for the RHP. The above charge comparison 

also leads to the information of whether a system is able to operate 

without a receiver, which is related to the condenser to evaporator 

volume ratio, Vr (refrigerant side).

It is important to note that in developing the solution logic, the system 

charge must be conserved when the mode is changed (Fig. 3.5, section 

2). After the comparison of the amounts of charge, if the system is 

designed with a receiver, the excess charge that goes into the LR is 

estimated (eq. 2.36). For a system designed without a LR, if the charge 

requirements in the forward (Mfwd) and the reversed (Mrvs) mode tallies 

(which ensures the charge conservation) within specified margin (± 

2.5%) the calculation proceeds to the next level. Otherwise, depending 

on the result of the comparison, dTsc is adjusted; if Mrvs > Mf^d, dTsc is 

reduced and vice versa, which also changes the condenser dT, and the 

calculation returns to the first step. This is followed by obtaining the 

refrigerant hold ups in the system and the circulating composition. 

Performance under different conditions, including modified component 

sizes or system parameters, presence of a low pressure (LPA) receiver 

can be also simulated using the general approach Fig. 3.5.
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3.3 H eat exchanger model

This section presents the heat exchanger model adopted in the 

performance analysis.

3.3.1 C onfiguration and geom etry

A simple concentric tube heat exchanger geometry is chosen in order to 

reduce the errors associated with the volume calculations so that an 

accurate estimate of charge distribution/re-distribution can be obtained in 

both forward/reversed modes. Smooth tubes are considered for the heat 

exchangers, allowing the use of most of the correlations developed for 

simple geometric configurations. A good accuracy in charge estimation 

is important particularly related to the refrigerant hold up calculations 

and the reversed mode performance calculations. Further, a counter flow 

configuration is considered in the design due to glide matching and the 

refrigerant is carried in the annulus of the condenser, and in the inner 

tube of the evaporator. Fig. 3.6.

HTF in
^  HTF outV/ / / / y / / / / / / / / / / / /

j con d en ser in d esign ed  m od e '

C om pressorT E V

evaporator in d esign ed  m ode

R efrigerant tlow  path

HTF out
HTF m

Fig. 3.6 Refrigerant flow path within system
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3.3.2 Design

A phase-wise analysis is used to look at different refrigerant phases in 

the heat exchangers, Fig. 3.7. The design methodology adopts an 

element by element analysis to estimate the heat transfer area of the 

phase changing section and the NTU-effectiveness method to estimate 

single-phase areas.

refrigerant in

HTF out

HTF in

r e f r ige ran t  out

Fig. 3.7 Different refrigerant phases in condenser 

• Single phase sections

To account for the variation of FITC with temperature, a single-phase 

section is divided into several elements (Nsp) for estimating an average 

overall HTC using eq. 3.04, where U is given by eq. 3.20.

N.,
3.04

The amount of heat transfer within the single-phase section, Qsp, is 

estimated as

Qs'p 3.05

where Ahsp is the specific enthalpy change (kJ/kg) of the refrigerant. The 

maximum possible heat transfer within the section, Qmax.sp, is given by 

eq. 3.06 [e.g. Granryd and Conklin, 1990].
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Q m a x . S P  ~  ^ m i n  (" ^ h o t .in  ~ " f'co ld .in  ) 3.06

where Thot.in and Tcoid.in are the inlet temperatures of two fluid streams 

and Cmin is the lesser value of the heat capacity rate {specific heat 

capacity x mass flow rate] of refrigerant and HTF (specific heat capacity 

is given by eq. 3.21).

Efficiency (or the effectiveness) of the heat transfer in the single-phase 

section could then be defined as (eq. 3.07) [e.g. Bejan, 1993].

8 =_ 'KSPQ s

Qr
3.07

Number of transfer units (NTU) for a counter flow heat exchanger can 

be estimated using eq. 3.08 [Incropera and DeWitt, 1999]

NTU = ^ — In 
C -1

8 - 1 3.08
C|.8 — 1

where Cr is the given by Cmin/Cmax-

From the definition of NTU [Granryd and Conklin, 1990], the heat 

exchanger area of the single-phase section is given by eq. 3.09.

A ^ NTU 3,09
u

s e c  lion

Energy balance on the HTF side gives the temperature change, A T h t f . s p  

due to the exchange of Qsp.

Neglecting the effects of gravity and acceleration [Radermacher and 

Hwang, 2000], only the frictional pressure drop on the refrigerant side is 

included.
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• Phase changing section

To estimate the required heat exchanger area of the two-phase section, 

A2ph (m^), individual areas of two-phase elements are added up [Judge 

and Radermacher, 1997]. At a given pressure, the amount of heat 

exchanged, ()2ph (kW), is given by eq. 3.10.

Q2,» = 3.10

where Ah2ph is the specific enthalpy change (kJ/kg) of refrigerant in the 

two-phase section. Heat transfer within an element, Aq, is given by eq. 

3.11, assuming even sharing of ()2ph over the total number of elements, 

N 2ph [Bansal and Purkayastha, 1998].

Aq = - ^  3.11

Let the overall H T C  of î  ̂ element be U |  the area A A j  necessary to 

exchange Aq in the î*̂ element can be estimated using eq. 3.12.

Aq = Uj AAj ATj 3 12

where A T j  is the mean temperature difference between the two fluid 

streams in the î  ̂element.

Equations 3.12 yields

AAj = ^ 3 _  3.13
Uj ATj

The total two-phase heat exchanger area A2 ph is then given by eq. 3.14.

N J p h

Azph = 3.14
i=i
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Exit temperature of the heat transfer fluid from the two-phase section

AqT  =  T  +  V ______ 2  1  1 5
^ H T F  o u t  2 p h  ^ H T F  in  2 p h  —  ^

i-i

The total pressure drop within the two-phase, AP2ph, section is estimated 

as, eq. 3.16

^ 2  pli ^ 2  p it

APip» = 2  3.16
i = l  i = l

• C om plete heat exchanger

The total heat exchanger area, Ahcx? (m^) and the total pressure drop, 

APhcxj are given by eqs. 3.17 and 3.18.

A H e x  3.17

^ ^ H e x  ^ f * S P ( s u b c o o l )  ^ ^ f 2 p h  ^ l ^ S P  ( s u p e r h e a t )  3.18

Since there is no subcool section in the evaporator, Asp(subcooi) and 

APsubcooi are zero for the evaporator. Then, in general form, the exit 

temperature of HTF is given by

^ H e x  e x i t  ^ H e x  in  ~  ^ " ^ H T F S P ( s u b c o o l )  — A T ^ T F . 2 p h  — AT̂ ĵp g p j s u p e r h e a t )  3.19

In the heat exchanger model, the influences of the mixture effects, such 

as glide, presence of different composition for vapour/liquid phases on 

heat exchanger sizing and performance are accounted for. This is done
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by using appropriate correlations (chapter 2) that use local operating 

conditions (pressure, temperature and composition) to estimate heat 

transfer in individual elements.

For concentric tubes, the overall heat transfer coefficient, U, is given by 

eq. 3.20

1 _ 1 +  !  3.20
UA,„ HTC„A„ 27tkAx HTC„A„„, 

where r̂  & r, are the outside and the inside radii of the inner tube (m) 

respectively, and ‘A ’ is element surface areas (m^) on the inside and the 

outside of the tube respectively. The specific heat capacity of water at a 

given temperature (in degree C) is given by (in kJ/kgK) eq. 3.21 [Bejan, 

1993]

_ 0.00 ir~Q.5928T + 409.57
p , w a t e r  IQO

3.3.3 Form ulation  o f heat exchanger m odel

Fig. 3.8 presents the logic for obtaining the condenser performance, 

which has the flexibility to model either a counter or a parallel flow 

configuration, with the refrigerant in the inner or the outer tube. This 

module requires the following inputs: the condensing pressure, the 

specific enthalpies of state points (h  ̂ to hg. Fig. 3.4), the degree of 

subcooling, the refrigerant mass flow rate and the HTF flow rate, the 

operation mode (design or reversed) and the reversing method as 

applicable.
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i (Details in fig 3.9) |  i

Fig. 3.8 Condenser model for design/iteration

Once the required inputs are made available, the calculation process 

starts by estimating the amount of energy transfer in each refrigerant 

zone; single phase and two-phase, using the state point enthalpies and 

the refrigerant mass flow rate. This is followed by setting the heat 

exchanger lay out according to the mode and the reversing method (and 

the pipe configurations). Calculation of a counter flow configuration 

starts at the subcool end, and at the superheat end in case of parallel flow 

(which is usually the case with reversing method RCl). This ensures that 

the calculation starts at the end where the temperature of HTF is
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available. Here the heat transfer area, refrigerant and HTF exit 

conditions, pressure drop within the section are estimated, which 

represent the entry conditions to the phase changing section. The 

boundary between single phase and two-phase sections is obtained 

through a check of vapour quality at the end of a section. Calculation in 

phase changing section continues using the element module described in 

Fig. 3.9.

Upon reaching the end of the phase changing section, which is verified 

by a check on the vapour quality, the next step is to obtain the area and 

flow parameters of the other single-phase section. This is the 

desuperheating zone in the case of counter flow, or subcool section in the 

case of parallel flow. Next, the areas of individual zones are summed up 

to obtain the total heat exchanger size, other flow parameters, (e.g. 

pressure drops, local compositions) and the amount of charge in the 

condenser are obtained (section 2.5).

Generally, a similar approach is adopted in modelling the evaporator. 

However, the calculation starts at the superheated vapour end in the case 

of counter flow, and at the refrigerant entering end (two-phase) in the 

case of parallel flow situation.

• Two-phase section

The simulation uses a single module to estimate the thermal quantities at 

element level and the refrigerant parameters in the phase changing 

sections of both the condenser and the evaporator. This module ensures
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that the appropriate HTC correlations are used (according to the 

process), and correct thermodynamic reference is applied in each 

individual element.

As given in Fig. 3.9, each element calculation requires a number of input 

parameters with reference to the inlet of the two-phase section. A check 

on the thermodynamic reference is carried out to make sure that the 

thermal properties are estimated at the correct reference (section 2.2). 

Next, the vapour quality (vq) within the element is obtained using the 

provided refrigerant state, and checked whether the value lies between 0 

and 1. This check is necessary because at times the estimated vq does not 

fall within 0 and 1 due to discontinuities in property functions. If this 

happens, appropriate message (e.g. code 999) is sent to the error 

handling program (Appendix 2, section A2.5) to take appropriate 

corrective measure.

Then, to estimate non-dimensional parameters (e.g. Re, Pr, section 2.3) 

and the refrigerant mass flux required for the correlations, calculation 

indices are set according to the selected flow path (Appendix 2, section 

A2.6). Other indices for estimating the element exit conditions (pressure 

and temperature) and those sum up the element level data along the heat 

exchanger length according to the heat transfer process are also set.

Once the background for the calculation is set as above, the HTCs on 

refrigerant and HTF sides, and the overall HTC (U) are estimated. This 

is followed by calculation of the area of the element and the pressure
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►

N o
is vq within 0 and 1 ?

Y es

N o
Phase ch an gin g  section  exit 

con d ition  (vq ) reached

Y es

C heck therm odynam ic reference con d ition

Estim ate dA , eq. 3 . 1 2 - 3 . 1 3

Estim ate the refrigerant state (vq )

E stim a te  P. (section  3 .3 .2 )

Obtain elem en t dT and elem en t overall HTC (U ) eq. 3 .20

Run error h and lin g  m odules  
Report the error 

In itia lize arrays, m o v e  on to  next e lem en t

W rite the data o f  all the elem en ts into resp ective output arrays 
W rite error m essages  i f  any

In itia lize and run elem en t pressure drop ca lcu la tion  m odule  
Estim ate pressure drop in the e lem en t

C heck  for property non-linearity/property assu m p tion s  

Estim ate h ^ , (section  2 .2 )

Set ca lcu lation  ind ices for non d im en sion a l grou p s (R e, Pr etc.), 
and tor

for the selected  pipe con figu ration  and heat transfer p rocess

In p u ts: P rocess (con d en sin g  or evap oration). Pipe con figu ra tion , R efrigerant(s)  

PRei nn m^^p h,„, dQ (or d A )

Initialize void  fraction m od ule. E stim a te  
void  fraction (eq . 2 .4 3 )  and charge (eqs. 2 .32  -  2 .3 3 )  in each e lem en t  
a pour and liquid phase co m p osition s  in e lem en ts (eqs. 2 .3 7  -  2 .4 0 )

C alcu late HTC on refrigerant and w ater sid e o f  the e lem en t for the 
se lected  pipe configuration  and phase ch an gin g  process  

eqs. 2 lO ( H T C ^ ) , 2 . 12 ( H T C ,J ,  2 .08  (H T C „.,)

Fig. 3.9 Data flow in element analysis of phase changing section
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drop (within the element). Next the exit enthalpy, temperature, pressure 

are obtained (Section 3.3.2). At the exit of each element, the vq is 

checked to identify the end of phase change section. When the end of the 

phase changing section is reached, all the element level calculations; 

void fractions, amounts of vapour and liquid, and compositions of each 

phase, are completed using the available array of refrigerant state 

generated during the calculations.

3.4 O ther com ponents  

•  C om pressor

The required compressor displacement rate for a specified capacity is 

estimated (at the design) using the mass flow rate and the refrigerant 

condition at the compressor inlet. During any subsequent iteration, the 

refrigerant mass flow rate is estimated based on the fixed displacement 

rate of the compressor. The model for compressor is designed to include 

the effects of the suction line pressure drop due to the four-way valve, 

with flexibility to bypass these effects for comparison purposes. To 

include this effect, the compressor suction pressure is adjusted based on 

eq. 3.22.

P.UC =Pevpou. -̂ Psuc 3.22

At a given suction pressure and mass flow rate, the compressor 

volumetric flow rate is estimated at a specified speed (rpm) using eq 

3.23, where mRef and Vguc are obtained from the design module. Estimate 

of the compression work uses the approach given in Chapter 2.
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Vdsp = (m '/s) (3.23a)

• Four-w ay valve

The actual values of the parameter Z (eq. 2.30) for the suction and the 

discharge sides were obtained from the experimental data for different 

valves as given in Damasceno et al., (1991, 1988, 1987), Table 3.2. 

These valves are selected considering the capacity and operating 

conditions of the RHPs designed and used in the present analysis.

T able 3.2 Characterising parameters of four-way valves
Type Capacity

(ton)/(kW)
Zsuction(10-' m'") Zdiseharge(10'^ m"")

1 -  Chromium steel 2 .0 /7 .0 3 1.5 2 .8

2 -  Stainless steel 2.0/7.03 1.1 3.0
3 -  Brass 2 .0 /7 .0 3 1.3 2.9

3.5 Softw are structure

The calculation procedures of the solution logic given earlier are 

implemented using a collection of Fortran 90 subroutines. The basic 

programme structure has two main categories of subroutines; those 

dealing with the refrigerant properties and those related to the 

performance. The property subroutines are designed to deliver the 

required refrigerant(s) properties (in groups) using individual property 

routines of REFPROP [McLinden et al., 1998b].
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The main modules are the ones that model the individual components, 

for example evaporator, condenser, compressor and the receiver, and 

those managing the program, such as modules for configuration data, 

input/output parameters, error handling etc. The main modules on the 

system components are made up of few sub-modules that incorporate a 

large number of subroutines. For example, the condenser module has 

three sub-modules, corresponding to each refrigerant zone, and each of 

these sub-modules uses a number of subroutines related to calculations 

of refrigerant properties, HTC, pressure drops, void fraction, area and 

heat transfer.

The total program length is about 70,000 lines of code (excluding those 

linked from a commercial database described below), of which around 

40% is on refrigerant property estimate as required, and contains 180 

subroutines that are written by the author for the performance analysis. 

In addition, there are about another 300 property subroutines linked to 

the main program from the refrigerant database (REFPROP). A brief 

description of the main subroutines is provided in Appendix 2. The 

simulation includes a comprehensive error handling mechanism, which 

is designed to report the nature of the error, the parameter(s) that carries 

the error(s) and the associated subroutine/module (Fig. 3.10). This gives 

the user an opportunity to discontinue a lengthy calculation to save time 

if necessary upon spotting a significant error. The outputs of the 

simulation are written into text files, with parameter values at all the 

intermediate steps of iterations, so that the subsequent data analysis can 

be carried out conveniently.
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As given in Fig. 3.10, before starting the calculation process, all the 

input parameters to each function/subroutine/module are checked for 

availability, errors in the order of magnitude, units and the kind (integer 

or real).

N o
D oes all the inpiuts sa tisfy  the test ?

Y es

N o

D oes all the outputs sa tisfy  the test ?

Y es

O btain all the o u tp u t parameters (n am es, v a lu es , k ind)

O btain all the in p u t parameters (nam es, va lu es, k ind)

Pass the results o f  ca lcu la tion /d ec ision  o f  error handling  
to the next level o f  ca llin g  (m od ule or subroutine)

Proceed w ith  the calcu lation s o f  the 
sub rou tin e/m od ule/ function

Pass the corrective a ctio n /d ec is io n  o f  
error m od u le  back to the subroutine  

w h ere  the error occrs

C heck  each parameter for 
I order o f  m agnitude b) units 

c) kind (in teger or real)

Pass the n am e/va lu e  o f  the param eters 
that fa iled  the ch eck , a lon g  w ith  nam e o f  

the su b rou tin e/m od u le  in w h ich  they  
occur to the error handling m odule

C heck  each param eter for 
a) m agnitude b) units 

c) kind (in teger or real) 
w ith  intended typ es/u nits/ord er o f  m agnitudes

Fig. 3.10 General module for checking calculation errors

If any of the input is not available or fails the check, the availability, 

name/magnitude of such parameters are passed onto the error handling 

module along with the location (i.e. name of the calling subroutine where 

the input check failed). If the input parameter check did not return any 

error, the intended calculation of the subroutine/module is carried out
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and then there is a check on the results (output parameters). If any of the 

output parameters fails the check, the error handling module is called to 

take the appropriate measure.

Depending on the nature of the error, the error handling module sends 

appropriate messages to the user and at the same time does one of the 

followings. If the error is related to element lever property estimates, an 

alternative value based on local conditions is suggested (and the 

calculation can proceed). Or else, if the error is related to the actual 

calculation of the subroutine/module, the user is given the information 

on the error, to take appropriate actions or to stop the program if 

necessary. For example, this kind of errors occur when the analysis uses 

non-linear mixtures, where the overall system energy balance does not 

fall within ±2.5% error margin, though the area balance is met (Figs. 3.3 

and 3.5) even within ±1% accuracy. Here the user is given the option to 

decide whether to accept the current accuracy of the energy balance 

(which is usually within ±4 -  6% accuracy) and continue the calculation 

or to reject the whole iteration. In case of a serious error such as 

selecting a wrong refrigerant/composition/reference condition etc., the 

program stops without allowing further calculations (this usually 

happens when selecting a new mixture, which needs the setting up of the 

correct fluid files from the database and re-setting the reference state).

•  R efrigerant property  estim ate

Property routines from NIST Standard reference database 23, also 

known as REFPROP, are used in the main property estimate
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modules/subroutines. The database comes with a user-friendly graphical 

interface for PC applications with a separate directory of Fortran 77 

source codes of the property functions that could be used separately for 

simulations. A description of the software structure of the database, its 

adaptability to evaluate refrigerant thermal-physical properties outside its 

designed environment and accuracy is included in Appendix 2, section 

A l.

3.6 T echnical considerations and difficulties encountered

Development of the simulation based on the models presented in the 

previous sections is a very time consuming exercise. At the initial stage, 

a considerable time was spent on understanding a large number of 

literature related to 1) heat pumps and 2) the behavour and property 

estimate of mixture refrigerants (some of them appear in the reference 

list). Further, sorting out the technical/software related issues, 

developing the code and testing (for proper functioning) also took 

considerable time.

Having selected reversible heat pumps as the broad area of research, in 

selecting the concentric tube heat exchangers for mixture applications 

two main issues were taken into account. Possibility of employing glide 

matching in a simple configuration and the ability to use existing heat 

transfer, pressure drop and void fraction correlations. Further, selecting 

pipe diameters for the outer pipe has implication on the reversed mode 

performance when using a four-way valve. A larger diameter (of 

condenser outer pipe in designed mode) deteriorates the evaporator
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capacity in the reversed mode (due to changes in the refrigerant mass 

flux that influence the HTCs). A smaller diameter increases the pressure 

drop that influences the glide match situation. Pipe, diameters were 

selected after an initial test (few simulations) with various pipe diameters 

such that there were no extreme pressure drops.

Modelling of charge estimate in the heating/cooling modes appears to be 

complicated as a result of certain behaviour of void fraction models due 

to its dependency on the pressure (explained in section 4.3). This 

behaviour adds a certain inconsistency in charge estimate in a given heat 

exchanger particularly when the operating pressure changes after the 

design (e.g. due to reversing). Further, when the systems have larger 

volume difference between the two heat exchangers, it is difficult to 

model the charge re-distribution accurately under the conditions where 

the condenser is likely to be backed up with liquid refrigerant (no LR 

situation).

Most of the difficulties encountered during the development of the 

simulation were associated with property estimates of mixture 

refrigerants. These are partly due to the complexity of the property 

routine of the database, and partly due to the certain unexpected 

behaviour of the property functions.

The complexity arises 1) due to use of a large number of mathematical 

functions, which originate from different sources, and 2) due to the 

availability of a number of routines that could be chosen to estimate a
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specified property. Both these aspects demand a thorough understanding 

of the circumstance (application range, mixing rules and correlations) 

under which each routine can be applied. A considerable time was spent 

on studying related literature, program structure and the limitations/range 

of applicability of the individual property routines of REFPROP before 

they are used.

Secondly, the functions that described transport properties of mixture 

refrigerants and the mixing rules sometimes show discontinuities or 

values of unusual magnitude at the saturation boundaries or at relatively 

high/low temperatures. The occurrence of these discontinuities is rather 

arbitrary and can be detected only when a property error occurs (these 

are not documented in the database manual). During iteration, one such 

abrupt discontinuity can render the results of the whole simulation 

meaningless. This situation mainly prompted the implementation of the 

error handling mechanism.

To overcome the above error situation, first the values of those 

properties that cause such abrupt variations need to be checked against 

known values to understand the magnitude of the error. In the 

simulation, when such error occurs, the property in question is obtained 

at a few temperatures (or pressure steps as appropriate) around the 

particular state point to get an idea about the order of magnitude. Then a 

separate module within the simulation program carries out a linear 

interpolation using known properties close to the point in question, and
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the value with the error is replaced by the value obtained using 

interpolation.

When a mixture is compiled using the data for the respective pure 

refrigerants, a thermodynamic reference must be specified (section 2.2). 

However, it was noticed that compiling the mixture (using selected pure 

fluids) at the beginning of a certain calculation or iteration would not 

always ensure that the specified reference is maintained throughout the 

exercise (i.e. datum moves). This results in serious errors in the 

estimated thermal properties; particularly the saturated enthalpy and the 

entropy values, especially when there is a large number of iterations. To 

overcome this, at every single thermal property estimate, the fluid files 

from the database need to be called and the mixture needs to be re- 

defmed/re-compiled. This measure results in substantial increase in 

computing time.

3.7 V alidation  o f sim ulation results

In order to obtain a validation of the simulation, experimental data of the 

designed system in forward and reversed modes are needed. However, 

due to the unavailability of such data in the public domain, available 

cooling data (Payne et al., 1999) are used to validate the logic in the 

designed (forward) mode performance. This allows establishing the 

correctness of the methodology adopted, which is subsequently used to 

obtain the performance in the reversed mode.
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Two aspects of the simulation are covered during the validation; the 

performance in the designed mode and the trends/magnitudes of the 

changes in the circulation composition when receiver is not present. For 

the first aspect, the cooling performance of a R32/R152a system as of 

Payne et al., (1999) is used, and the second aspect uses 

measured/simulated concentration data of Chen and Kruse (1995, 1997).

3.7.1 C ooling perform ance

The system in Payne et al. (1999) was designed for a cooling capacity of

10.6 kW and used large brazed plate heat exchangers. The compressor 

had a variable displacement rate of 3.53 mVh to 21.76 mVh. The inlet 

temperatures of the HTF to condenser and evaporator were 8 °C and 25 

°C respectively. The evaporator superheat and the condenser subcooling 

were maintained at 3.6 °C and 3.9 °C respectively. Refrigerant(s) R22 

and R32/R152a (50/50%) were used in the experiment.

A cooling system was designed using the model given in Fig. 3.3 at 

similar design conditions to the experiment. The simulated cooling COPs 

at different capacities are given in Fig. 3.11, along with those of Payne et 

al.,(1999).

For both refrigerants, the simulated performance matches with the trends 

and magnitudes of the experiment within 15%. Since the configuration 

(or the mechanism) of refrigerant flow and the heat transfer modelling 

approaches for brazed plates and concentric tube heat exchangers are 

different, a discrepancy among simulated and experimented results is
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unavoidable. In the present study, the difference in performances; 

experimental and simulated, is found to be due to the above reasons.

R 3 2+ R 152a  P a y n e  et  al. (1999)  

R 3 2+ R 152a  s im u la te d
o .OU

4.0

4 .0 6.0 8.0 10.0

Qc(kW)

Fig. 3.11a Performance with mixture R32/R152a

♦  R22 P a y n e  et  al. (1 9 9 9 )

o  R22 s im u la te d
7.0

6,0

5.0

4.0

3 0

6.0 8,0 10.04 . 0

Q c (k W )

Fig. 3.11b Performance with R22
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3.7.2 Concentration change

When estimating the concentration changes due to the refrigerant hold 

ups in the condenser and the evaporator, both the trend and magnitude of 

the shift are considered.

The experiment of Chen and Kruse (1995) was based on a 4 kW air 

conditioner test rig, which consisted of a concentric tube condenser and a 

fm-tube evaporator. The system did not include a liquid receiver and the 

experimental data were obtained for mixture R23/R152a, at 20.4 % 

charged compositions of R23 (by mass). The amount of charge in the 

system was 468 g and the observed shift in the concentration of R23 in 

the circulating mixture was 6.35%.

When a similar system was designed using the presented approach, the 

estimated amount of charge using simulation was within 20% accuracy. 

The simulated change in R23 in circulating concentration was 5.4%, 

which agrees fairly well with Chen and Kruse (1995), The discrepancy is 

attributed mainly to the differences in the evaporator (type) and the 

amount of system charge.

Chen and Kruse (1997) presented simulated concentration shifts for the 

above air conditioner when using mixture R407C and R32/R134a 

(30/70%), charged with 0.79 kg and 0.76 kg respectively. Their results 

are given in Table 3.3 along with the simulated data using the solution 

logic of the present study. The simulated data fall within 20% accuracy 

of those by Chen and Kruse (1997).
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Table 3.3 Percentage changes o f concentration
Results Mixture R32 R125 R134a
Data of Chen R407C 1.76 1.43 -3.19
and Kruse, R32/R134a 2.98 -2.98
(1997)
Simulated data R407C 2.04 1.69 -3.73
(present study) R32/R134a 3.43 - -3.43

Above comparison of simulated and experiment data suggests that the 

predictions of the model presented in this chapter is within reasonable 

accuracy to observe the trends of performance of different RHP systems.
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4. R esults and discussion

This chapter presents the performance analysis of reversible heat pumps 

based on the investigation scheme outlined in Chapter 1 (Table 1.2). 

Since the running (or circulating) composition that depends on the 

system design and the amount of refrigerant charge is initially not 

available, some parts of the analysis are based on the original (charged) 

mixture compositions.

4.1 M ixture attributes and heat pum ps

In this section, the influences of the temperature glide on the 

performance and the heat exchanger sizing of RHPs are investigated. 

Further the effects of the two-phase property non-linearity and the 

pressure drops on glide matching are examined.

a) G lide m atching

Table 4.1 presents the heat exchanger sizes and COPs when two heat 

pumps are designed for a nominal 7.5 kW heating capacity using R407C 

and R134a, where the former system incorporates glide matching in 

sizing the heat exchangers.

T able 4.1 Influence of glide matching on heating COP

Parameter R407C system R134a system
TG matched TO suppressed

COP 5.77 5.23 5.30
Evaporator area (m^) 0.41 0.28 0.30
Condenser area (m^) 0.33 0.23 0.25



The R407C system shows about 10% better COP than that of the R134a 

system. This gain in COP can be attributed to the effects of glide 

matching in the condenser and the evaporator. In order to separate the 

effects of glide and the refrigerant properties, a R407C system was 

designed with mathematically ‘suppressed’ temperature glide (i.e. TG = 

0). This R407C system shows similar COP to the R134a system, i.e. 5.23 

and 5.30 respectively.

The analysis indicates that the average overall HTC of the R407C 

evaporator is about 9% lower than that of the R134a, whereas the 

condensing U values are roughly similar in both cases. In addition, 

higher proportions of single-phase heat transfer areas, leading to smaller 

heat transfer rates, for both the evaporator and the condenser are 

observed in R407C system. The combined effects result in larger (by 

about 40%) heat exchanger ̂ izes for R407C, as compared to the R134a 

system. In general, mixture systems allow maintaining smaller heat 

exchanger dTs, resulting in larger heat exchangers and better COP.

Due to above deterioration in the HTC and larger single-phase areas with 

R407C, the heat exchanger sizes with suppressed TG are expected to be 

larger than those of the R134a system. However, to obtain the same Vr 

(of 1.9), the heat exchanger dTs of the TG suppressed system have to be 

increased from 5 °C to about 6.5 °C. This results in roughly similar heat 

exchanger areas for R134a and R407C systems.
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Fig. 4.1 presents the degree of glide match of the R407C system when 

the HTF rates are set to maintain constant dTs in the two-phase sections 

of the evaporator and the condenser. Normalised dT on the vertical axis 

is obtained by dividing the temperature difference along the heat 

exchanger (local value at a given vapour quality) by the average 

difference for the entire two-phase section.

.02 1
A  e v a p o r a to r  

O c o n d e n s e r
73
7 3

C3

E
oc

.00

0.99 -

0.98
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

v a p o u r  qual i ty  (-)

Fig. 4.1 Degree of glide match in condenser and evaporator

The system shows perfect glide match in the condenser and a small 

degree of mismatch in the evaporator. The glide mismatch in the 

evaporator is attributed to the combined effect of 1) the HTF flow rate 

for evaporator cannot be set completely independent of the inlet vapour 

quality, and 2) a relatively higher pressure drop (compared to condenser) 

that changes the local saturation temperature and decreases the amount 

of glide.
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b) Property non-linearity and pressure drops

Though only three mixtures were selected for the study (Table 3.1), the 

simulation can be used with any refrigerant mixture; linear or non-linear. 

Mixtures with up to 5 pure refrigerants can be used as allowed by the 

EOS incorporated in the property routines. This section highlights the 

possible errors in the heat exchanger sizing, refrigerant charge estimates 

and subsequent influence to the RHP performance if a nonlinear mixture 

is used with a linear assumption (i.e. if the conventional heat exchanger 

design methods were used). Refrigerant mixture R22/R114 (75/25% by 

mass), which shows the non-linearity in Fig. 4.2, is considered for this 

purpose.

-o—  N o n - l in e a r

Linear

CL

0.4 -

0.0

0.6 0.8 1.00.0 0.2 0.4

oo

-a

■a
30 -

0.5 0.7 0.90.1 0.3

v a p o u r  quality  (-) v a p o u r  q u a l i ty  (-)

a) Temperature vs vapour quality b) Enthalpy vs vapour quality 

Fig. 4.2 Two-phase non-linearity: R22/R114 at 0.5 MPa

Fig. 4.2 shows the variations of the normalised refrigerant temperature 

with vapour quality and the rate of change of enthalpy (with 

temperature), dh/dT, with vapour quality. The trends suggest that the 

actual temperature during phase change and the corresponding dTs in



two-phase elements can be relatively lower or higher than those based on 

a linear profile. Further, the actual specific heat capacity at a given vq, 

Fig. 4.2b, is different to that based on the linear assumption, indicating 

certain discrepancy in heat transfer performance. Since the conventional 

heat exchanger design methods incorporates assumption of linear 

refrigerant behaviour, application of the methods to non-linear mixtures 

automatically introduces errors.

Table 4.2 presents the estimated heat exchanger areas and charge 

requirements of two RFIPs; one with a linear two-phase property 

assumption and the other using the actual properties. With the selected 

mixture, the total and the two-phase areas of the heat exchangers show 

around 11 % over-size with linear assumption with a corresponding about 

12% increase in the refrigerant charge requirement. The corresponding 

discrepancies in the capacity in the designed and reversed mode are 

about 4.0% and 10.5% decrease respectively, and the COPs are about 

4.5% and 8% decrease respectively, compared to a design using linear 

assumption

The results (Table 4.2) indicate that use of a linear assumption with a 

non-linear mixture (or application of conventional heat exchanger design 

methods) in the design could result in a system with 1 ) incorrectly sized 

heat exchangers and 2) incorrect amount of system charge depending on 

the shape and degree of non-linearity.
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Table 4.2 System parameters with and without linear property

Two-phase Condenser area (m^) Evaporator area (m )̂ System
property estimates Total Two-phase Total Two-phase charge (kg)

With linear 
assumption

&64 OTW &58 040 6T2

With actual 
properties

0J8 0.43 &52 035 538

Fig. 4.3 presents the degree of glide match in the condenser and the 

evaporator (in designed mode) when the actual refrigerant temperature is 

used. The horizontal axis of the Fig. 4.3 presents the existing vapour 

quality along the heat exchanger length that coiTesponds to the heat 

transfer within the individual elements (whereas, that of Fig. 4.2a 

represent vq obtained based on refrigerant properties independent of heat 

transfer). It appears that for this particular mixture maintaining a 

constant dT between the refrigerant and the HTF is hardly achievable.

-o

o2

condenser

evaporator1.2

1 . 1

1.0
0.2

0.9
vapour quality (-)

0.8

Fig. 4.3 Influence of non-linearity on glide matching
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Pressure drop during evaporation and condensation influences the glide 

matching in the heat exchangers. Fig. 4.4 shows how the amount of two- 

phase pressure drops could change the degree of glide matching in a 

condenser when the HTF rate is set to achieve a perfect glide match 

assuming zero pressure drops. It is clear that the amount of glide 

mismatch increases with the two-phase pressure drop. Further, the trends 

suggest that the HTF rate needs to be decreased if a satisfactory glide 

matching were to be achieved under the influence of the pressure drops. 

A lower HTF flow rate increases the amount of temperature change in 

individual elements so that dT can be maintained relatively constant 

throughout the two-phase section.

1.0375 -I —  dP =  0 .0  % o t 'P cn d  

-o—  dP  =  1.0 % o f  P cnd  

■A— dP =  1.5 % o f  Pcnd.0250 -

1.0125 -0 3
E
o

Z .0000

0.9875

0.9750 -

0.9625
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

vapour quality (-)

Fig. 4.4 Influence of pressure drop on the degree of glide matching

4.2 Perform ance with d ifferent reversing m ethods

In this section, the performance of RHPs when using three different 

reversing methods i) a four-way valve to redirect the refrigerant flows
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between the condenser and the evaporator (referred to as RCl), ii) as in 

method (i) together with reversing the directions of the HTFs (RC2) and 

iii) switching the HTFs between the two heat exchangers (RC3) are 

discussed. Performances evaluation of the systems are mainly based on 

the COP and the delivered capacity, and wherever appropriate other 

parameters such as HTF flow temperature are included. The 

performances are initially estimated based on the original mixture 

compositions for systems without a liquid receiver or an accumulator, 

and do not consider the effects of reversing valve (RV).

Individual RHPs are designed for providing specified heating or cooling 

capacities. The designed HTF rates of the condenser and evaporator are 

kept unchanged in both the designed (forward) and the reversed mode; 

for example with RC1 the condenser HTF rate in the design mode will 

be that of the evaporator when reversed. The effect of adjusting the HTF 

flow rate in the reversed mode in relation to glide matching is discussed 

later. The study incorporates the condenser to evaporator volume ratio 

(Vr) to account for the different possible systems for a specified capacity 

that depends on the pattern of usage and application.

4.2.1 D esigned for heating

Performances of RHPs designed for a heating capacity of 7.5 kW using 

refrigerant mixtures R407C and R143a/R142b (Mx-3) are considered. 

Pure fluid systems for performance comparison are designed for the 

same capacity, and the water flow rates for the heat exchangers are set to 

attain the same temperature lift or drop in the mixture system.
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a) Heating performance (design mode)

Fig. 4.5 presents heating COPs and compressor sizes (mVh) of both 

R407C and R134a heat pumps, as a function of heat exchanger volume 

ratios (Vr). Different volume ratios (Vr) are obtained by changing the 

evaporator temperature difference (dTevp), hence its heat transfer area 

and the volume, while keeping the condenser volume constant. For a 

given load, this results in a small change (±1%) of the dT in the 

condenser (dTcnd) set at 5 °C. The Fig. also presents the corresponding 

condenser to evaporator area ratio for the R407C system, which indicates 

how changes of evaporator area correspond with different Vr.
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Table 4.3 presents some selected design parameters of the systems. The 

pipe diameters are selected at similar values as of other exercises 

involving concentric tube heat exchangers (e.g. Lisa et ah, 1995). Since 

the HTF flow rate in the evaporator cannot be set completely 

independent of the inlet vapour quality, the HTF exit temperatures shows 

a small degree of variation at different Vr (e.g. 9.4 to 9.8 °C with 

R407C).

Parameter R407C system R134a system
Capacity (kW) 7.50 7.50
Pipe diameters: inneF^  ̂& oute/^^ (mm) 20.0/35.0 20.0/35.0
HTF inlet/exit temperatures, condenser (°C) 35.0/41.5 35.0/41.4
HTF inlet/exit temperatures, evaporator (°C) 14.0/(9.4-9.8) 14.0/(9.0-9.5)
Aevp (m^) at Vr = 0.7-4.4 1.17-0.16 0.86-0.14
Aeon (m^) at Vr = 0.7-4.4 0.34-0.33 0.25-0.25
DTsc (°C) 5.0 5.0

TEV superheat setting (°C) 5.0 5.0
(a) -  outer diameter of the inner tube, pipe thickness 1 mm, (b) -  inner diameter o f the outer tube

Within the range of Vr considered, R407C system (Fig. 4.5) shows an 

average of about 9% better COP than those of R134a system, which is 

found to be attributed to the glide matching in the heat exchangers. For 

both refrigerants, the heating COPs decrease and the compressor size 

increases with Vr.

The analysis shows that the evaporator size requirement reduces with Vr 

(due to increase in dT). This results in higher pressure ratios and a drop 

in the COP (Fig. 4.5) with Vr. The increase in compressor size is due to
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the decrease in vapour specific volume with Vr (at the compressor inlet), 

requiring increases in displacement rates to obtain a specified capacity.

As presented in Fig. 4.6, the mixture R143a/R142b (Mx-3) shows similar 

trends of performance with Vr in the designed mode. However, Mx-3 

system enables achieving higher average gain in COP (about 27% 

compared to about 9% with R407C), and higher water delivery 

temperatures (Table 4.4). Both these gains can be attributed to the larger 

glide of Mx-3; about 12 °C in the condenser compared to about 6 °C of 

R4Ü7C. The comparable R134a system in this case (Fig. 4.6) is designed 

for a larger change of HTF temperature in the heat exchangers (Table 

4.4) compared to the R134a system in Fig. 4.5 (Table 4.3).

6 . 5 0  T O  M x-3

A  R134a

5 . 5 0  - -

4.50 -■

3.50
3.50 4.501 .5 0 Z500.50

v o l u m e  rat io  ( - )

Fig. 4.6 Heating COPs of Mx-3 and R134a systems
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T able 4.4 Design parameters of Mx-3 and R134a heating systems
Parameter Mx-3 system R134a system

HTF inlet/exit temperatures condenser / °C 35.0/49.5 35.0/49.4
HTF inlet/exit temperatures evaporator / °C 14.0/(5.0-5.4) 14.0/(5.2-5.7)

b) C ooling perform ance

When the mode of operation is changed from heating to cooling using a 

four-way valve (RC 1 and RC2), refrigerant flow within the evaporator is 

conveyed from the inner tube to the annulus while the opposite takes 

place in the condenser. This change of refrigerant flow tends to 

deteriorate the HTC and the evaporator performance in the reversed 

mode, which can be explained in relation to the changes in the 

refrigerant mass flux. As shown in Table 4.5, the reduction in the mass 

flux when the mode is changed is relatively higher in the evaporator, 

while the mass flux in fact increases in the condenser. However, at larger 

Vr, the change of the mass flux in the evaporator is not as high as at Vr = 

0.7. At a larger Vr, relatively larger compressor and higher evaporating 

pressure (compared to a system of Vr = 0.7) compensate the reduction of 

the mass flux to some extent. Table 4.6 presents the corresponding 

overall HTCs (U). When using RCl and RC2, these changes in operating 

conditions influence the reversed mode performance depending on the 

Vr.

Table 4.5 Refrigerant mass flux in the evaporator and condenser

Vr
Condenser 

Gcnd (kg/m^ s)
Evaporator 

GevD (kg/m^ s)
heating Cooling heating cooling

0.7 61.2 94.0 126.3 45.6
3.4 59.4 156.9 122.5 76.1
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Table 4.6 Average values of overall heat transfer coefficient (U) during 
evaporation and condensation in heating and cooling modes (RCl):

R407C
Vr A c n d / A ev p F cnd/Pevp U c „ d  ( W W  K ) U ev p  (W/m^ K)

(design) (design) (cooling) Heating cooling heating cooling
0.7 0.29 3.28 2740 2541 1777 964
3.4 1.50 4.37 2774 2407 1998 1366

In addition, the exchange of the condenser and the evaporator functions 

is expected to cause variations in the operating pressures, pressure ratio 

and the cooling COPs when the two heat exchangers have different heat 

transfer areas. Table 4.6 also shows that the pressure ratio in cooling 

mode increases with Vr as the condenser size in cooling mode decreases 

with Vr.

• R134a systems

Fig. 4.7 presents the cooling performance, with the three reversing 

methods, of the R134a system designed for similar temperature changes 

of HTF as of the R407C system. All three methods show reductions in 

COPs with increasing Vr. The analysis indicates that this is due to a 

certain increase in pressure ratios as Vr increases. RC3 outperforms the 

other two particularly at high Vr, though all of them offer less COP 

when compared to the design mode except at the lowest Vr considered. 

For RC3, the increase in pressure ratio with Vr is relatively small, an 

average of about 70% compared to about two folds in RCl and RC2 

within the range of Vr considered. Higher performance of RC3 is due to 

the fact that it retains both the designed flow configuration and heat 

exchanger functions resulting in relatively small changes in the operating 

conditions.
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Fig. 4.7 Cooling performance of R134a system
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As shown in the Fig. 4.7 the cooling capacities of RCl and RC2 improve 

while that of RC3 slightly deteriorates with increasing Vr. In both RCl 

and RC2, increases of refrigerant flow with Vr improves the average 

evaporator U value by about 45%, leading to improved capacities at 

higher Vr However, maintaining a counter flow configuration upon 

reversing when using a RV, i.e. with RC2, shows no significant effects 

on the capacity and COP as both RCl and RC2 show similar 

performance (with only small differences) regardless of the Vr. Further, 

the cooling capacity with both the methods appear to level off at larger 

Vr.

Over the range, RC3 offers a higher capacity as compared to the other 

two methods, particularly at low Vr. The evaporator U value and the 

inlet vapour quality of RC3 are respectively about 80% higher and 0.12 

lower than that of RCl and RC2, resulting in a significantly higher 

capacity difference at lower Vr. An increase of the evaporator inlet 

vapour quality with Vr (from about 0.28 to about 0.37 for RC3) 

combined with a small drop in refrigerant mass flow rate (about 5.0% 

drop compared to 64% increase in other two methods) causes the slight 

decrease in capacity of RC3 across the range.

• R407C system

Fig. 4.8 represents the comparison for R407C system with the three 

reversing methods. The observed trends are in general similar to those of 

the R134a (Fig. 4.7), showing a reduction of COP with Vr for all the 

three methods, and an increase in the capacity with RCl and RC2 as Vr
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increases. However, two major differences could be observed. First, 

there are noticeable differences in the COP for the three methods at low 

Vr. RC3 in fact performs better than RC2 for the entire range of volume 

ratio. RC2 has in turn performed well when compared to RCl especially 

at low Vr. The difference in the COPs of RCl and RC3 at low Vr can be 

explained in relation to the degree of glide matching in the evaporator 

and the condenser. Secondly, although RC2 offers a higher capacity than 

RCl at low volume ratios, the situation reverses at medium to high 

volume ratios. The second observation is found to be attributed to the 

changes in pressure ratios.

Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 show normalised dT against vapour quality for the 

evaporator and condenser respectively for Vr = 0.7. The gradient of each 

line represents a relative degree of glide mismatch in the heat exchanger; 

a large gradient corresponds to poor performance. As shown in Fig. 4.9 

even in the design mode, setting a HTF flow rate to achieve a perfect TG 

match is not attainable. This is due to the fact that the HTF flow rate 

cannot be set completely independently of the inlet vapour quality. In 

addition, the pressure drop (1% - 2% of the inlet evaporator pressure) 

within the evaporator changes the corresponding local saturation 

temperature, hence decreases the amount of glide and increases the 

degree of mis-matching. Among the three cases of reversing methods 

considered, in the evaporator, RC2 achieves a better glide match than 

RC3, which in turn matches better than RCl. As expected, RCl results 

in a parallel flow configuration that does not correspond to a viable 

condition for TG match.
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Fig. 4.10 Degree of glide match in the condenser: Vr = 0.7 (R407C)
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A similar analysis shows that the condenser has a complete TG match in 

the heating mode, Fig. 4.10. Unlike the evaporator, the effect of pressure 

drop is very small (< 0.05% of inlet condensing pressure) and there is no 

influence of entering vapour quality. RC3 shows almost perfect glide 

match whereas RCl offers little chance for glide matching. The analysis 

shows a better degree of overall system glide match for RC3 than RC2. 

This fact, when combined with favourable refrigerant flow conditions 

results in the best cooling performance (both COP and capacity) for 

RC3. RCl has substantial glide mismatch and yields the lowest COP 

among the three cases.

The results for R407C system also show how the designed mode 

(heating) Vr could influence the cooling performance of a system. Fig.

4.8 already demonstrated that, for RC3, the cooling COP could be higher 

or lower than that of the heating COP depending on the Vr. Further Fig.

4.8 also suggests that a system with small Vr offers good performances 

in both the forward and the reversed (cooling) modes. However, such 

systems have very small dTs in the evaporator (less than 2.5 °C below 

Vr = 0.7), with evaporator sizes as much as three to four times larger 

than that of the condenser. Though, from a performance point of view it 

is desirable to maintain smaller heat exchanger dTs as possible, it may 

not be always possible to reduce dTs below a certain value when using 

mixtures. Pressure drops and changes of composition associated with the 

lubricant could result in pinch points.
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However, for RCl and RC2, capacity increases with Vr whereas the 

cooling COP reduces with Vr. In order to obtain satisfactory heating 

performance without sacrificing the cooling performance, a moderate Vr 

should be used, Figs. 4.8 and 4.11. Fig. 4.11 also gives COP values 

(6.08, 6.14 and 6.69 respectively) of individually designed and built 

cooling systems for the same Vr (= 1.9) and the same capacities 

(cooling) as RCl, RC2 and RC3. Compared to the COPs of the RHP in 

the reversed mode when using the RC2 and RC3 methods, these 

represent an improvement of 18% and 12%. Taking the same Vr {= 1.9) 

for R134a, however, the differences between the reversed mode COPs 

using the three methods and COPs for the purpose built cooling systems 

are relatively small due to the absence of the effect of TG.

S y s t e m  ind iv idua l ly  d e s i g n e d  for c o o l i n g
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Fig. 4.11 COP and capacity of R407C system; Vr = 1.9
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A similar analysis on the cooling performance of Mx-3 system shows 

that the trends of COP and capacity are similar to that of the R407C 

system, Fig. 4.12. The analysis shows that the evaporator dTs of Mx-3 

systems are relatively larger compared to those of R407C systems of 

similar Vr. This combines with the lower volumetric refrigerating 

capacity of Mx-3 (e.g. at 0 °C dew point, 2355 kJ/m^ of Mx-3 compared 

to 4090 kJ/m^ of R407C) results in similar capacities with RCl and RC2 

for both mixtures.

Compared to those of R407C, when using Mx-3 the capacity with RC3 

shows an average about 8% deterioration within the range of Vr 

considered. The analysis shows that, the evaporating pressures are on 

average about 15% and 9% higher in R407C and Mx-3 systems when 

compared to those in design mode. The corresponding increase in the 

refrigerant mass flow rate is small for the Mx-3 system. This smaller 

increase when combined with a lower volumetric refrigerating capacity 

results in above capacity deterioration when using RC3 with Mx-3.

However, the benefits of using a larger glide mixture appear in the HTF 

flow temperatures, Fig. 4.13. The mixture with a larger glide, Mx-3, 

offers lower HTF flow temperatures than those obtainable with R407C 

with all the three reversing methods. Further, with both mixtures, both 

RC2 and RC3 have relatively lower flow temperatures than RCl (i.e. no 

glide match). This difference is significant for Mx-3 due to its larger 

glide.
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4.2.2 Designed for cooling

A similar analysis as in section 4.2.1 was carried out to observe if there 

is any difference in the design approach and the performance trends in 

relation to reversing method and Vr when a system is designed for 

cooling. Figs. 4.14 and 4.15 presents the heating (reversed mode) 

performance of the R407C systems designed for cooling.

As shown in Figs. 4.14 and 4.15, the trends of the capacity and the COP 

with RCl and RC2, and the COP with RC3 are similar to those observed 

in the heating design. However, with RC3 the results indicates an 

increase of capacity with Vr. This is due to increases in compression heat 

caused by increase in pressure ratio with Vr. (Since the evaporator 

capacity is not affected by the amount of energy transfer in the 

compressor, this behaviour is not seen during cooling operation). The 

increase in the pressure ratio is due to the decrease of condenser size (in 

heating mode) with Vr.

Further, Fig. 4.14 also shows that the heating capacity with RCl is larger 

than those of the other two methods at moderate to higher Vr, and the 

comparison shows that this is more pronounced with Mx-3. This 

indicates that the conventional method of reversing (RCl) outperform 

RC3 in terms of capacity when using large glide mixtures. This is also 

partly due to a larger difference between condenser and evaporator sizes 

at higher Vr, which increases pressure ratio and the compression work.
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Fig. 4.16 presents the temperature lift of the HTF in the condenser (in the 

reversed mode) of the two mixture systems designed for cooling. As in 

the heating design, mixture with a larger glide, Mx-3 in general provides 

higher temperature lifts of HTF, ensuring higher flow temperatures.
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Fig. 4.16 Lift in water temperature in the condenser: 
R407C and Mx3 systems

Further, unlike with heating design, RCl does not show inferior flow 

temperatures due to the combined effects of larger glide and the 

contribution of the compression heat. With Mx-3, the flow temperatures 

of the HTF with RC 1 are higher than those obtained with RC2 and RC3 

at moderate to higher Vr due its better heating capacity at these Vrs. At 

higher Vr, say above 3.5, the flow temperatures with all three reversing 

methods are roughly the same for R407C, i.e. all three methods show 

similar performance in terms of HTF flow temperatures.
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4.2.3 R estoration  o f glide m atching in the reversed m ode

When considering restoration of glide matching in counter flow heat 

exchangers, the HTF flow rates in the condenser and/or the evaporator 

may need adjusting. As given in section 2.4 (Fig. 2.8), whether the HTF 

flow rate needs increasing or decreasing can be decided based on the 

gradient of the line plotting normalised temperature against vq along the 

heat exchanger. However, from a practical point of view, reducing HTF 

flow rate to restore glide matching could lead to reduction of capacity, so 

an improvement of COP at the expense of capacity may not always be a 

desirable measure. In sizing the pumps for the HTF loops, due 

consideration should be paid to accommodate the possible increase of 

the flow rates as required.

To facilitate the control aspect of the flow rates and the pumps according 

to the glide situation, the gradients of the temperature profiles of the 

refrigerant (during phase changing) and the HTF can be compared in the 

condenser and the evaporator. Based on the comparison, pumps can be 

instructed to individually change the speed as required. In the 

evaporator, the refrigerant entry temperature can be used to deduce the 

amount of available glide at a given pressure.

Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10 presented the glide matching situation in the 

condenser and evaporator in cooling (reversed) mode of R407C system 

at Vr = 0.7. The potential for improving the cooling performance by 

manipulating the glide with HTF when using RC3 is discussed for the 

two mixtures R407C and Mx-3.
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It appears that the water flow rates need to be increased in both R407C 

and Mx-3 evaporators by about 10% and in the Mx-3 condenser (by 

about 7%). There is no need to adjust the HTF flow rate of R407C 

condenser. Fig. 4.17 presents the changes of cooling capacities and 

COPs when the FITF flow rates are increased as appropriate to achieve 

glide matching.
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Fig. 4.17 Cooling performance improvement with glide restoration: 
R407C and Mx-3 systems with RC3 (Vr = 0.7)

Fig. 4.17 shows that the cooling capacity improves by about 3% and 

7.5% with R407C and Mx-3 respectively. Accompanying this are 

improvements of cooling COP; 5% and 9% respectively. The 

improvement of the capacity is attributed to the combined effects of a 

decrease in vapour quality entering evaporator and an increase in 

evaporating pressure.
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As given in Figs. 4.18 and 4.19, the improvements of COP can be mainly 

attributed to the change of glide matching situation in the condenser and 

the evaporator. As shown in. Fig. 4.19, better COP improvement of the 

Mx-3 system, 9% compared to 5% of R407C is attributed to this overall 

glide improvement of the higher glide mixture system. Fîowever, the 

actual COP may suffer due to the increase of power consumption of the 

pumps. Under such circumstances, the gains of performance for R407C 

system may be insignificant, and those for Mx-3 system will be smaller.

Further, though there is a likelihood of achieving some improvement in 

the cooling performance with RC2 using a similar technique, the data 

show that the improvements are relatively small. This is because the 

system already has a better glide matching with RC2 (than with RC3).
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Fig. 4.18 Degree of glide matching in the evaporator: 
before and after glide match restoration, R407C and Mx-3
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Fig. 4.19 Degree of glide matching in the condenser: 
before and after glide match restoration, R407C and Mx-3

4.2.4 Reversing valve (RV) pressure drops

The pressure drops in the RV influences the compressor sizing and the 

performance during cycle operation. When using pure refrigerants (e.g. 

R22) capacity deterioration in the order of 4% to 6% could result 

primarily due to the pressure drops associated with a RV [Fang and 

Nutter, 1999]. The implications of including or excluding the pressure 

drops due to RV on the compressor sizing and cycle performance are 

examined for a range of Vr.

Fig. 4.20 presents the percentage changes in compressor size 

requirements due to the inlet/outlet pressure changes associated with the 

RV, when compared to a case without considering the effects. To meet a
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specified capacity at a given Vr, the compressor size requirement is 

relatively larger due to the combine effects of decrease in the refrigerant 

vapour specific volume and the increase of the suction pressure drop. 

The rate of size increase with Vr is higher for R134a than for R407C, the 

former has a larger suction pressure drop (35% - 55%) compared to 

R407C.
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Fig. 4.20 Influence of reversing valve on compressor size

Fig. 4.21 shows how the heating COP (designed mode) of a RHP varies 

at two selected Vr, when obtained with and without considering the 

pressure drop effects of RV. For a given heating capacity, in keeping 

with a smaller change of compressor size, R407C system has only about 

1% to 2% drop in COP and those of the R134a system vary from 3% to 

5%.

Fig. 4.22 shows how corresponding influences on the cooling (reversed 

mode) capacities with RCl and RC2 at a selected Vr (4.4). It appears
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that in general the cooling capacities w ould be relatively higher i f  the 

effects o f  RV were considered w hen sizing the com pressor. .
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Fig. 4.21 Change o f  heating COP due to pressure drop o f  reversing
valve
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Fig. 4.22 Influence o f  reversing valve on cooling capacity (V r = 4.4)

The influence o f  the pressure changes associated w ith the RV  on the 

perform ance is an easily overlooked aspect during designs and 

com ponent selection. The above analysis show ed that the com pressor is 

generally  undersized w hen the pressure drop effects are not considered.
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Due to this size discrepancy, the system presented in Fig. 4.5, for 

example (where the compressors were sized without considering the 

pressure drops of RV), show certain deterioration of the capacity and the 

COP (in both modes) under actual running conditions (where the 

pressure drops effects are in fact present).

4.2.5 Composition shift

This section presents the system performance when the changes in 

circulating composition due to two-phase hold ups are taken into 

consideration. This analysis can only be done when an initial system 

design information regarding the component volumes and the system 

refrigerant charge are available.

a) Design mode

Fig. 4.23 shows the percentage changes of the circulating composition 

for R407C relative to the original (charged) composition. At any given 

Vr, the circulating concentration shows a positive shift, i.e. enriched with 

lower boiling components, R32 and R125, compared to charged 

composition. These two refrigerants have roughly similar boiling points 

and show similar composition change behaviour (i.e. act as a pair). The 

positive shift is attributed to the hold up of the less volatile (or higher 

boiling) component, R134a, in the phase changing sections (in the liquid 

phase) of heat exchangers. This observation is similar to that observed 

by Chen and Kruse (1997). R32 and R125 concentrations in circulating 

mixture show a reduction with Vr due to less refrigerant being held up in 

the evaporator at higher Vr.
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Fig. 4.23 Changes in running R407C composition in heating mode

Fig. 4.24 presents the capacity and COP for R407C systems when 

calculated using the actual circulating compositions. Though the systems 

were designed for a nominal heating capacity of 7.5 kW using the 

charged compositions, depending on the Vr, the running capacity can be 

about 4% to 7% higher. Flowever, COPs are essentially the same when 

using either the original or the circulating composition. This is attributed 

to increases in evaporator capacity, compressor heat and condensing 

pressure (Table 4.7) due to the composition shift, the combined effect of 

which results in similar COPs.

On the other hand, if the system were redesigned using the circulating 

compositions, the analysis shows that the compressor size requirement 

would be relatively smaller (abut 6.5% at Vr = 0.7) and the heat 

exchanger sizes remain relatively unchanged.
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The capacity differences are due to the fact that the evaporating 

pressures are relatively higher than the nominal values estimated based 

on charged (original) composition and so is the refrigerant mass flow 

rate, Table 4.7. The combined effect of increased mass flow rates and the 

evaporating pressures brings about the increase in capacity.
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—  at or ig ina l  c o m p o s i t i o nZ

4.5

0.25 1.25 2.25 3.25 4.25

v o lu m e  ratio

Fig. 4.24 Heating performance at original and running compositions:
R407C

Table 4.7 Pressure levels and refrigerant flow rates with 
charged and running compositions (R407C)

at charged composition at running composition
Vr M,ef P evp P end Mref Pevp P end

(kg/h) (kPa) (kPa) (kg/h) (kPa) (kPa)
0.65 142.7 632 1981 152.0 692 2169
1.94 140T 520 1981 149.4 563 2115
4 J8 137 9 372 1981 143.7 395 2093
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A similar analysis of Mx-3 systems shows that the shift in composition is 

relatively higher, resulting relatively larger discrepancies between 

nominal (design) and running capacities, where as the COPs remain 

relatively unchanged.

b) Reversed mode

The system (designed at the original R407C composition 0.23/0.25/0.52 

R32/R125/R134a) experience different degree of changes in the 

circulating composition with individual reversing method. Table 4.8. The 

shift appears to be a function of Vr, decreasing with increasing Vr, and 

the magnitude of shift is higher for RC3 at all Vrs. The reduction of the 

degree of shift with Vr is due to the reduction in the amount of 

refrigerant hold up in the condenser (with RCl and RC2) and in the 

evaporator with RC3. The corresponding changes in the cooling 

performance when running at the circulating composition are shown in 

Figs. 4.25 and 4.26.

Table 4.8 Running compositions of R407C in cooling mode
Vr RCl RC2 RC3

R32 R125 R134a R32 R125 R134a R32 R125 R134a
0.7 ft342 0.339 0.319 0338 0.328 0.335 0.324 0.323 0.354
1.3 ft277 0288 0.436 0.307 0.312 0.381 0.299 0.303 0.398
1.9 0275 0286 0439 0.276 0.287 0.436 0.289 0.295 0.416
2.7 0269 0.282 0448 0267 0280 0.453 0.284 0.291 0.425
3.4 0268 0281 0.450 0263 0.277 0.460 0.280 0.288 0.431
4.4 0264 0.276 0.460 0260 0.274 0.466 0.278 0.286 0.436

The running cooling capacities are always larger regardless of the Vr and 

reversing method. Fig. 4.25. In general the differences in the capacity
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appear to be only slightly dependent on the Vr except for RC3. As a 

result of relatively higher shift at lower Vr, say Vr less than 1, the 

differences between the capacities are higher with all three methods.
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Fig. 4.25 Cooling capacities at running compositions

Fig. 4.26 shows that the cooling COPs estimated at the running 

composition are in general lower than those based on the original 

mixture. The differences between the two COPs gradually decreases 

with Vr for RCl and RC2 and becomes negligible at large Vr. For RC3, 

the difference between the two COPs remain relatively constant. The 

smaller COP when operating at circulating composition (compared to 

those with original composition) is due to a lift in the evaporating 

pressure, which increases both the refrigerant mass flow rates and the 

compressor work.
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Fig. 4.26 Cooling COPs at running compositions

On the other hand if the system were redesigned using the circulating 

compositions (in the design mode), the cooing capacities would be on 

average about 8% smaller with RCl and RC2 and about 5.5% smaller 

with RC3 corresponding to the running capacities in Fig. 4.25 due to the 

use of smaller compressors. These drops in capacity cause about 3% to 

5% changes in flow temperature of HTF in evaporator.

4,2.6 Overall cooling performance

Fig. 4.27 presents the cooling capacity (i.e. reversed mode) of the R407C 

system running at the circulating compositions (Table 4.8) including the 

effects of RV. This represents the actual running conditions of the 

systems (RCl and RC2) when designed at the original composition. For 

comparison the result of Fig. 4.8 (run at original composition, no RV
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pressure drops) are also included. It appears that the two trends are quite 

similar to each other. Interestingly there is very little difference between 

the two capacities for both RCl and RC2 from medium to larger Vr. 

This is due to the two opposing effects of the positive shift and pressure 

drop; the former increases the capacity, where as the latter reduces the 

capacity. However, at lower Vr the shift has a more dominant effect on 

the capacity, which results in a larger running capacity.
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Fig. 4.27 Cooling capacity of R407C system at running composition
with RV effects included

4.3 Refrigerant charge and liquid receiver

In this section, a preliminary investigation is carried out to observe how 

the forward/re versed mode performance of a RHP would vary when the 

system is charged with a different amount of refrigerant than the estimate 

at the design. Next, the circumstances, which leads to the requirement of 

a liquid receiver is looked into, and the influences of a receiver on the
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component sizing, circulating composition and the heating/cooling 

performance are investigated.

4.3.1 System refrigerant charge

The system charge in the design mode (design charge) is estimated based 

on a specified subcooling (5°C). Further, it should be pointed out here 

that the design charge is not necessarily the same as optimum system 

charge that is usually obtained using a trial and error exercise in practice 

[Rice, 1987].

Table 4.9 presents the refrigerant charge requirements of R407C and 

R134a systems in the heating mode. For both systems, the charge 

requirement reduces with increasing with Vr, and this is due to the 

reduction in the evaporator volume (and area) as Vr increases. Relatively 

smaller condenser and evaporator sizes of the R134a system, compared 

to those of the R407C system at any Vr, results in a smaller charge 

requirements for R134a systems.

a) ‘U n d er’ or ‘over’ charge situation

The terms 'over charge' and 'under charge' refer to a system with an 

amount of refrigerant larger and smaller than that is estimated at the 

design. Fig. 4.28 presents how the capacities (Vr =1.3) vary if the 

systems are slightly over or under charged. The heating capacities 

increase and decrease correspondingly.
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Table 4.9 Refrigerant charge requirements of 
different systems

Volume ratio System refrigerant charge 
(kg)

R407C R134a
0.7 4.13 146
1.3 142 276
1.9 3.13 2.45
2.7 297 230
3.4 2.87 2.20
4.4 273 243
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Fig. 4.28 Heating capacity with different amounts of system charge: 
design mode of R407C and R134a at Vr = 1.3

The trends in Fig. 4.28 suggest that a larger over charge in the designed 

mode would bring about proportional improvements in the capacity. 

However, this situation is not practically encountered because there is a 

threshold of charge in relation to the increase of the degree of subcool. 

Any charge increase beyond this threshold would in fact deteriorate the
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performances due to liquid accumulation (liquid back up) in the 

condenser. Liquid accumulation reduces the effective condensing area, 

resulting in higher dTs, and larger system pressure ratios, which decrease 

the COP.

When available in practical situations, the variations of parameters; 

condenser two-phase area, degree of subcool, pressure ratio, compressor 

work, refrigerant temperature at compressor exit, capacity and COP 

could be used as indicators to optimize the charge level. Fig. 4.29 

presents a plot of the first three parameters at different charge levels 

(with 5°C reference degree subcooling). However, it appears that the 

simulation failed to accurately predict the system behaviour caused by 

the overcharge because the COP does not show the expected 

deterioration.
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Fig. 4.29 Changes of pressure ratio, degree of subcooling, condenser 
two-phase area and COP at different overcharge levels
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This was found to be a limitation of the void fraction models; they are 

not able to estimate the correct void fractions at a larger liquid fraction 

than the amount of liquid that corresponds to the equilibrium conditions 

at the local pressure and temperature. As a result, the simulation 

continues to change the condenser pressure (which changes the degree of 

subcooling too) with a view to achieve system charge balance, predicting 

a larger than actual degree of subcool.

b) Behaviour of void fraction models

The pressure dependency of void fraction correlations has implications 

on obtaining the charge balance when running in the reversed mode or at 

off design conditions, where the system operating pressures are different 

to those in the design mode. Using the Humark void fraction model at 

different pressure levels this can be shown. Fig. 4.30.
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Fig. 4.30 Void fraction predictions at different pressure levels
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At a given vapor quality, the void fraction at a higher pressure is 

relatively lower than that at a lower pressure. In general the Humark 

correlation over predicts the condenser charge and under predicts the 

evaporator charge when compared to measured quantities of charge, and 

the error depends on the pressures [Rice, 1987].

c) D ifferent systems and requirem ent for a receiver

When the condenser and the evaporator of a RHP have different 

volumes, the system charge requirements in the heating and the cooling 

modes are likely to be different. This points to the requirement of 

temporary storage of the excess charge within the system in one of the 

two modes. To decide which mode of a RHP needs a receiver the charge 

requirements in both modes need to be calculated for different Vr. As the 

third method of reversing, RC3, does not involve a complete charge re

distribution upon reversing, this section considers only RCl and RC2.

Fig. 4.31 presents charge requirement in the heating mode and the 

cooling mode when reversed with RCl for two systems (R407C and 

R134a) initially designed without a receiver. Of the volume ratios 

considered, the one with Vr (= 0.7), requires about 33% and 28% more 

refrigerant with R407C and R134a respectively in the cooling mode than 

during heating. Therefore, the system charge requirement has to be based 

on the cooling mode operation, so that a receiver is needed mainly to 

store the excess charge during heating. A system with Vr == 1 does not 

require a receiver.
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4.3.2 System with a liquid receiver

In this section, component sizing and the performance are compared 

when a RHP is designed for a given nominal capacity with and without a 

liquid receiver. In the analysis, it is assumed that when receiver is 

present the condenser outlet is saturated (free liquid draining from 

condenser to receiver) and there is no internal (eg. subcooling coil) or 

external (with environment) heat transfer. Further, it is assumed that 

there is no pressure drop in the liquid line, and the refrigerant in the 

receiver will also be saturated at the condensing pressure [Keller, 1999].
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Fig. 4.31 Refrigerant charge requirements in heating and cooling modes
with RCI

a) Influence of receiver on component sizing and heating 
performance

Fig. 4.32 shows the changes of the heating COP and the compressor size 

requirement when a RFIP (incorporated a LR) is designed at different Vr.
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The results show that generally the compressor size is larger when the 

design includes a receiver (i.e. no subcooling available), and the increase 

(over a system without receiver) is higher for R407C than for R134a. 

Further, the influence of the receiver appears to reduce the COP, the 

degree of which is also higher for R407C system. The gradual decrease 

of compressor size requirement with Vr is attributed to the increase of 

evaporator pressure relative to the corresponding system without 

receiver. The reductions in COP with Vr are due to unavailability of 

condenser subcooling and larger compressor sizes.
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Fig. 4.32 Influence of a receiver on the compressor size and heating 
COP: percentage changes relative to system without a receiver

Without any subcooling it is necessary that the refrigerant mass flow rate 

increase to maintain a given capacity. Within the range of Vr, the 

average increases in the mass flow rates are about 5% and 18% for
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R I34a and R407C respectively when compared to a system designed for 

a 5 °C subcooling (i.e. without receiver). The need for larger compressor 

sizes for R407C is due to larger refrigerant mass flow rate and the effect 

of glide, which changes the evaporating pressure when the inlet vapour 

quality changes (the opposite effect of having a SLHX, Payne et ah, 

2000).

•  charge requirem ent with a receiver

Table 4.10 shows that systems designed with and without a receiver need 

different amounts of charge, e.g. at Vr = 0.7, 4.13 kg compared to 3.78 

kg, which becomes 4.39 kg, the actual system charge when a 1/6̂  ̂ is 

added. As given within brackets, the estimated charge requirement (i.e. 

without considering the added 1/6^ quantity) is lower when a receiver is 

present mainly due to the absence of subcooled refrigerant in the 

condenser.

Table 4.10 System charge requirements in heating mode
__________________ with and without a receiver______________

System charge R407C System charge R134a 
Volume ratio ______________ (^g)

Without
receiver

With receiver Without
receiver

With
receiver

0.7 4.13 4.39 (3.78) 3.46 3.85 (3.23)
1.0 T56 3.79 (3.27) 2.91 3.16(2.73)
1.9 • 3.13 3.31(2.85) 2.45 2.73 (2.35)
2.7 2.97 3.17(2.73) 2.30 2.47 (2.14)
3.4 Z87 3.05 (2.63) 2.20 2.36 (2.03)
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• Circulating compositions and heating performance

Changes in the system charge when a receiver is present, as given in 

Table 4.10, influence the circulating mixture composition. Fig. 4.33 

presents the running R407C compositions for five Vrs designed with a 

liquid receiver. Systems with a receiver show a similar trend of change 

of composition as those without a receiver (Fig. 4.23); however, the 

magnitudes of shift are relatively higher. Further enrichment of 

circulating mixture with R32 and R125 occurs due to the hold up of 

liquid R134a in the receiver. However, the shift in the circulating 

composition varies with the amount of extra refrigerant added (normally 

16%) to maintain the liquid seal.
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Fig. 4.33 Running mixture concentrations when a receiver is present, 
percentage change relative to original R407C composition (23/25/52%

R32/R125/R134a)

Fig. 4.34 presents the heating capacities and the COPs when the 

composition shifts are taken into consideration for both systems with and 

without a receiver. As expected, the running capacities are higher for the
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former and the difference between the two capacities are larger at low Vr 

due to larger shifts. However, the COP of a system with receiver is lower 

than that of a system without LR.

The analysis shows that the refrigerant mass flow rates are relatively 

higher for system with a receiver, about 20% to 30% compared to a 

system without one. The above increases in the heating capacity are due 

to the improvements in the heat transfer caused by increase of refrigerant 

mass flow rate. The reduction in the COP is due to relative increase in 

the compressor work resulted from increased mass flow rate and the 

composition shift.
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Fig. 4.34 Heating performance at running compositions with and without 
a receiver (nominal capacity 7.5 kW)

b) Circulating composition and perform ance during cooling

Table 4.11 presents the running compositions of R407C system in the 

cooling mode and the amount of refrigerant in the receiver when 

reversed using RCl and RC2. At Vr = 0.7 and 1, the receiver contains
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only about the added 1/6̂  ̂ of refrigerant. However, for Vr larger than 1, 

the amount held up in the receiver increases with Vr. With both 

reversing methods, on the contrary to the case of the system without a 

receiver (Table 4.8) the positive shift in circulating composition 

therefore increases with Vr. The composition shifts with RC2 are slightly 

lower than those of RCl at each Vr. This is due to relatively a larger 

amount of charge retained in the heat exchangers with RC2 than with 

RCl by about 5% to 10% compared to those with RCl.

Table 4.11 Circulating mixture composition and amount of charge
in receiver in cooling mode

Vr Circulating mixture composition
RCl RC2

R32 R125 R134a charge in 
LR (kg)

R32 R125 R134a charge in 
LR(kg)

0.7 0T22 0.312 0366 0.73 0.302 0.292 0.406 0.68
1.0 0.375 0.366 0.259 032 0.355 0.346 0.299 0.50
1.9 0J87 0380 0.233 0.66 0.367 0.360 0.273 0.63
2.7 0.391 0.384 0.225 0.79 0.371 0.364 0.265 0.72
3.4 0J94 0389 0.217 0.91 0.374 0369 0.257 036

Fig. 4.35 presents the cooling performance of R407C system using RCl, 

relative to the systems designed without a receiver. With a receiver, the 

cooling COP dropped by about 8% to 16% whereas the capacities show 

improvements of over 10%. The drops in COP are mainly due to the use 

of a relatively large compressor in each system, and the increase in 

pressure ratio with Vr (from 3.1 at Vr = 0.7 to 3.9 at Vr = 3.4). Increase 

in the capacity can be attributed to the combined effect of using larger
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compressors (compared to the system without a receiver) and the 

increase in positive shift.
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Fig. 4.35 Relative cooling performance: R407C system

On the other hand, the analysis of the R134a system, Fig. 4.36, shows 

that the influence of the receiver on the performance is negligible. This is 

due to relative smaller loss in specific refrigerating effect in the absence 

of both the effects of glide and the composition shift. Therefore, for pure 

fluid systems, the decision of including a liquid receiver can be based on 

the storage requirement for pump down cycle. However, it must be 

pointed out that the limitation of liquid back up conditions discussed 

earlier also applied. Therefore Figs. 4.35 and 4.36 can be compared only 

in relative sense.
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Fig. 4.36 Relative cooling performance: R134a system

c) Bypassing liquid receiver

An exercise was carried out to evaluate the possibility of by-passing the 

receiver during operation of the mode when there is no excess charge, 

i.e. the cooling mode for Vr < 1.0 and the heating mode for Vr > 1.0 for 

the system discussed in previous section. When the receiver is bypassed 

the operating conditions and the amount of charge available for 

circulation lead to a certain degree of condenser subcooling that could 

enhance the system performance to some extent (provided that the 

amount of subcool does not lead to liquid back up). Table 4.12 shows the 

potential performance gain when the receiver is bypassed (at selected 

Vr); and assumed to be completely empty.

Table 4.12 Performance when receiver is on line and offline: R407C
systems

Receiver Vr = 0.7 (cooling mode) Vr = 3.4 (heating mode)
option COP Capacity (kW) COP Capacity (kW)

On line 5.12 6.14 131  1 9 9

By-passed T08 171  1 9 2
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However, practically a certain amount of liquid refrigerant would stay in 

the receiver. The amount would depend on the receiver design and the 

type of heat exchanger. Fig. 4.37 shows the relative changes in capacity 

and COP for Vr = 3.4 considering different amounts of refrigerant 

remained in the receiver when bypassed.
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Fig. 4.37 Influence of the amount of charge staying in the receiver on 
potential performance gain of receiver bypassing

4.4 Passive capacity control

When using refrigerant mixtures, passive capacity control techniques can 

be applied to vary the capacity of single direction heat pumps 

(effectively changing the circulating composition) when the source 

temperature changes. In the present study, the emphasis is on the 

possibility of using the excess refrigerant charge occurring in reversible 

systems to obtain capacity control. When the idea of a two accumulator 

cycle is presented. Vakil and Flock (1980) did not consider the changes 

in the mixture composition due to the HPA, i.e. receiver, (the running
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composition was considered to be the same as the charged composition 

when the refrigerant is in the HPA).

However, as presented in the previous section, the running composition 

is in fact different to that of the original mixture when the excess 

refrigerant is in the receiver (i.e. HPA). Therefore, the present analysis 

uses the circulating composition as appropriate to obtain the system 

performance. First an estimate of the possible capacity increase or 

decrease in the heating (designed) mode of a RHP is investigated when 

using a two-accumulator configuration (Fig. 2.10). This is followed by 

an investigation of how the composition change associated with the two- 

accumulator system could be used when using a four-way valve (i.e. 

with RC1), for different Vr.

• Designed mode

A drop, say 6 °C, in water return temperature to the evaporator, 

(compared to those specified at the design) results in about 17% and 7% 

drops in heating (designed) capacity and COP respectively of a R407C 

system of Vr = 0.7. At this instance, about 30% (i.e. 1.44 kg) of the total 

system charge stays as excess charge in the receiver (Note: at Vr = 0.7, 

the normal excess charge in the design condition is 1.35kg).

Assuming the LPA is of sufficient volume, if the total available excess 

charge were transferred from HPA to LPA (as Vakil and Flock (1980) 

suggested), the situation corresponds to a system with a saturated 

evaporator outlet, with the compressor drawing vapour rich in lower
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boiling components (R32 and R125). The circulating compositions of 

R32 and R125 change from 0.304 and 0.292 (when excess charge is in 

HPA), to 0.358 and 0.341 when transferred into LPA. As given in Fig. 

4.38, this change in composition increases the capacity by about 11.5%, 

with a small reduction in the COP compared to when the total amount of 

excess charge remains in the HPA (i.e. the liquid receiver). This 

represents a 93% of the original design running capacity (i.e. 8.06 kW).

CLou

9- 6.5

□  E x c ess  c h a r g e  in H PA  

■  E x c ess  c h a r g e  In LPA

R u n n in g  c a p a c i ty  ( d e s i g n  m o d e )  

D e s i g n e d  c a p a c i ty

c a p a c i ty C O P

Fig. 4.38 Heating performance with the excess charge in LPA and/or in
HPA : R407C, Vr = 0.7

Nonetheless, a suitable mechanism should be made available to transfer 

the liquid refrigerant from HPA to LPA, and the LEV control needs 

further consideration. However, Vakil and Flock (1980) did not address 

these practical aspects of HPs. Further, if the liquid seal in the receiver 

were to maintain the total amount of excess may not be transferable to
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LPA. The analysis in this case only allows 14% of the excess charge to 

be transferred to LPA, the increase in capacity is therefore smaller; about 

7.0%.

The control strategy is useful to change the capacity between the two 

limits decided by the two concentrations at a particular water return 

temperature. The lower capacity corresponds to the circulating 

concentration when all the excess liquid is in the receiver (HPA), and the 

upper value corresponds to a situation where the transferable excess 

charge is "moved" to LPA (subjected to the requirements of liquid seal 

in HPA). By controlling the amount of refrigerant transferred to the 

LPA, intermediate capacities within the two limits can be obtained.

• R eversed mode

For analysis purposes, the two-accumulator cycle can be considered as a 

system consisting of a condenser and an evaporator each carrying a 

receiver (or a small vessel) at the refrigerant exit end (with appropriate 

inlet/outlet pipe connections in each vessel). This allows applying the 

above concept of transferring the refrigerant between the LPA and the 

HPA in RHPs to vary the circulating composition, but only in the mode 

where excess charge occurs and this is a function of Vr.

However, a certain degree of capacity control can be achieved if the 

system was charged with extra refrigerant at the design (i.e. with a view 

of also obtaining capacity control in the reversed mode). This additional 

charge represents the transferable amount between the two liquid
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vessels; naturally this would mean that the two capacity limits previously 

discussed would change. Fig. 4.39 presents the changes in the amount of 

R32 in the circulating mixture, COP and capacity when different 

amounts of extra charge is added to the system relative to design charge.

The potential of increasing the cooling capacity increases with the 

amount of added charge, e.g. about 5% increase in cooling capacity if the 

system was charge with 11 % extra refrigerant than the designed charge 

(Fig. 4.39). Due to the effect of positive shift, the COP decreases when 

the amount of added charge increases. To achieve a larger change in 

capacity, relatively larger amounts of liquid need to be stored in the LPA 

[Rothfleisch, 1995]. However, the increase in amount of charge in the 

system invariably changes the circulating composition also in the 

forward mode, further enriching the circulating composition with R32 

and R125.

charge (re la tive  to  d e s i g n  m o d e  c h a r g e )

□  R32 fraction

capacity

1 , 0 6  1, 05

01)

0.65 1.34

Charge in LPA/ kg

1.78

Fig. 4.39 Increase of R32 fraction and changes of the capacity and the 
COP with added charge (relative to design mode)
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4.5 Effects o f lubricant

The influence of lubricant on heat transfer, pressure drops and glide 

matching, obtained using the approach given in section 2.3.3, is 

presented for a R407C system of Vr = 1.9 with an oil content of 0.5% - 

2.5% of the total refrigerant mass. The aim is to investigate whether 

there are any substantial impact on heat exchanger performance. The 

simulation result did not show any appreciable changes in performance 

at oil concentrations below 2.5%, Figs. 4.40 -  4.42.

As shown in Fig. 4.40, the U value in elements shows an average 

reduction of about 2% due to the reduction of refrigerant mass flow rate, 

as the total mass flux now consists of the certain amount of oil. The 

pressure drops in elements show about 25% increase in two-phase 

pressure drops. This increase in the pressure drops introduces a certain 

degree of glide mismatch in the evaporator. The overall effects caused 

about 5% reduction in evaporator capacity.

A  W ith  oil

3

1700 -
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0.8 0.9 1.00.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

v a p o u r  q ual i ty  (-)

Fig. 4.40 Overall heat transfer coefficient in evaporator elements: R407C
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Fig. 4.41 Pressure drops in evaporator elements: R407C
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Fig. 4.42 Glide matching situation in evaporator R407C

Under these circumstances, the heat transfer area could be increased to 

offset the effects of drop in heat transfer, and the glide situation can be 

restored by adjusting the HTF flow rate, i.e. slightly decrease in this 

case.

4.6 D iscussion

A RHP designed to provide a specified heating capacity was used in this 

study to investigate the influences of temperature glide and the
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composition shift of mixtures on the performances. The behavioural 

differences of RHP systems when using either pure or mixture 

refrigerants were observed. The study was primarily based on the 

simulated/analytical data and no experimental investigations were 

carried out though limited validations were performed based on other 

published literature. However, the analysis suggests that logically correct 

conclusions on the performance trends due to the influence of the 

mixture attributes can be drawn from the results.

In the investigation, the practical issues of pipe arrangements in relation 

to the reversing methods, liquid receiver and accumulator, the actual 

design and dimensions of the receiver and accumulator, and functional 

limitations of expansion devise have not been discussed. Only the 

thermodynamic aspects associated with the system components were 

considered.

When applying the performance trends presented to understand the 

system behaviour with any other refrigerant mixture, it must be assured 

that the concerned mixture posses ‘nearly linear’ or linear property 

behaviour. Main parts of the presented results do not relate to non-linear 

mixtures, for which the potential for glide matching is greatly reduced.

In the case of linear mixtures, fairly accurate estimates of the heat 

exchanger areas can be obtained with the conventional design methods 

by using a segmented (few elements) heat exchanger analysis. However, 

such an approach is unlikely to be accurate with non-linear mixtures
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where the errors in heat exchanger sizing are the combined effect of the 

non-linear behaviour of 1) the specific heat with vapour quality 2) and 

the refrigerant temperature with vapour quality, which can take different 

trend. Instead, an integration approach should be adopted.

The trends of performance and composition change presented in this 

study agree well with existing practical system data as presented in 

Chapter 3. The analysis (excess charge and composition shift) was based 

on concentric tube heat exchangers. In the open literature, a number of 

studies were also based on concentric tube heat exchangers (Chen and 

Kruse, 1997, Kim et al., 1994, Stefanuk et al., 1992). With proper 

understanding about a given system, the author believes that the 

analysis/observations can be extended to other types of heat exchangers, 

e.g. shell-and-tube heat exchangers with refrigerant in the tubes. 

However, with certain type of heat exchangers, e.g. air-coolers, plate 

heat exchangers, modification of the analysis procedure will be required.

The heat exchanger sizes, system charge, shift in the circulating 

composition and the performance (particularly in the reversed mode) are 

affected to certain extent by the selection of tube diameters for the 

concentric tube heat exchangers. The analysis used only one selected set 

o f tube diameters. Table 4.13 presents the relative changes of heat 

exchanger areas, two-phase hold up and pressure drops due to variations 

in tube diameters. Table 4.14 presents the associated changes in 

performance and composition shift. Close examination of the result
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suggests that the trends of performance with Vr established earlier are 

preserved.

Due to the limitations in the heat transfer and void fraction correlations 

incorporated in the mode, ‘flooded’ condenser cannot be modelled. 

Further, the pressure dependency of void fraction correlation may 

influence the composition shift and the refrigerant charge calculations so 

that accurate interpretation of these issues in a practical situation sustain 

certain degree of uncertainty.

Table 4.13 Change of heat exchanger parameters with tube diameter
Tube diameter Heat exchanger 

area
Two-phase hold 

up
Pressure drops

Evp Con Evp Con Evp Con

d in n er  ^  d je le c te d T T T 4- i t

d in n e r  ^  d se le c te d 4 4 4 t Î Î

d o u te r  ^  d se le c te d T 4 — Î —

d o u te r  ^  d se le c te d 4 T — — t
i  : d e c r e a s e ,  T : in crea se ,  — : n o  a p p a ren t  c h a n g e

Table 4.14 Effects of tube diameter on the circulating composition and

Tube diameter Designed mode Reversed mode Composition shift
COP COP Capacity Forward Reversed

d in n e r  ^  d se le c te d — T Î Î  Î

d in n e r  ^  d se le c te d — 4. 4- 4

d o u te r  ^  d se le c te d — i 4. t  Î

d o u te r  ^  d se le c te d — t Î 4 4
i  : d e c r e a s e ,  T : in crea se ,  --  : no  a p p a ren t  c h a n g e
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In the analysis, the compressor was sized for a specified capacity at a 

given Vr, i.e. designed capacity was the common link among RHPs of 

different Vr. In a way this approach represents the combined influences 

of both the compressor size and the heat exchanger volumes on the 

performance. On the other hand, an analysis, which uses a fixed size 

compressor would allows observing how the characteristics of a selected 

compressor would influence the performances (forward/reversed modes) 

due to the use of heat exchangers of different volume (and area) ratios.

The values of the COP observed for certain systems, particularly for 

systems with Vr < I, appear to be higher than those of the practical 

systems. This is due to the influences of factors such as the selection of 

HTF temperatures, neglecting of power consumption of ancillary 

components, and selection of larger heat exchangers to maintain small 

dTs and glide match. Since the main aim of the study was to identify the 

trends for behavioural comparison purposes the actual magnitudes are 

not expected to affect the conclusions drawn.

Simple passive capacity control methods can be adopted to suit 

reversible systems. As shown, the two-accumulator system (Vakil and 

Flock, 1980) can be used to manipulate the excess charge. However, the 

actual hardware arrangement and control could be complicated. Further, 

the gain in performance depends on the selected mixture and the cost of 

modifications can outweigh the gain.
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4.7 D esign and industrial im plications

The results showed that when using refrigerant mixtures the pressure 

drops during phase change degrade the glide matching in heat 

exchangers, particularly in coaxial evaporators where the refrigerant 

flows in the inner tube. This situation points to the fact that the criteria 

for sizing the heat exchanger tubes for mixture systems (e.g. tubes for 

shell and tube heat exchangers and concentric tube heat exchangers, both 

are commonly used in the industry) needs to include the influence of 

pressure drops on glide matching situation.

For a RHP with a liquid receiver, when using a pure fluid, charging the 

system with an amount of refrigerant slightly higher/lower than the 

designed requirement does not affect the performance. However, when 

using a zeotropic refrigerant mixture, the total system charge and the 

amount of refrigerant staying in the liquid receiver influence/vary the 

circulating composition. Therefore, charging a mixture refrigerant in to a 

RHPs needs to be precise in terms of the quantity compared to a system 

using a pure fluid.

Further, the analysis showed that the designed and the running capacities 

of RHP systems using mixtures are different due to the effects of the 

composition shift. Though this may not be a serious issues with a water- 

to-water RHP used for domestic heating (as the flow temperatures are 

not the main concern), it becomes an important design consideration for 

systems where larger deviation of flow temperatures relative to the
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design conditions are not tolerated (or for applications where the running 

capacity needs to be precise).

For pure fluid RHPs, symmetrical (equal volume) heat exchangers can 

be used to avoid the occurrence of excess refrigerant during operation. 

For system using zeotropic mixtures, the use of symmetrical heat 

exchangers helps maintaining roughly similar circulating mixture 

composition in both forward and reversed modes. The composition shift 

is only caused by the differential hold ups in phase changing sections.

The results showed that for systems maintaining counter flow 

configuration in both the forward and the reversed modes glide matching 

can be restored by varying the HTF flow rates appropriately. However, 

the performance benefits of glide matching restoration (i.e. improved 

COP and capacity) can be very marginal in practice unless the mixture 

has relatively a larger glide (preferably more than 10 °C linear glide) and 

the system initially has a relatively higher degree of glide mismatch.
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5. Conclusions

The main aim of the research was to investigate the influence of the 

unique characteristics of mixture refrigerants on the design and 

forward/re versed mode performances of reversible heat pumps. A 

simulation program, which consists of a distributed parameter heat 

exchanger model, was developed. Property routines from a mixture 

refrigerant database were incorporated to obtain the necessary thermal- 

physical properties of the refrigerants. Using this simulation, the 

influence of the temperature glide and the composition shift on the 

component sizing, system design and the performance of reversible heat 

pumps were examined. Wherever appropriate, the observations were 

compared to those of the systems employing pure refrigerants to identify 

any behavioural difference between the pure and the mixture refrigerant 

systems.

A conceptual design of RHP was used to obtain the performances in the 

forward and the reversed modes. To investigate the influence of the glide 

matching on the performance, three different reversing methods were 

studied for systems of a range of design condenser to evaporator volume 

ratios (Vr). The shift in the circulating composition due to refrigerant 

component hold up in vapour/liquid phases was investigated. Various 

design and operational issues associated with the use of a liquid receiver 

when using mixture refrigerants were also looked into. The possibility of 

obtaining passive capacity control using the two-accumulator concept in
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reversible systems was examined emphasizing on the use of the excess 

charge. The main observations of the study are listed.

5.1 M ain observations

For designing a RHP the use of the charged mixture composition results 

in under-estimating the capacity, over-estimating the COP in the 

designed mode, and over-estimating the compressor size required for a 

specified nominal capacity. In the reversed mode, an over-sized 

compressor leads to a higher capacity compared to a system designed 

using the actual circulating composition. For mixture systems, it is 

therefore advisable to implement the design process in two-stages; obtain 

the refrigerant charge and the circulating composition in a preliminary 

design and re-sizing the components based on the circulating 

composition in the second stage. During the second stage, the HTF rates 

can be adjusted to account for the effects of pressure drops on the glide 

match.

In the forward mode, the COP of a system designed for a specified 

capacity decreases and the compressor size requirement increases with 

Vr for both pure refrigerants and mixtures. In general, maintaining glide 

match in the design mode delivers better COP than that of a comparable 

pure fluid system of a similar capacity. By selecting a suitable mixture 

refrigerant, there is a possibility to control the HTF flow temperature, 

without compromising the COP, such a possibility is not available with
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pure refrigerant. A mixture with a larger glide provides relatively higher 

HTF flow temperatures in the heating mode and lower flow temperatures 

in the cooling mode.

Glide matching can be restored by increasing the HTF flow rates in the 

reversed mode. However, the corresponding improvement of the 

capacity and the COP can be small and depends on the amount of glide 

of the mixture and the reversing method. When using larger glide 

mixtures, retaining counter flow configuration upon reversing allows 

obtaining better flow temperatures.

When considering the three different reversing methods, switching HTF 

to implement change of mode outperformed the other two methods 

(which use a four-way valve) in terms of both the capacity and the COP 

for mixtures as well as pure refrigerants. When using this method, the 

reversed mode COP of a mixture system designed for heating can be 

higher or lower than that in the design mode depending on the Vr, and 

such behaviour is not observed with pure fluids. Considering the 

reversed mode performance with all three reversing methods, it appears 

that the relative complexity of arranging the system hardware for 

switching the HTF pays off in terms of better overall performance in 

most of the Vr.
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In the reversed mode, the performance trends observed to be volume 

ratio, Vr, and refrigerant(s) dependent. The two methods, which use a 

reversing valve (RCl and RC2), delivered similar performance 

regardless of the volume ratio when using a pure fluid. However, when 

using refrigerant mixtures, at small Vr, the method (RC2) that maintains 

counter flow configuration shows relatively higher performances than 

the conventional (RCl) method. At larger Vr, the capacity of RC2 is less 

than that with RCl, and the COPs of both methods are roughly the same. 

The benefits of glide matching in the reversed mode are prominent when 

the heat exchangers maintains smaller dTs in counter flow configuration 

(e.g. RC2 at smaller Vr).

The performances of mixture systems (designed for heating) suggest 

that, due to the composition shift and temperature glide, with proper 

selection of the reversing method and volume ratio, different 

combinations of heating (Qh) and cooling (Q J capacities can be obtained 

when a system is designed for heating, (Qc < Qh,, Qc =  Qh, or Qc > Qh).

When a RHP is designed for cooling using a mixture, the heating 

performances (i.e. reversed mode) are better (by different amounts 

depending on the Vr) than those of a system designed for a pure fluid. 

Better capacity indicates a reduction in the auxiliary heating 

requirement.
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Depending on the system Vr and the reversing method, receiver holds 

different amounts of refrigerant, which influences the running 

composition and the performance of RHPs using mixtures. System with 

larger Vr showed relatively higher shift in circulating composition in the 

reversed mode. The amount of charge in the receiver can be manipulated 

to maintain a certain degree of subcooling in the condenser so as to 

improve the performance.

When using a low-pressure receiver with a high-pressure receiver, the 

excess charge in a RHP can be stored in either vessel. This allows 

obtaining certain amount of change in positive composition shift, and 

facilitates obtaining capacity modulation in reversible systems using the 

two-accumulator cycle configuration. Storing the excess in LPA 

provides a relatively higher capacity than when the excess is in HPA (i.e. 

receiver).

In summary, based on the findings of the research Table 5.1 presents the 

observations associated with the tasks in Table 1.2 (Chapter 1).
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Table 5.1 Observations under different tasks 

a) Influence o f  mixture behaviour on the design

> ‘Under glide’ or ‘over glide’ situation could occur in the condenser and 
evaporator depending on whether the HTF flow rate is smaller or larger than the 
flow rate required to maintain a perfect glide match.

> Pressure drop in phase changing section of a heat exchanger increases the 
effective glide in the condenser and reduces that of the evaporator so that setting 
of HTF rate to achieve glide matching should take this fact into account.

> Due to the positive shift in the circulating composition the running capacity is 
larger than the designed (nominal) capacity. A system should be designed using 
the circulating composition to obtain a required capacity under running 
conditions.

> Linear assumptions on property non-linearity can result in wrongly sized, 
improperly charged system for a given application.

Depending on the nature o f  property non-linearity with vapour 
quality (i.e. which represent the change o f  refrigerant 
temperature along a heat exchanger), the actual mean 
temperature difference o f  heat exchangers during operation w ill 
be different to that is assigned at the design using conventional 
heat exchanger design methods.
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b) Reversing methods^ reversed mode performance and glide situation

> Glide situation when reversed

•  when using R V  there is no opportunity fo r  obtaining glide match 
due to para lle l flow  configuration

• Regardless o f  heat exchanger Vr, the glide situation in the 
reversed mode depends on the m ethod o f  reversing and the 
selection o f  HTF rates at the design.

•  Effects o f  pressure drops on the glide situation are sim ilar to 
those in the fo rw ard  mode (i. e. increases in the condenser and  
decreases in the evaporator)

> Improving/restoring glide match

•  Opportunity to obtain glide matching can be retained using 
reversing methods that p reserves the designed counter f lo w  
configuration (RC2 and RC3)

• Glide matching can be restored  by adjusting HTF flo w  rates 
when using reversing methods that maintain a counter f lo w  
configuration

> Design factors that affect the performance when using a RV

•  Pressure drops associated with the reversing valve, when 
accounted fo r  at the design, results in a relatively larger 
compressor, better capacity and sm aller CO P com pared to a 
design, which does not include the pressure drop effects (with
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c) Liquid receiver and charge issues

> system charge and requirement of liquid receiver (LR)

•  Which mode o f  operation (forward or reversed) associate with 
the excess charge depends on system  Vr, e.g. when designed fo r  
heating, i f  excess charge occurs in the fo rw a rd  mode fo r  a system  
o f  Vr < 1, excess charge occurs in the reversed  mode i f  the Vr >
1 .

•  Systems with Vr > 1 or Vr < 1 require liquid receivers to 
tem porarily store the excess charge. However, a RHP with Vr = 1 
can operate without a receiver when running at designed  
conditions.

> the presence of a liquid receiver and its influences on performance

•  System running capacity is relatively larger (com pared to a 
system without a LR) when designed with a receiver due to the 
effect o f  charge staying in the receiver on the running 
composition. In this regard, in the mode excess does not occur, 
the l /6 ‘̂  added to maintain a liquid seal influence the circulating  
composition, whereas the total amount excess charge influences 
the composition in the other mode.

□ the excess charge increases the positive  shift in the 
circulating composition

□ required compressor volume f lo w  rate to maintain a given  
capacity increases when a system  has a liquid receiver

•  bypassing liquid receiver in the mode where excess charge does 
not occur results in increases o f  both the capacity and the COP  
provided  no flooding occurs in the condenser
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d) Other issues o f  RHP performance

> influence of void fraction predictions on charge estimate

•  P redicted vo id  fractions using Humark m odel decreases with the 
pressure.

•  As a result, Humark m odel in general tends to over p red ic t the 
condenser charge and under p red ic t that o f  the evaporator.

> Capacity modulation/improvements

Two accumulator configuration allow s manipulating the excess 
charge occurring in RHPs to obtain capacity increase when 
perform ance drops due to decrease in source temperature

> effects of lubricant

Presence o f  lubricant (in excess o f  about 2%)) increases the 
pressure drops in the condenser and evaporator, which influence 
the glide matching situation in addition to the effects on heat 
transfer performances.

5.2 C oncluding rem arks

Performance of RHPs depend on the particular mixture selected; smaller, 

medium and larger glide mixtures (linear or ‘nearly linear’) show 

different degree of influences on both the circulating composition and 

the performance. Running mixture compositions in the forward and the 

reversed modes are different to each other. The composition shift in 

RHPs are influenced by the system design, temperature glide, heat 

exchanger volumes, the system refrigerant charge and the method of 

reversing.

Considering the overall system performance, switching the HTF to 

implement change of mode is the best approach among all the methods
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considered. With this method, the reversed mode capacity shows 

opposite trends with Vr for systems designed for heating or cooling.

Trends of performance in the reversed mode with Vr when using the 

conventional reversing method (RCl) are similar whether the system is 

designed for cooling or heating regardless of the refrigerant(s) being 

used. With this method, the capacity (not the COP) of the mixture 

systems in the reversed mode are better than those of the comparable 

pure fluid systems due to the influences of positive composition shift 

although the glide match is no longer available.

The use of mixtures with larger glides generally allows obtaining 

improved flow temperatures in the reversed mode when a counter flow 

configuration is preserved. Restoration glide matching upon change of 

mode by increasing HTF flow rate could improve both capacity and COP 

with mixtures of larger glide. However, with refrigerant mixtures of 

medium glide (e.g. R407C), such benefits are minimal.

In a RHP the excess charge in the liquid receiver affects the circulating 

composition, which in turn determines the running capacity. Compared 

to a system without a receiver, in the reversed mode, the positive shift in 

the circulating mixture composition shows an opposite trend with Vr 

when a receiver is present due to the influence of excess charge.

When a receiver is accounted for in the compressor sizing, the reversed 

mode capacity increases. Bypassing or partially bypassing the receiver
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offers an opportunity to obtain performance improvements subject to the 

constraint on the amount of subcool achievable without liquid back up in 

the condenser.

The passive capacity control adopting the two-accumulator cycle can be 

applied to reversible heat pumps using the conventional four-way valve 

method. The system excess charge can be used to obtain certain amount 

of change in capacity in either forward (designed) or reversed mode 

depending on Vr.

5.3 F urther/future w ork

The simulation program presented in this study has a large number of 

modules that are designed to illustrate different aspects of mixture 

refrigerants in vapour compression applications. These modules have 

sufficient flexibility to adapt under a wide range of system specifications 

as well as non-linear mixtures. Therefore the model can be applied to 

other configurations such as analysis of cascade condensers using 

zeotrpic refrigerants in both the low-pressure and high-pressure circuits. 

Further, the analysis can be adopted to look at air-to-water and air-to-air 

systems (with modifications in heat exchanger modules) to understand 

the mixture and the associated design issues.

Experimental investigation of the performance of a RHP of selected Vr 

is another possible extension to the current work. The results of such an 

investigation, based on a selected type of heat exchanger (e.g. shell-and-
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tube with refrigerant in the tubes), can be used to strengthen the 

understanding on the system behaviour at the running composition and 

also attaining the optimum charge for reversible systems. Further, a 

validation of the presented result can be obtained.
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Appendix 1

Correlations cited in Chapter 2

This appendix contains most of the correlations cited in the Chapter 2, except for 

those selected for the study, which are included in the Chapter 2,

A l) Condensation

Correlations for estimating condensing HTC for flow in tubes.

• Pure refrigerants

Film condensation on the outside of horizontal tubes was first examined by Nusselt 

[Incropera and De Witt, 1990], and obtained the following expression for local mean 

condensing heat transfer coefficient around the tube.

HTC = 0.725 Pliq(Pliq  Pvap) ê  ^ fg ^ l iq Al.Ol
Dpiiq(Tgi -T ^ )

where h'fg is modified latent heat (based on Jakob number), Tgj is the temperature at 

vapour-liquid interface and Tw is wall temperature. The predictions of HTC of this 

equation lie within 15% accuracy with experimental data.

Few correlations are available to evaluate HTC in annular flow, which is mostly 

present in vapour compression applications. The correlation proposed by Carpenter 

and Colburn (1951) [Colier and Thome, 1996], eq. A 1.02, is one of the early works. 

With the availability of more refrigerant data, this correlation was subjected to a 

number of subsequent revisions.

HTC p, >q
. 1 / 2

0.045
^liqPliq

where Xw is wall shear stress.

/ 2
. 1 / 2 A1.02

- liq
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The HTC for complete condensation of a vapour could be approximated by eq. 

A1.03 [Collier and Thome, 1996]. This relationship is recommended for values of 

density ratio (liquid/vapour) less than 50.

HTC = l̂o 1 +
\^Pvap J

A1.03

Dobson et al., (1994) [Radermacher and Hwang, 2000] developed the following 

correlation for annular and wavy flow regions in smooth tube based on data for R12 

and R134a.

HTC = -^ 0 ,0 2 3 R eJ |* P r|^ (l + 22Xtt“ *®) for annular flow A 1.04

HTC = l̂iq '  0.23 Re^a'^ fG aPrii,)
d 1 + 1.1 TX°SG

+  •
'liq -Nui

7T
for wavy flow

Nu,=0.0195ReS,*Pr»;<t.„,(X„)

^ ,,(X „) =11.376 + ̂

C and E are functions of Fr number (liquid)

• Refrigerant mixtures

Tandon et al., (1986) proposed the following correlation for mixture condensation 

based on experimental data for R22/R12 mixture in horizontal tubes.

ki;
vap  ̂ l̂iq A1.05

Ph = 1

Cpliq “T̂all)
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Sweeny and Chato (1996) correlated mixture refrigerant experimental data (smooth 

tube) using Dobson’s (A 1.04) correlation and suggested the following, where heqi 

and heq2 are given by eqs. A 1.07 and Al.Ol respectively.

HTC = 0.7 

HTC= G

300,

0.3

0.3
hgqi for annular flow

300
hgq2 for wavy flow A1.06

Koyama et al., (1990) suggested the following correlation based on experimental 

data for R22/R114 mixture in horizontal microfm tubes.

HTC = 0.53^''''
"d ' 0.4

ph -0 .6 ^®liq ^ l̂iq

d _L_ R

nO.8
( l-0 .7 3 x  + 0.37x^+0.36x^) A1.07

R = PliqM-liq

P  v ap  P  vap

0.5

Correlation by Sami et al., (1992) for mixture condensation in enhanced tubes takes 

the following form eq. A 1.08. Here the parameter R is of the same definition as 

given in equation A 1.07 and Ph as of eq. 1.05.

HTC = 6 .4^“'*
' d ‘ 0.4

Ph"0-6 ^®liq ^hiq
0.6

A1.08
d _L. R

A2) Boiling and evaporation

Correlations for estimating flow-boiling HTC for flow in tubes.

• Pure refrigerants

Chen (1963) [Collier and Thome, 1996] argued that both the mechanisms of nucleate 

boiling (pool boiling) and convective heat transfer (flow boiling) occur to some 

degree during convective boiling. He proposed the following relationship for two-
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phase HTC based on the assumption that the contribution from each mechanism is 

additive. This correlation has been used extensively in practice for a wide range of 

fluids and operating conditions.

^ ^ ^ 2 . phase ^"^^Nucleate.boiling Convection A1.09

The convective component is assumed to be represented by Dittus-Boelter type Nu 

number equation using effective two-phase parameters for Re and Pr numbers, to 

take the form eq. Al.lO.

Al.lOH T C con vecion  =  0 .0 2 30 .0 2 3
0 (1 -x )D

0.8
> C p - k | iq ^

Pliq k
liq I ^  J

The parameter F is and is correlated to X# based on experimental results.

The Lockhart-Martinelli (1949) parameter (Xtt) developed to correlate pressure 

gradient in separated flow situation proved to be useful in estimating other two-phase 

flow parameters including HTC. Many experimental data for two-phase forced 

convective HTC have been correlated to the single phase (liquid) counterpart in the 

form of a function of X» as given by equation A 1.11 [Collier and Thome, 1996].

HTC 2.ph

HTC

X.

(

lo
A l.ll

X
.0.5

r  vap 

Pliq

Pliq
. 0.1

^Pvap j

where x is vapour quality, p is density and p is viscosity. For example, Dengler and 

Addoms (1956) equation for two-phase HTC takes the form

HTC

HTC

n O.5

lo
A1.12
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Shah (1976) proposed a graphical alternative to the Chen's correlation that is 

applicable for boiling in both vertical and horizontal tubes. As in the Chen's 

correlation, Shah correlation considers the effect of the two mechanisms of nucleate 

and convective boiling. However, in this approach, instead of adding the two 

contributions, the larger of nucleate boiling or convective HTC is selected.

Following the approach that forced convective HTC consist of contributions from 

both nucleate and convective boiling, Gungor and Winterton (1986) [Radermacher 

and Hwang, 2000] proposed the following correlation based on a large database of 

experimental results.

HTC2.ph = S HTCNucleate.boiIing + ^  HTC,iq A1.13

In this correlation, h nquid is calculated from Dittus-Boelter correlation for the liquid 

fraction of the flow based on tube diameter. The convection enhancement fraction E, 

boiling suppression factor, S, and nucleate boiling component of HTC are as follows.

f 1
E = 1 + 24,000 B o ''^+1,37

S = (1.0+ 0.00000115 E ^ R e |V ) ''

H T C N „,iea ,e.b„iii„6  = 55 Py" '^ (-0.4343 log,Py)-»'^^M-''^(|,°«^

where M is molecular weight, y is reduced pressure, (|) is heat flux. If Fr number is 

below 0.05, then E and S should be multiplied by E% and S2 respectively, which are 

given by

( O . I - 2 F r , J
E2=F'l'|iq

S2  =

The above formulation is applicable for both horizontal and vertical tube flow 

configurations. This method correlated the saturation boiling database to a mean
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deviation of 21.4%, while the accuracy for the same data base with Chen's 

correlation is 57.7% and 21.9% with Shah's.

• Mixture refrigerants

The first empirical correlation for the nucleate boiling of mixtures, characterised by 

boiling temperature range of mixture (i.e. temperature glide) was proposed by Palen 

and Small (1964) [Collier and Thome, 1996], eq. A1.14.

HTC
- = exp(-0.027TG) A1.14

HTC ideal

where hjdeai is heat transfer coefficient corresponding to a single component fluid 

with same properties as the mixture. The parameter hjdeai for a binary mixture can be 

estimated using eq. A1.15.

HTCideai =H TC^(1-X b ) + HTCb Xb A1.15

where xb is mole fraction of component B HTC of pure components A and B that 

can be estimated using the Dittus-Belter correlation.

A modification of Chen's (1966) correlation to obtain mixture flow boiling HTC 

estimates is given in eq. A1.16. While using Chen’s supposition, the underlying 

principle of the correlation is based on theories of onset of nucleate boiling [Jung et 

al., 1989].

S h„
H T C =  -  + Cy Fh,iq A1.16

F = 2.37
r 1 0̂.85

0.29 +
)

S = 4048 Xlt^^ , for X„ <1.0

S = 2.0-0.1X+^*B .for 1.0 < X„ <5.0

where hnquid is obtained by Dittus-Boelter correlation and hx, C%, Cy are calculated 

based on work of Unal (1986). Bq is the boiling number, h% is pool boiling HTC of
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mixture, 0% and Cy are each functions mole fraction of more volatile component of 

mixture in liquid and vapor phases. The predictions are found to be with 9.6% mean 

deviation of the experimental data used for derivation.

A new boiling model that includes the effect of heat flux on HTC of mixture of n 

number of components is given as [Collier and Thome, 1996].

HTC
HTC ideal

HTC ideal n - l

Z(Tsat.n ~Tsat.j)(yj -  Xj)(l -  exp(-Bo(|) / Piiqhfgpf))
Vi=i

- 1

A1.17

where Tsat.n is the bubble point temperature of the highest boiling point component 

and Tsatj are those of the other components. Bo is a scaling factor, which is given the 

value unity, hfg is latent heat of mixture, xj & yj are fraction of component in liquid 

and vapour phases, Pf is liquid mass transfer coefficient, which ranges from 0.0001 

to 0.0005.

Jung et al., (1989) developed the following correlation for flow boiling in horizontal 

tubes for the binary mixture R22/R114. This correlation uses Chen’s superposition 

form to account for nucleate and pool boiling effects.

HTC = C^,F HTC,, + CunHTCpoo, A1.18

F is heat transfer enhancement factor and S is suppression factor.
0.85

F = 2.37 0.29 +
1

X.

S = 2.0 -  0 .1X;;°'®Bo“° for 1< Xtt < 5

Cme and C,n are correction factors for mixtures in pool boiling and evaporation 

respectively, which are complicated functions of liquid and vapor-phase 

concentrations and h,, is obtained from Unal (1989).

Kandlikar (1991) [Radermacher and Hwang, 2000] proposed the following 

correlation for forced convective evaporation of mixture refrigerants. In this
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correlation the HTC is based on the HTC of dominant region out of convective 

evaporation or nucleate boiling.

A3) Pressure drops - Friedel’s two-phase multiplier

3.24 F H
0.045  7^ 0 .035

P j i

H = Pli r v a p  

V J

\O . I9x 0.7

1- •vap

Mliq

A1.19

Fr =
gDp horn ogeneous

We = -----------------
^P hom  ogeneous

f
eous ~

^Pvap Pliq J

where x is vapour quality, D is the tube diameter, p,̂  is the homogeneous density 

given as

Phom
X  1 - X  

 + ------

1

Pho m ogeneous l̂ Pvap ;
+ (1 -x )

1

Pliq

A4) Void fraction correlations

The simplest form of void fraction correlation available is the one based on 

homogeneous flow assumption, with equal liquid and vapour velocities, and the 

above expression for a  reduces to

1

(1 — x) Pvap1 +
Pli

A1.20
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A void fraction correlation that uses a slightly different slip ratio model (separated 

flow) developed by Zivi (1964) takes the form

1
a  =

1 +
(1 -x) f \ 

Pvap

V Pl iq  J

2 / 3
A1.21

Premoli's void fraction model [Rice, 1987] is a modification of basic homogeneous 

void fraction derivation with inclusion of an empirical slip ratio, eq. A 1.23. This 

correlation, which is a mass flux dependent one, has been developed for a large 

variety of conditions for two-phase mixtures flowing in vertical tubes.

2 I ( l ~ x )  Pvap g  

^  Pliq

S = l + F,
Y,

x l / 2

- -Y p F , Y
' " 1 -p

F| = 1.578 Re] - 0 . 1 9

 ̂ 0̂.22
Pliq

- 0 . 0 8

F2 = 0.0273 Wej Re; 

where p is volumetric vapor quality.

- 0 . 1 5 Pliq

yPvap;

A1.22

Lockhart-Martinelli void fraction model takes the form

A1.23

a  = (0.823-0.157 ln(X;,)) for X„ > 10

This is an empirical formulation based on work by Wallis (1969).
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Appendix 2

Documentation on software

This appendix consists of two parts; first part carries a brief description of the 

software structure of REFPORP and the adaptability of its property routines for cycle 

simulation. The second part caries an introduction of the main modules of the 

simulation program presented in Chapter 3.

A l. NIST Standard reference database 23 - REFPROP

REFPROP database is a software tool (package) designed for the evaluation of 

thermal-physical properties of refrigerants using up to date equations of state (EOS) 

and fluid mixing rules (implemented using Fortran 77). The database consists of 129 

subroutines, 47 custom functions and more than 6 block data sets (containing 

different refrigerant constants, conversion factors etc.). In addition, there are 33 fluid 

data files for single component refrigerants, 29 fluid data files for predefined mixture 

refrigerants, and a user-friendly interface.

When using the database, refrigerant mixtures can be defined based on a selected 

mixing rule and a composition (up to five fluids can be mixed). Thermodynamic 

properties could be estimated at a selected datum, or provision is available to define 

any preferable datum. Though the database is flexible in obtaining properties of a 

given point in few different aspects, it does not have facility to perform any cycle 

simulation. However, with sufficient understanding about the database, the property 

routines can be integrated into computer simulations of vapour compression systems.

•  Selection o f  a property subroutine

Due to presence of different local conditions (pressure, temperature and refrigerant 

phase etc.) within a vapour compression system, the available information (or 

coordinates) to thermodynamically define a given state points differ from one point 

to another. For example, a point representing refrigerant exit from condenser may be 

defined based on pressure and temperature, or, entropy and pressure may be 

available to define the point that corresponds to compressor discharge. As such, to 

estimate refrigerant properties at different states, suitable property routines should 

be used.
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To obtain all the necessary properties for a simulation, a well-structured calling 

program is necessary to create the link with routines of the database. However the 

selection of a suitable routine is complicated due to presence/use of different 

categories of routines, some of which provides the initial guess values for others. If 

those functions/subroutines, which use secondary routines to obtain initial 

conditions, were used independently, provision of initial values is a critical issue. 

Another important aspect of using the codes ot the database is the units of properties. 

The database uses units such as J/mole (for enthalpy & entropy), K (for temperature) 

etc., so that use of a consistent unit system in the user written program is a must.

Consider the subroutine TPRHO from the database, which is designed to estimate 

density of single-phase refrigerants. This routine requires four input parameters; 

temperature, pressure, composition and fluid state, (liquid or vapour phase) to 

estimate the density of a specified phase. If the calculations did not converge within 

the limits provided in the corresponding fluid (refrigerant) data file, an error message 

is generated. To obtain a correct answer by using this particular subroutine, an initial 

guess value of the density must be provided. If no guess value is provided, the 

calculation takes a considerable computing time and answer may not be correct. In 

this case, to provide an initial parameter values another subroutine is used, which 

produce a guess density for the same refrigerant based on pre-defmed pressure and 

temperature.

Since the database itself contains a large number of implicit Fortran variable and 

array declarations, in user written programs, variable declaration need careful 

attention not to mix up variable definitions. For example, any variable name that 

starts with a letter from I to N (case insensitive) is implicitly declared as an integer in 

the REFPROP code. Any variable in the user written program that has a name 

starting with any letter I to N will automatically be considered as integer. This could 

have serious implication on all the subsequent codes that use such parameters or 

variables. However, if one needs to use any a name starting with a letter I to N for a 

non-integer variable, it can be done with careful variable declaration using a separate 

Fortran module. In the database a similar implicit declaration is in place for double 

precision or real variable declaration too; name of which the first letter is either
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between ‘A’ to ‘H’ or ‘O’ to ‘Z’, are automatically treated as double precision 

quantities.

•  Use o f  REFPROP codes in a user designed program

In order to continue with any property estimate using the routines of the database, 

first the refrigerant(s) must be specified in the form R xx (R 123 for example). In 

case of a mixture, composition (by mass) too needs to be specified. Then calls to 

subroutines NAME, SETUP, INFO, and functions XMASS, XMOLE in proper 

sequence would set up the necessary fluid data files to estimate properties of the 

specified refrigerant(s).

When a temperature value is keyed in, first the value can be checked against the 

limiting values (based on the maximum and minimum temperatures allowed in EOS 

to obtain a pre-defmed accuracy) for the specified refrigerant to avoid errors. This 

check can be implemented through calls to the subroutines NAME, INFO, LIMITX 

and SAT? in proper sequence (See Table AI for details or routines).

To estimate saturated refrigerant properties at a specified temperature subroutine 

SATT can be used to obtain the pressure, enthalpy and entropy etc. To obtain the 

thermal properties of a point with known degree of superheat at the above pressure, 

subroutines TPRHO and ENTRO and ENTHAL can be used in correct sequence 

with proper inputs.

Once the points of interest within are defined in terms of pressure, temperature, and 

vapour quality, appropriate subroutines from the database can be used to estimate 

thermal-physical properties. However, it is important consider the application ranges 

and errors associated with the routines before use. Table AI provides information of 

few selected routines from the database.

•  Points to note

Due to enormous size and complexity involved with the programming aspect of the 

database, a considerable time needs to be spent on understanding the internal 

structure. Attention needs to be focused on the performance of individual subroutines
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and their limitations, proper sequence of calling and how to provide the initial guess 

manually if necessary etc.

Writing codes for a program, which use the subroutines of the database, become 

rather tedious due to large number of input parameters involved. For example, if the 

user want to use SATT outside the REFPROP platform, the input parameter list of 

the user written routine must include all inputs of SATT. This means that the variable 

declaration must include all these necessary variables. This situation makes it 

difficult complicates the programming development aspect.

When it comes to working with mixtures, the computing time also becomes a 

deciding factor. This situation demands careful investigation on the use of 

subroutines of REFPROP to minimise computing time, particularly with mixtures. 

User should take the advantage of the availability of a number of subroutines, which 

can perform similar tasks (sometimes with different inputs/outputs conditions). For 

instance, PSFLFîS and ENTRO subroutines are both capable of iterating for entropy, 

but the computing time may not be the same, ENTRO is faster than PSFLHS.

The datum or standard reference for calculation of thermodynamic properties must 

be the same through out a sessiopn of calculations. Otherwise, the routines from the 

database tend to use the default datum (ASHRAE) provided within the subroutines 

itself. If this happens, the interpretation of thermodynamic properties will not be 

consistent or correct.
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Table A l: Details of some selected subroutines of the REFPROP data base
Name of SR Designed task Input parameters Output parameters

INFO Provide name information for 
specified fluid or component

icom p-(1 ....5) Wmm, Ttp, Tnbp, Tc, Pc, 
Dc, Zc, Acf, Dip, Rgas

NAME Provide name information for 
specified component

icomp - (I ....5 ) Hname, HnSO, Hcas

LIMITX Provides limits of a property 
model as a function of 
composition

Htype, T, D, P, X, Tmin, Tmax, Dmax, Pmax, 
lerr, Herr

SATT Iterates for saturated liquid 
and vapour state

T, X, KPH P, RhoL, RhoV, Xliq, Xvap, 
lerr, Herr

CRITP Provides critical parameters as 
a function of composition

X Tc, Pc, Dc, lerr, Herr

THERM Compute thermal quantities T, Rho, X P, E, H, S, Cv, Cp, W, HJT
XMASS Converts composition from 

mole fraction basis to mass 
fraction basis

Xmol Xkg, Wmix

PSFLSH Flash calculation P ,S ,Z  T, D, Dliq, Dvap, X, Y, Q, 
E, H, Cv, Cp, W, lerr, Herr

ENTRO Compute entropy T, Rho, X S

Notation
A c f

Parameter
A ccentric factor

Units

D M olar density m ol/litre
D c Critical density m ol/litre
D ip D ip o le  m oment debye
Dliq M olar density, liquid phase m ol/litre
D m ax M axim um  density m ol/litre
D vap M olar density, vapour phase m ol/litre
H Enthalpy J/mol
H cas C hem ical Abstract Service number . . . .

Herr Error m essage flag ---
HnSO C om ponent name
H type Flag for selectin  EOS m odel ---
icom p C om ponent number ---
lerr Error flag
H nam e C om ponent name « —

P Pressure kPa
Pc Critical Pressure kPa
Pm ax M axim um  pressure kPa

Q V apor quality on molar basis ---
R gas Gas constant J/mol K
Rho D ensity mol/litre
RhoL D ensity  o f  liquid phase m ol/litre
RhoV D ensity  o f  vapour phase mol/litre
S Entropy J/m ol K
T Temperature K
f'c Critical temperature K

T m ax M axim um  temperature K
Tm in M inim um  temperature K
Tnbp Norm al b oiling  point K
Ttp Triple point K

W m M olecular w eight g/m ol
X C om position  o f  liquid phase M ole-fractions
X m ass C om position  array M ass fractions
X m oie C om position  array M ole fractions
Y C om position  o f  vapour phase M ole-fractions
Zc C om pressibility  at critical point 
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A2. Selected modules/subroutines from the simulation

This section provides a brief description of few selected modules/subroutines 

from the RHP simulation. Only selected parts of the code is presented to provide an 

insight to the development of relevant codes.

A2.1) The design parameter module carry the following information about a system 

designed using the approach given in section 3.2

module DesignPara
implicit none 

integer, param eter :: Sysm N o =
integer, param eter WkngFId =
integer, param eter :: LRYesNo =
integer, param eter :: HxSlct =
double precision, parameter Q hxDesgn  
double precision, parameter :: dT scSyl 
double precision, parameter :: dTevpD es 
double precision, parameter :: dTconD es 
double precision, parameter ;; dtTevdes 
double precision, parameter TwtinEv 
double precision, parameter :: TwtinCn 
double precision, parameter :: TwtOutEvp 
double precision, parameter :: TwtOutCnd 
double precision, parameter :: CmpnWrk 
double precision, param eter A evD esgn  
double precision, parameter :: AcnD esgn  
double precision, parameter SwptVol 
double precision, parameter PreEvap 
double precision, param eter :: PreCond 
double precision, parameter TmpGldEv 
double precision, parameter :: TmpGldCn 
double precision, parameter ;; RfFlwDes 
double precision, parameter :: Q evD es  
double precision, parameter :: Q cnD es  
double precision, parameter ;; WtrFlwEvp 
double precision, parameter WtrFlwCnd 
double precision, param eter :: EvpChge 
double precision, param eter :: CndChge 

double precision, param eter TotChge 
double precision, parameter CnChgSC  
double precision, parameter :: LqRcVol 
double precision, parameter :: ChgWoLR 
double precision, parameter ;; ChgWthLR 
double precision, parameter :: COPhtng 
double precision, parameter COPcIng 
double precision, parameter :: h3sys1 = 
double precision, parameter ;; h4sys1 =

I i.e. R407C
I i.e. with LqRc
! i.e. heating

7 .50 I kW
5.00 !C
5 .00 ! C
5.00 !C
5.00 !C

14.00
35.00 I C
9 .14636

41.49551 !C
0.92412 ! kW

2.087724
0 .672193 ! m'^2

0 .000062216  ! m^3.
657 .456
1757.500 I kPa
5.99499
4 .84597 1C

0.038800 ! kg/s, i.e.
6 .45174
7 .47854 ! kW
0.31510 1 kg/s, i.e.
0 .27287 ! kg/s, i.e.
2 .52428
5 .29488
8.32741 !kg
0 .99116 !kg
0.01210 I m'^3
8.32741

9 .65979 !kg
8 .09258
6 .98147

5 .413  m^3/hr

1 39 .68  kg/hr

9 82 .3 3  kg/hr

36100.91  ,s3sys1  = 153 .37872  
38429 .88  ,h8sys1 = 21 7 6 6 .7 6

! J/mol

--VIo evp, Vol con 0 .9 9 1 67E -02 0 .72597E -02 m^3. Ratio Vcon/Vevp 0.7321  
-- TG index = 2 (i.e. no TG assumption)
--A verage 2 phs U, Evp & Cond : 1706.04 2948 .82  (W/m''2 K)
-R ad ii inner & outer pipes : 10 .00  17.50 (mm)
-  This is an automatically updated m odule when a new system  is d esign ed
-  2130  hrs, 05 /01 /2003
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A 2.2) This is the main subroutine (SR) for obtaining guess pressures, state points and water 

flow  rates for a specified capacity and configuration. The external modules Declarations, 

ConvData, EvapData , iPOPErr, PipeData, inputs, P ts lT o 8  link the SR with Other parts o f  the simulation 

to exchange parameters as decided by the program logic given in section 3.2. First module 

(D eclarations) links all the property estimate with the routines o f  REFPROP database and 

convey the information about selected refrigerants and com position throughout the program. 

ConvData, EvapData link the output o f  the SR with condenser and evaporator related 

calculations respectively. IPOPErr, PipeData modules communicates with error handling and 

heat exchanger data (e.g. physical properties, radii) modules respectively. The last two 

m odules sort out the inputs to the main program which are to be conveyed to the SR and the 

state point property estimates respectively.

subroutine PrelmCyclData(Pcon, Pevp )

A sr that estim ates g u e ss  Peon and Pevp, and the state points 1 - 8, water 
flow rates of cond and evap for a given hex capacity; evap or cond, based  

on sim ple vap com pn cycle

! -  water flow estim ates are based  on TG match for mx

u se  Declarations ! all com mon i/ps of refprop
u se  ConvData ! to convert from refprop t SI units and vice versa
u se  IPOPErr I error co d es and numbers
u se  PipeData
u se  CondData
u se  EvapData
u se  P ts1T o8
u se  Inputs
implicit none

doubleprecision, intent (out) Peon, Pevp

! -  get g u e ss  pre Peon, Pevp
call G uessPconP evp(R fSlct, Peon, Pevp, IndErr)

l -g e t  point 1 to 8

call Point1to8(Pcon, Pevp, d is c )

! -  selection  of input hex type

call CondEvpSlct(RefFlw,lndErr)

!— get water flow rates for cond and evap to match glide for m xs

call TGCndWtrFlw(Pcon) 
call TGEvpWtrFlw(Pevp)
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A2.3) Subroutine that represent the condenser, which is used in condenser module

for system design and iteration for reversed mode performance

subroutine Condenser(Configlnd, Tmpind, FlwDir, SwtchPre, &
Pref, Trefin, RefFlw, Twtin, WtrFlw, Hin, Hout, Aout.TwtOut, Qcal, IndErr)

u se Declarations ! all com m on i/ps of refprop
u se  ConvData I to convert from refprop t SI units and vice versa
u se  IPOPErr ! error co d es and numbers
u se  PipeD ata
u se  CondData I variables and arrays which are m ade a cessib le  globally

implicit none

double precision, intent(in) Pref, Trefin, RefFlw, Twtin, WtrFlw 
double precision, intent(in) :: Hin, Hout

integer, intent(in) :: Configind, Tmpind
integer, intent(in) :: SwtchPre , FlwDir

double precision, intent(out) Aout, TwtOut, Qcal 
integer, intent (out) :: IndErr

if(FlwDir == 1) then ! counter flw
call CondCntFlw(Configlnd, Tmpind, SwtchPre, &

Pref, Trefin, RefFlw, Twtin, WtrFlw, Hin, Hout, Aout,TwtOut, Qcal, IndErr)

if(IndErr == 200) then 
return 

end if
e ls e  if(FlwDir == 2) then ! parallel flw

call CondPrllFlw(Configlnd, Tmpind, SwtchPre, &
Pref, Trefin, RefFlw, Twtin, WtrFlw, Hin, Hout, Aout,TwtOut, Qcal, IndErr) 

end if
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A2.4) Subroutine that represent the evaporator, which is used in evaporator module

for system design and iteration for reversed mode performance

subroutine Evaporator(ConflgInd, Tmpind, FlwDir, SwtchPre, &
Pref, Trefin, RefFlw, Twtin, WtrFlw, Hin, Hout, Aout,TwtOut, Qcal, IndErr)

u se  Declarations ! all com m on i/ps of refprop 
u se  ConvData ! to convert from refprop t SI units and vice versa
u se  IPOPErr ! error c o d es  and numbers
u se  PipeData  
u se  EvapData  

u se  inputs

implicit none

tref refers to point 1, and used  in paralle flow only 
double precision, intent(in) :: Pref, Trefin, RefFlw, Twtin, WtrFlw 
double precision, intent(in) Hin, Hout

integer, intent(in) :: Configind, Tmpind
integer, intent^n) Sw tchPre, FlwDir

double precision, intent(out) :: Aout, TwtOut, Qcal 
integer, intent (out) IndErr

integer Hxind, Phasind
double precision dTin, dTout, LMTD, dTref, dryfra, t3, t1

if(FlwDir == 1 ) then ! counter flw
call EvapCntFlw(Configlnd, Tmpind, SwtchPre, &

Pref, Trefin, RefFlw, Twtin, WtrFlw, Hin, Hout, Aout,TwtOut, Qcal, IndErr)

e ls e  if(FlwDir == 2) then ! parallel flw

call EvapPrllFlw(Configlnd, Tmpind, SwtchPre, &
Pref, Trefin, RefFlw, Twtin, WtrFlw, Hin, Hout, Aout,TwtOut, Qcal, IndErr)

end if

A2.5) The error handling module identify the errors by pre-assigned numbers, which 

are used to convey appropriate error message to user via corresponding error 

messages (few examples are given below). There are about 60 pre defined error 

messages incorporated with the module to represent most of the error situations 

encountered during the development/running of simulation.

Er2I = ' i/p Error, index T 
Er22 = ' i/p Error, index 2'
Er23 ^ ' i/p Error, index 3'
Er24 = ' i/p Error, index 4'
Er25 ^ ' i/p Error, index 5'
Er26 = ' i/p Error, Ref selection'
Er27 = ' i/p Error, h s reference composition selection'
Er28 = ' Cal error (28).. o/p'

Er51 = ' Error, input compressor swept vol'
Er56 ^ ' Error, input void fraction'

Er8I = ' Error, input ref mass flow'
Er84 = ' i/p Error, sing phs section'
Er86 = ' Error, input vq'
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A2.6) This is a part of the module that handle inputs to the main program, where all 

the numerical values of the system parameters and calculation indices for heat 

exchangers are defined and set according to selected mode/configuration. Given 

below is only the section that defines/sets the heat exchanger calculation indices.

module Inputs

implicit none  
sa v e

!-th is m odule contains m ost of the i/p parameters that used to provide 
I -  through key board, any ch a n g es to i/p should be entered here (29 Aug)
-- hex indices

integer :: SwtchPreEv, ConfiglndEv, FlwDirEv , TmplndEv 
integer :: SwtchPreCn, ConfiglndCn , FlwDirCn , TmplndCn 

contains
I -  sr to se lec t  the indices based  on given direction

subroutine SysmDirection(Directxn)
I -  a sr that se lec t  and m ake available the correct indices for 
I -  se lec te d  htf/ ref fow rirection (i.e. counter or parallel flow)
I when direction is se t to 2, rvs m ode, the parameter R vsSysR fSlct 
! must be given a value, 10 to u se  default fid or 1, 2, 3 to se lect fid/ mx 

implicit none
integer, intent (in) Directxn
I -  indices for flow direction, pressure cal, temp cal etc
I -  EVAP/ COND RELATED INDICES, for fwd/ reversed system

“ Sw tchPre = 1  Pre.ele2 = (P re .e le l + dP .ele .1-2)
= 2 Pre.ele2 = (P re.e le l - d P .e le .1-2)

-  Configind = 1 ref in inner tube (evap)
= 2 ref in outer tube (cond)

-  FlwDir = 1 counter flw
= 2 parellel flow

“  Tmpind = 2  Tw.Out = Tw.in - dTwtr 
= 1 Tw.Out = Tw.in + dTwtr

- values for above indices are se t  according to the
- directions se t  in e le  calculation srs

se lec t  c a s e  (Directxn)
ca se (1 ) 1“  forward cycle, both hex are counter flow

Sw tchPreEv = 1
ConfiglndEv = 1
FlwDirEv = 1 
TmplndEv = 2

SwtchPreCn  
ConfiglndCn 
FlwDirCn = 1 
TmplndCn = 1

=  1 

=  2

ca se(2 )
SwtchPreEv  
ConfiglndEv 
FlwDirEv = 
TmplndEv = 
SwtchPreCn  
ConfiglndCn 
FlwDirCn = 
TmplndCn =

! -  reversed cycle, both hex are parallel flow 
=  2 
=  2
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A2.7) This subroutine is used in estimating two-phase refrigerant temperature and 

vapour quality corresponding to a given enthalpy.

subroutine RefState(Pref, hin, HxInd, dTref, Trf, dryfra, IndErr)

-  A sr that locate the state of a given point (pre and enth)
-  produce d egree  of s c  or sht (for given P and h), hin — in J/mole
-  dryfra == 10. for s c  ref, == 20.0  for hst ref

u se  Declarations ! all com m on i/ps of refprop
u se  ConvData I to convert from refprop t SI units and vice versa
u se  IPOPErr ! error c o d es  and numbers
implicit none

double precision , intent (in) Pref, hin
integer, intent (in) :: Hxind

integer, intent (out) :: IndErr
double precision, intent (out) :: dryfra, dTref, Trf I in C

!-Hxlnd -  to se lec t  type of two-ph p rocess, 1; evp , 2; cond
I- to get correct hV and hL to suit evap  or cond

! -s e t  up refrigerant files and se t reference  

call SelectR ef(R efN o)

I -  get hV and hL b ased  on the type of p h ase  change process

se lec t case(C om psitionlnd) 
case(5 ) I u se  repsective p h ase changing process  

if(Hxlnd == 1) then I evap-n
Cm plndSlct = 1 

e ls e  if(Hxlnd == 2) then I cond-n  
Cm plndSlct = 2 

end if
ca se (3 ) ! u se  equal vap liq com position for both evap & condn

Cm plndSlct = 1 
end se lec t

call SatH S(Pref, CmplndSlct, hV, hL, hVL, sV, sL, IndErr)

I - g e t  TsatL and TsatV
call DbWbdiff(Pref, TsatV, TsatL, Tdb, IndErr)

!— here sat temp d ep en d s on no, if a mixture, there are two tem ps

if(hin <= hL ) then  
if(hin == hL) then 

write(*,*) ' Sat liq' 
end if
call PHFLSH (Pref,hin,x,tref, D,DI,Dv,xl,xv,q,e,s,cv,cp,w,ierr,herr) 
dTref = (TsatL - tref)
Trf = tre f-2 7 3 .1 5 0  
dryfra = 1 0 .0  ! sat or sbcl liquid

e ls e  if(hin >= hV) then 
if(hin == hV) then

write(*,*) ' Sat vap' 
end if
call PHFLSH (Pref,hin,x,tref, D,DI,Dv,xl,xv,q,e,s,cv,cp,w,ierr,herr) 
dTref = (tref - TsatV)
Trf = tre f-2 7 3 .1 5 0
dryfra = 20 .0  Isat sht vapour

e ls e  if (hin >hL and. hin < hV) then

se lec t  case(TG M tdslct) 
ca se (1 )

dryfra = (hin-hL)/(hVL)
Trf = (1.0*TsatL + (TsatV-TsatL)*dryfra ) - 273.150  
dTref = 0.0  

ca se(2 )
call PHFLSH (Pref,hin,x,tref, D,DI,Dv,xl,xv,q,e,s,cv,cp,w,ierr,herr)
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call XMASS (xv,xvpkg,wmvp)
Trf = tre f-2 7 3 .1 5 0  
dTref = 0.0
dryfra = q !{q*wmvp)/wmm

if(dryfra > 1 ,5d0 .or. dryfra < 0.0) then 
! call B eep
writer,*) ' vq adjusted' 
dryfra = (hin-hL)/(hVL) 

end if 
end se lec t

!~w hen it is n ecessary  to se t  TG to 0.0 artifically 
!-r for hex analysis, th e se  indices are in Declaration.mod 
if(TGzeroEvp == 0 ) then 

Trf = TsatL-tKO 
e ls e  if (TGzeroCnd == 0) then 

Trf = TsatV-tKO 
end if

!-c h e c k  ref state

I -  warn if ref. h as m oved

if(RfSlct == 2 .or. RfSlct == 3) then

kph = 1
tt = 273 .150d 0
call SATT (tt,xO,kph, pp, rholR,rhov,xliq,xvap,ierr,herr) 
call ENTHAL (tt,rholR,x,hh) 
call ENTRO (tt,rholR,x,ss )

A2.8) This subroutine estimates the saturated enthalpy and entropy of a mixture 

based on the process, i.e. evaporation or condensation, using property routine from 

REFPROP refrigerant database, which are link via the module ‘ D eclarations’ of the 

simulation.

subroutine S a tH S (P r e ,  Com psitionlndx, hV, hL, hVL, sV, sL, IndErr)

A sr that produce mx sa t h & s  for a given composition category
-  Hxind ~  is the switch that prompt the calculationn onto corresponding
-  h and s  cal procedure b ased  on tw o-phase p rocess
-  i.e. Compsitionind == 1 .. liq @ buble pt + coex  vap (evapn)

== 2 .. vap @ dew  pt + coex  liq (condn)
== 3 .. vap & liq @  sam e compsition

u se  D ec la ra tio n s I all com m on i/ps of refprop
u se  ConvData I to convert from refprop t SI units and vice versa
u se IPOPErr ! error c o d es  and numbers
u se  Inputs

implicit none

double precision , intent (in) :: Pre 
integer, intent (in) :: Compsitionlndx

double precision, intent (out) :: hV, hL, hVL, sV, sL ! in K and J/mol 
integer, intent (out) :: IndErr

if(RefOrMx == 1 ) then
call hsEqlVpLiqComp(Pre, hV, hL, hVL, sV, sL, IndErr)

e lse  if(RefOrMx == 2 .or.RefOrMx == 3 ) then

if(Compsitionlndx == 1) then ! evapn
call hsLiqBubCoexVp(Pre, hV, hL, hVL, sV, sL ,IndErr) 

e ls e  if(Compsitionlndx == 2) then ! condn
call hsVapDewCoexLq(Pre, hV, hL, hVL, sV, sL ,IndErr) 

e ls e  if(Compsitionlndx == 3) then ! for both evapn & condn disregarding com p change  
call hsEqlVpLiqComp(Pre, hV, hL, hVL, sV, sL, IndErr)
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